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Abstract
During the last years a new generation of process-aware information systems has
emerged, which enables process model configurations at buildtime as well as process instance changes during runtime. Respective model adaptations result in
large collections of process model variants that are derived from same process
model, but slightly differ in structure. Generally, such model variants are expensive to maintain and configure. In this thesis, we present challenges, scenarios and
algorithms for representing, comparing and mining such process model variants.
We first introduce the notion of process distance, which corresponds to the
minimal number of high-level change operations needed for transforming one
process model into another. In general, we presume that the shorter the average
distance between a reference process model and related process variants is, the
less changes are required for adapting the variants and the less efforts are needed
for (future) process configuration. In this context, we present a method based on
boolean algebra to compute the distance between two process models.
Starting with a collection of related process model variants, the major goal
of this thesis is to discover a reference process model out of which these variants
can be easily configured; i.e., a reference process model with minimal average distance to the variants. To achieve this goal we present two advanced algorithms
which have their pros & cons, and that are applicable in different scenarios. Our
clustering algorithm does not presume any knowledge about the original reference
process model out of which the process model variants were configured. By only
looking at the process model variants, this algorithm can quickly discover a reference process model in polynomial time, which allows us to scale up when solving
real-world problems. The clustering algorithm further provides information on
how well each part of the discovered reference model fits to the variants. Our
heuristic algorithm, in turn, can take the original reference model into account
as well. In particular, the user can control to what degree the discovered model
differs from the original one. This way we can avoid spaghetti-like process models
and additionally control how many changes we want to perform on the original
reference model.
We systematically evaluate and compare the two algorithms based on simulations that comprise more than 7000 process models. Simulation results indicate
good performance and make the differences between the two algorithms explicit.
For example, the simulation results indicate that our clustering algorithm runs
significantly faster than our heuristic algorithm. However, our heuristic algorithm
can identify important changes at the beginning of the search and can discover
better results than the clustering algorithm.
We successfully applied the two algorithms to cases from the automotive and
the healthcare domain. During these case studies, the practical relevance and
benefit of our work has become evident once more.
Overall, this Ph.D thesis will contribute to more intelligent information systems by learning from past adaptations and to an improved management of the
variants by continuously evolving related reference process model.
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Samenvatting
De afgelopen jaren is een nieuwe generatie procesbewuste informatiesystemen verschenen die zowel configuraties in de ontwerpfase als veranderingen in de procesinstanties mogelijk maakt. De respectievelijke modeladaptaties resulteren in grote
verzamelingen procesmodelvarianten die van hetzelfde procesmodel zijn afgeleid
maar die kleine structuurverschillen hebben. Over het algemeen zijn deze modelvarianten duur in onderhoud en configuratie. In dit proefschrift presenteren wij
uitdagingen, scenario’s en algoritmes voor representatie, vergelijking en mining
van deze procesmodelvarianten.
We introduceren eerst het begrip procesafstand dat correspondeert met het
minimale aantal high-level veranderingsoperaties dat nodig is voor het omzetten
van het ene procesmodel in het andere. In het algemeen nemen we aan dat hoe
kleiner de gemiddelde afstand tussen een referentie procesmodel en een gerelateerde procesvariant, hoe minder veranderingen nodig zijn voor het aanpassen van
de varianten en hoe minder inspanning nodig is voor (toekomstige) procesconfiguratie. In deze context presenteren wij een methode die gebaseerd is op Booleaanse
algebra voor het berekenen van de afstand tussen twee procesmodellen.
Startend met een verzameling gerelateerde procesmodelvarianten is het hoofddoel van dit proefschrift het vinden van een referentie procesmodel waaruit deze
varianten gemakkelijk kunnen worden geconfigureerd; met andere woorden, een
referentie procesmodel met een minimale afstand tot de varianten. Om dit doel
te bereiken presenteren wij twee geavanceerde algoritmes die beiden voor- en
nadelen hebben, en die toepasbaar zijn in verschillende scenario’s. Ons clusteralgoritme veronderstelt geen kennis van het oorspronkelijke referentie procesmodel
waaruit de procesmodelvarianten zijn geconfigureerd. Door alleen de procesmodelvarianten te beschouwen, is dit algoritme in staat snel een referentiemodel in
polynomiale tijd te vinden, wat ons in staat stelt te schalen wanneer we realworld problemen oplossen. Daarnaast geeft het clusteralgoritme informatie over
hoe goed ieder deel van het gevonden referentiemodel past met de varianten.
Ons heuristiekalgoritme is echter in staat ook het oorspronkelijke referentiemodel
in aanmerking te nemen. In het bijzonder kan de gebruiker bepalen hoeveel het
gevonden model afwijkt van het origineel. Op deze manier voorkomen we spaghettiachtige procesmodellen en daarnaast houden we het aantal veranderingen dat
we willen toepassen op het originele referentiemodel in de hand.
We evalueren en vergelijken systematisch de twee algoritmes gebaseerd op simulaties die uit meer dan 7000 procesmodellen bestaan. Simulatieresultaten wijzen
op een goede prestatie en maken de verschillen tussen de twee algoritmes duidelijk.
Bijvoorbeeld, de simulatieresultaten duiden aan dat ons clusteralgoritme significant sneller loopt dan ons heuristiekalgoritme. Echter, ons heuristiekalgoritme is
in staat in het begin van het zoekproces belangrijke veranderingen te ontdekken
en het is in staat betere resultaten te vinden dan het clusteralgoritme.
We hebben de twee algoritmes met succes toegepast op casussen uit de autoindustrie en de gezondheidszorg. Tijdens deze case studies zijn opnieuw de relevantie en voordelen van ons werk duidelijk geworden.
ix

In zijn geheel draagt dit proefschrift bij aan meer intelligente informatiesystemen door te leren van vroegere aanpassingen en door een verbeterd management
van de varianten door het continue evolueren van het gerelateerde referentie procesmodel.
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Part I

Introduction

1

1

Motivation
1.1 Introduction
In today’s dynamic business world success of an enterprise increasingly depends
on its ability to react to changes in its environment in a quick, flexible and costeffective way [128, 96, 38]. However, current off-the-shelf enterprise software (e.g.,
Enterprise Resource Planning systems, Hospital Information Systems, or Supply
Chain Management Systems) has not fully met these needs yet [131]. Instead, it
is deployed in different companies, domains, and countries, and therefore tends
to be too generic and rigid. Usually, the introduction of enterprise software
entails the problem of aligning business processes and IT [169, 76]. This causes
huge customization efforts on the part software buyers that exceed the price for
software licenses by factor five to ten [38, 76]. Software vendors, in turn, make
endeavors to close this alignment gap [169, 186], and major progress has been
achieved by shifting from function- to process-centered software design [196, 198,
225].
Along this trend a variety of process and service support paradigms (e.g., service orchestration [132], service choreography [132], and adaptive service [141, 28])
as well as corresponding specification languages (e.g., WS-BPEL [21], BPMN [22]
and WSDL [233]) have emerged. Process-aware information systems (PAISs) offer promising perspectives in this respect, and a growing interest in aligning information systems in a process-oriented way can be observed [225]. In particular,
PAISs allow to separate process logic and application code. This separation of
concerns, in turn, increases maintainability and reduces cost of change [129, 213].
PAISs have become an integral part of enterprise computing and are used to
support business processes at an operational level [225].
With the increasing adoption of PAISs, large process model repositories have
emerged. Typically, the models in such repositories are re-aligned to real-world
events and demands through adaptation on a day-to-day basis. In large companies, such process repositories can easily contain several thousands of process
models [164]. Such sheer numbers give rise to several quality issues. Over time
new process models emerge, existing ones need to be adapted to changing requirements, and new process model variants are created to align processes to a
3
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particular context (e.g., country or product-specific regulations).
To ease the maintenance and evolution of such large process repositories,
different approaches for flexible and adaptive processes exist [141, 154, 165]. Besides their use for behavior-preserving model refactorings [210], structural process
adaptations (i.e., to add, delete or move process steps) are needed for customizing
a reference process model to a particular context at buildtime (- such a reference
model embodies the basic goal or general idea of a certain process type or can
be looked as a reference for various purposes [163, 165]) [66, 165]. Furthermore,
structural model adaptations may become necessary for adapting single process
instances during runtime in order to deal with exceptional situations and changing needs [141, 211]. Altogether, the ability to effectively deal with process change
has been identified as one of the most fundamental success factors for any PAISs
[124, 133, 215, 211, 213, 209].
As example consider medical guidelines that exist for treating patients with
a particular disease [96]. First, such process-centered guideline needs to be customized to fit to the particular healthcare environment in which it is applied.
Second, additional adaptations might become necessary on-demand when applying it to a particular patient and his case [96]. Generally, in domains like
healthcare [96, 4, 137] or automotive engineering [122, 127], no user would accept
a PAIS if rigidity came with it [150].
Overall, the discussed ability to adapt process models at different levels, will
lead to collections of process model variants (i.e., model configurations [69]) and to
large process repositories. Thereby, this thesis will consider such process variant
collections at buildtime and process variant collection that results from runtime
adaptation.
Change

Admitted

Receive
Register treatment

Pay

Receive
treatment

Admitted
ANDSplit

a) S: original process model

Pay
Register

ANDJoin

b) S’: a process model variant

Figure 1.1: Original process model S and derived process variant S 0
Fig. 1.1 depicts a very simple example. The left hand side shows a highlevel view on a patient treatment process as it is normally executed: a patient
is admitted to a hospital, where he first registers, then receives treatment,
and finally pays. In emergency situations, however, it might become necessary
to deviate from this model, e.g., by first starting treatment of the patient and
allowing him to register later during treatment. To capture this behavior in
the model of the respective process instance, we need to move activity receive
treatment from its current position to a position parallel to activity register.
This leads to an instance-specific process model variant S 0 as shown on the right
4
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hand side of Fig. 1.1.
Generally, a large number of process model variants (process variants for
short) derived from the same original process model might exist [107, 217, 128,
164]. For example, in the healthcare domain, we identified more than 90 process
variants of a particular medical order handling procedure (see Chapter 9).

S: Reference process model

Domainspecific

The problem looks even more challenging when additionally considering the
customization and configuration at the different levels described above. Fig. 1.2
visualizes this problem: a domain-specific process reference model is configured
into site-specific reference models for different customers. These site-specific reference models, in turn, may be further customized at runtime in order to cope
with case- and instance specific requirements (cf. Fig 1.1) [69]. It is not difficult
to imagine the complexity to be mastered if a large and deep tree of such process
variants is built up in a process repository [107].

…
S1:

Standard process
for customer A

S2:

Standard process
for customer B

S3:

Standard process
for customer C

Instancespecific

Instantiation &
runtime customization

…
I1:

Process instance
(based on S2)

Activity

Process instance

I2: (based on S )
2
Control flow

Inserted/modified
Activity

I3:

Sitespecific

customization & adaptation

Process instance
(based on S2)
Process instance level
Running
Activity

Completed
Activity

Figure 1.2: Domain-, site- and instance-specific process configurations
In most approaches supporting the adaptation and configuration of process
models, each resulting process variant has to be maintained by its own [66], and
even simple changes within a domain or organization (e.g. due to new laws or reengineering efforts) might require manual re-editing of a large number of (logically
related) process variants [215, 211]. Over time this leads to a degeneration and
divergence of the respective process models [131], which aggravates maintenance
significantly and which makes expensive refactorings indispensable.
5
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1.2 Problem Statement
Though considerable efforts have been made to ease process configuration and
process adaptation [217, 66, 141, 165], a notable research gap exists concerning
quality assurance in large process repositories, and process variants collections
respectively. Most existing approaches have not utilized information about process variant collections in the process repository yet [213]. Fig. 1.3 describes
the overall goal of our research. We want to learn from related process variants
in order to discover a (new) reference process model covering the given variant
collection best. By adopting the discovered model in the PAIS, need for future
process adaptations and costs for change will decrease. Generally, finding such
reference model is by far not trivial when considering control flow patterns like
sequence, parallel branching, conditional branching, and loops.
Fig. 1.3 further differentiates between two scenarios. In the first scenario
there is only a collection of related process variants, but no knowledge about the
original reference process model these variants were derived from. Here we want
to discover a reference process model by ”merging” common or frequent parts of
these variants into one model. When adopting the discovered model as reference
process model, we expect future process configurations to be reduced.
In the second scenario the process variants have been derived by configuring
a known reference process model. When mining the new reference process model
without considering the current one, however, we might be confronted with significant structural differences between old and new reference model. In most cases,
”dramatic” changes of the current reference process model might be not preferred
due to high implementation costs or for social reasons [71, 161, 173]. Therefore,
process engineers should have the flexibility to control to what degree they want
to maximally modify the original reference model such that the resulting model
fits better to the given variant collection. Consequently, closeness of the new
Scenario 2: Original reference
process model known

Scenario 1: No original
reference process model
available
Process variant S1

Discovered reference
process model S’

mining &
learning

Process variant S3

Process variant S5

Process variant S2

customization
& adaptation

Process
improvement

Process variant S4

Process variant Sn

Process Repository

Original reference
process model S

mining &
learning

…

Discovered reference
process model S’

Goal: Discover a (new) reference process model which requires less configuration efforts

Figure 1.3: Different scenarios for discovering reference process models
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reference model to the old one and closeness of this model to the variant models
act as ”counterforces”. Ideally, the described flexibility also enables designers to
consider only the most relevant configurations and adaptations respectively when
evolving the reference process model.
This thesis deals with a number of research questions regarding the above
mentioned scenarios. Basically, we distinguish between knowledge problems (KP)
and design problems (DP) [227].1 These research questions guide the research
presented in this thesis:
 Research Question 1 (KP) What are fundamental challenges in mining process model variants? Are existing mining techniques suitable for
realizing the goal of reducing process configuration efforts?
 Research Question 2 (DP) How shall we measure the distance between
two process models such that this measure reflects minimal efforts for process model configurations?
 Research Question 3 (DP) Given a collection of process variants, how
can we discover a reference process model in such a way that average distance between it and the process variants becomes minimal?
 Research Question 4 (DP) Given the original reference process model
and a collection of related process variants derived from it, how can we
derive a new reference process model that fits ”better” to these variants?
And how can we control the evolution of the reference process model in this
context, i.e., how can we enable process engineers to control to what degree
the new reference model may ”differ” from the original one and how ”close”
it is to the given collection of process variants.
 Research Question 5 (KP) What are characteristic properties of the solution approaches we propose for supporting the different scenarios? Under
which circumstances is the one approach better suited than the other?

When considering Research Question 1, we first try to identify the goals,
scientific challenges and technical issues that emerge when mining process model
variants. Based on this, we evaluate whether or not current approaches can help
us in achieving the defined goals. Regarding Research Question 2 we measure
closeness (or distance) between a reference process model and a process variant
in terms of the number of high-level change operations (e.g., to insert, delete
or move activities) needed to transform the reference process model into the
1 A knowledge problem is a difference between what we know about the world and what we
would like to know [226]. Knowledge problems can be solved by asking others, by searching
the literature, or by doing research. Knowledge problems have stakeholders, namely the people
who would like to acquire the desired knowledge. Research problems typically are knowledge
problems in which we search for true propositions. Design problems, in turn, are engineering
problems, in which we search for an improvement of the world with respect to some goals. The
evaluation criteria for answers to both kinds of problems are quite different: truth in the case
of research problems, goal achievement in case of design problems.
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Explanation:

KP = Knowledge problem
A = Action / Research activities
DP = Design problem

Q1.(KP): Which scientific challenges need to be handled when mining process model variants?

KP: What are the goals for mining process variants?
KP: Which approaches exist for mining process variants?
KP: Are existing approaches applicable to our research?
DP: Explain why current approaches cannot achieve our goal.
DP: Derive additional requirements.
KP: Derive scientific challenges for mining process variants.
Q2.(DP): How to measure the distance between two process models?
DP: How to measure efforts for process model configurations and process model adaptations respectively?
KP: Which approaches for measuring the distance between process models exist?
KP: Are existing distance metrics applicable in the context of our research?
DP: Derive evaluation criteria.
DP: Design algorithms for measuring process model distances.
Q3.(DP): How to discover a reference process model by mining a collection of process variants?
KP: Which approaches for mining process variants exist?
A: Study existing approaches for process/data mining, and process change management.
KP: What are fundamental requirements for mining process variants?
DP: How to mine process variants?
DP: How to represent a collection of process models?
A: Design algorithm for mining process variants.
A: Evaluate proposed algorithm based on simulations.
KP: Can the algorithm achieve the research goal?
: improve the algorithm
Q4.(DP): How to improve an existing reference process model by performing a sequence of changes on it?
KP: What are key advantages if we consider the original reference process model in our mining algorithm?
If not:

If not:

If not

remaining sub-research questions are similar to Q3.

Q5.(KP): What are key properties of our proposed algorithms?
KP: What are key properties of our proposed algorithms?
A: Identify relevant properties.
A: Test algorithm properties through simulations.

KP: What are the pros & cons of our algorithms?
A: Identify comparison criteria based on the properties of our algorithms.
A: Compare our algorithms.
A: Compare our algorithms with traditional process mining algorithms.
DP: Design comparison criteria.
A: Compare algorithms based on cases.
KP: Are our algorithms applicable to practical cases?
A: Collect data from case studies.
A: Apply our algorithms in the case studies.
KP: Are our algorithm useful in the given context?
A: Evaluate case study results.
A: Collect feedback from experts.
Figure 1.4: Research Plan
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respective variant. Clearly, the shorter this distance is the less the efforts for
configuring this variant will be.
Research Question 3 relates to the challenges discussed in connection with
Scenario 1; i.e., we want to ”merge” the most common and relevant parts of
the different variants together in a reference process model. By adopting this
reference process model in the PAIS, we can expect less configuration effort in
future.
We try to handle the challenges set out by Scenario 2 by answering Research
Question 4. Here, we discover a new reference model by constructing a sequence
of change operations to be applied the original one. Thereby, process engineers
have the flexibility to control the similarity between the original reference model
and the newly discovered one; i.e., to specify how many change operations shall
be maximally applied to the old reference model when discovering the new one.
As major benefits, we can control the efforts for updating the reference process
model, and thus we can avoid Spaghetti-like model structures, which is a common
challenge in the field of process mining [168, 39]. Clearly, the most relevant
changes (i.e., the changes which significantly contribute to reduce the average
distance between the newly discovered reference model and the variants) should
be considered first and the less relevant ones last.
By working on Research Question 5, we finally evaluate and compare the properties of the solution approaches we propose for the support of the two scenarios.
For example, we can measure execution time, quality parameters (e.g., distance
reduction), scalability, and statistical properties of our solution approaches under
different circumstances. The evaluation and comparison are performed based on
simulations and studies of real-world cases.
Corresponding sub-research questions and a research plan are given in Fig.
1.4. Section 1.5 relates each research question to one of the following chapters.

1.3 Research Methodology
Like most software research & development projects [88, 13], our research comprises four phases: (1) problem analysis, (2) solution Design, (3) implementation
and (4) evaluation. The research steps and the actions applied in each step are
depicted in Fig. 1.5.
We start with a comprehensive literature study in Phase 1. Thereby, we focus
on topics like process-aware information systems, (dynamic) process changes,
process configuration, and process mining. Particularly, we are interested in
techniques for managing and mining process model variants.
Based on the results of our literature study, we elicit requirements for mining
process variants and start to design solutions (Phase 2 ). In this phase, we study
literature relating to data mining, process mining, machine learning and reasoning techniques. Inspired by respective approaches, we design our algorithms for
mining process variant collections.
The developed algorithms are implemented as stand-alone tool based on Java
9
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Literature studies:
1. PAIS / Process change
2. Process analysis / mining
1

Problem
analysis

2

Languages:
1. Java
2. XML

Solution
design

Exploratory literature studies:
1. Data / process mining
2. Machine learning / reasoning

3

Analytical tool support:
1. SPSS;
2. ProM
3. Weka
4

Implementation

Tool support:
1. ADEPT
2. ProM

Simulations:
1. Monte Carlo analysis
2. Statistical analysis

Algorithm design for mining process model variants
Legend:

1

Research
steps

Evaluation

Case studies:
1. automotive
2. healthcare
time

Research
actions

Figure 1.5: Research Methodology
(Phase 3 ). This tool is connected (via XML) with the ADEPT process management system [141] and the ProM process mining tool [201], which constitute two
of the most popular tools for enabling (dynamic) process changes and process
mining respectively.
The implemented algorithms are evaluated based on simulations and realworld cases (Phase 4 ). In this phase, we apply our algorithms in two case studies
from automotive and healthcare domain. In addition, we perform various statistical analyses (mainly based on SPSS [179]) and data analyses (mainly based
on Weka [228]) to evaluate the performance of our algorithms. Note that our
research method constitutes an iterative approach. For example, the insights we
obtain from our simulations and case studies contribute to further improvement
of our algorithms, which trigger a new iteration of the four steps.

1.4 Contribution
In this thesis we develop a heuristic as well as a clustering algorithm for learning
from previous process model adaptations and for discovering a reference model
out of which the relating variants can be configured with minimum efforts. Each
algorithm has its pros and cons. We systematically evaluate and compare the
two algorithms through simulation and by applying them to real-world scenarios.
In detail, the contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
 We identify the research goals, scientific challenges and technical issues that
emerge when mining process model variants. Through qualitative as well
as quantitative analyses, we explain why current approaches cannot help us
achieving the identified goals.

10
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 We introduce the notion of order matrix for representing block-structured
process models. An order matrix captures (transitive) order relations between pairs of process activities. Using order matrices, we can facilitate
dynamic process changes and perform advanced process model analyses as
required in the context of our mining approach.
 We present a method using Boolean algebra optimization to measure the
distance between two process models. In this context, distance measures the
minimal number of high-level change operations needed to transform one
model into another. Thus it reflects overall efforts for process configuration.
 We design a clustering algorithm which can discover a reference process
model by mining a collection of process variants. By adopting this reference
process model within the PAIS, we expect lower process configuration efforts
in future.
 We design a heuristic algorithm which can improve an existing reference
process model by mining a process variant collection. When compared with
our clustering algorithm, the heuristic algorithm can additionally control
the difference between the discovered reference model and the original one;
i.e., it can differentiate between important changes and trivial ones.
 We additionally evaluate these two algorithms based on simulations and
case studies. Overall, simulation results indicate good performance of our
algorithms, and case study results underline the high practical relevance of
our work.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is divided into four parts - introduction, solution,
validation and summary. The outline of the thesis is depicted in Fig. 1.6.
I. Introduction

Motivation
(Chapter 1)

Basic concept
(Chapter 2)

Challenges
& goals
(Chapter 3)

II. Solution &
Simulation

Order matrix
(Chapter 4)

Distance
measurement
(Chapter 5)

(Chapter 6)

III. Validation

Implementation &
comparison

Case studies

IV. Discussion
& Summary

(Chapter 8)

Related work
(Chapter 10)

Clustering
approach

Heuristic
approach

(Chapter 7)

(Chapter 9)

Summary &
outlook

(Chapter 11)

Figure 1.6: Outline of the Thesis
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Part I comprises introductory chapters. More specifically, Chapter 1 first
motivates the need for mining process variants and Chapter 2 introduces basic
concepts needed for understanding this thesis. Chapter 3 then discusses goals and
scientific challenges for mining process variants and shortly explains why current
process mining techniques are unable to achieve the defined goal.
Part II provides novel techniques for representing, comparing and mining
process variants. Chapter 4 first introduces the notion of order matrix which
represents a block-structured process model by capturing the transitive order relations for pairs of activities. Chapter 5 then introduces an algorithm to evaluate
the distance between two block-structured process models. In this context, we
define distance as minimal number of high-level change operations (e.g., delete,
insert, move activities) needed to transform one model into another. This, in
turn, can reflect the efforts for process model configuration. Chapters 6 and 7
introduce a clustering and a heuristic algorithm respectively, which contribute
to achieve the goals of this thesis for different settings, i.e., they can discover a
reference process model out of which the process variants can be configured with
lowest efforts. In addition, we systematically test the properties of our algorithms
by comprehensive simulations based on several thousand process models.
Part III of this thesis evaluates the algorithms we develop in Part II. In
Chapter 8, we first present a high-level architecture of our implemented tools
and compare the developed algorithms qualitatively and quantitatively. Chapter
9 then presents two case studies where we successfully apply our algorithms to
cases from the automotive industry and the healthcare domain.
Finally, Part IV discusses related work in Chapter 10 and summarizes main
contributions of the thesis in Chapter 11. Chapter 11 also provides an outlook
on future research directions.
Fig. 1.7 illustrates which research questions are addressed in which chapters.
Since Chapter 2 introduces basic concepts, it relates to all research questions.

Research
Questions

Chapters

Research question 1
Research question 2
Research question 3
Research question 4
Research question 5
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Figure 1.7: Research questions along the different chapters
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Basic Concepts and Notions
This chapter introduces basic concepts needed for understanding this thesis. We
first introduce the notion of Process-aware information system (PAIS) and related
concepts in Section 2.1. Then we discuss basic concepts of adaptive processes in
Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we introduce the ADEPT process management technology, which provides advanced features for enabling correct process adaptations
at different levels. ADEPT further addresses a broad spectrum of topics related
to business process management (e.g., process modeling, process compliance, and
process schema evolution). We present the full process lifecycle in a PAIS in Section 2.4. Finally, we briefly introduce process mining techniques in Section 2.5.

2.1 Process-aware Information Systems
This section introduces basic concepts of a PAIS: process model, process structure
tree, process instance and execution log.

2.1.1

Process Model

A process management system (PrMS) provides generic process support functions
and allows for separating process logic and application code. For this purpose, the
process logic has to be explicitly defined based on the modeling patterns provided
by the underlying a process meta model. At runtime the PrMS then orchestrates
the processes according to the defined logic. For each business process to be
supported, a process type, represented by a process model S, has to be defined.
In this thesis, a single process model is represented as a directed graph, which
comprises a set of nodes - either representing process steps (i.e., activities) or control connectors (e.g, And-/Xor-Split) – and a set of control edges between them.
The latter specify precedence as well as loop backward relations. Furthermore, we
presume that process models are block-structured (see below).
Fig. 2.1 depicts an example of such a block-structured process model. Nodes
are represented as rectangles while precedence and loop backwards relations are
expressed as directed edges of different type. Each process model contains a
13
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unique start and a unique end node.1 For control flow modeling the following
patterns are available: Sequence, AND-split, AND-join, XOR-split, XOR-join,
and Loop [193]. These patterns constitute the core of any process specification
language and cover most of the process models we can find in practice [236, 113].
Further, they can be easily mapped to other process execution languages like WSBPEL (Web Service Business Process Execution Language) as well as to formal
languages like Petri Nets [21, 196]. Based on these patterns we are also able
to compose more complex process structures if required (e.g., in principle, an
OR-split can be mapped to AND- and XOR-splits [117]). Finally, by only using
these basic process patterns, we obtain better understandable and less erroneous
models [116].
Node types:

conditional branching

D

C
Start

A

E

F

B

I
G
sequence

parallel branching
loop
sequence

Start

H

J

End

StartFlow

End

EndFlow

AndSplit

AndJoin

XorSplit

XorJoin

EndLoop

StartLoop

G (Labeled) activity
Edge types:
Precedence

Loop

Process model

Figure 2.1: Block-structured process model
Each node n of a process model S may have a label l (n). Such labeled nodes
constitute the activities of S (e.g., activities A and B in Fig. 2.1). However, not
all nodes must be labeled. We denote nodes without associated label as silent
activities. These have no associated actions and only exist for control flow purpose
(e.g., the StartLoop and EndLoop nodes in Fig. 2.1) [100]. In the context our
research, for labeled activities we assume that their label is unique. Regarding
our example from Fig. 2.1, S contains 10 normal activities and 4 silent ones.
As aforementioned, we further presume that a process model S is blockstructured (cf. Fig. 2.1); i.e., activities, sequences, branchings, and loops constitute blocks with unique start and end nodes (or the start and end of such
block become clear from the model)2 [140, 148, 204, 84]. These blocks may
be nested, but must not overlap; i.e., their nesting must be regular (cf. Appendix A.1 for a formal description of the properties of block-structured models)
[141, 84, 140, 204]. Generally a block can be a single activity, a sequence, a
parallel branching, a conditional branching, or S itself (cf. Appendix A.1). In
1 For the sake of readability, we omit the start and end node of a process model if its start
and end are clear. This applies to most process models in later Chapters.
2 For example, in Fig. 2.1 the conditional branching block that comprises activities C,D,E
and F constitutes a block.
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Fig. 2.1, the grey areas show selected blocks of process model S, and the different grey levels indicate their nesting. In principle, we can consider a block itself
as a block-structured process model. In the following, we represent each block
as set of activities since the block-structure itself can be derived from the given
process model S; e.g., block {G,H} corresponds to the sequence structure in S.
Similarly, {A}, {C,D,E,F}, {B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I}, and {A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J}
describe selected blocks contained in S (cf. Fig. 2.1).3
The concept of block-structuring has been known from block-structured programming languages for a long time [45], and can be (partly) found in process
specification language like WS-BPEL and XLANG as well. Furthermore, process
management systems like AristaFlow BPM Suite [37] and CAKE2 [119] emerged,
which have been applied to a variety of processes from different domains and
whose process modeling language is block-structured. In the context of our framework, the block structuring of the process meta model was motivated by three
aspects:4
 First, when compared with non-block-structured process models, blockstructured models are easier understandable for users and have less chances
of containing errors [151, 114, 115, 116, 32]. This will be particularly important if users need to adapt process models during run-time.
 Second, block-structuring makes it possible to restrict the area in the graph
to be analyzed in the context of changes. This, in turn, allows for quick
abstractions and speeds up required analyses [141].
 Third, block-structure simplifies structural adaptations of the process schema
and enables a variety of high-level change patterns [211].

If a process model is not block-structured, in many cases we can transform
it into a block-structured representation [204, 116, 84, 140]. For example, we
analyzed 214 process models from different domains, which were expressed in
different languages (e.g., Event Process Chains, UML Activity Diagrams). More
than 95% of them were block-structured or could be transformed into a blockstructured representation [182, 135]. Despite the fact that there exist process
models which are not block-structured and which cannot be transformed into
block-structure, we consider our mining algorithms for block-structured process
variant models as being highly relevant. Formally, we define block-structured
process model as follows:
Definition 1 (Block-structured Process Model) A tuple S = (A, E, AT, ET, l )
is called a block-structured process model if the following holds:
3 Here, {B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I} only refers to the parallel branching. It will become clear in
Chapter 4 how we represent the loop block.
4 This research has been conducted in the context of the ADEPT framework (cf. Section
2.3). Note that the core ADEPT meta model also contains elements that increase expressiveness
when compared to pure block-structured models. Examples include synchronization and failure
edges (see [141] for details).
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 A is a set of nodes and AT assigns to each node a ∈ A a node type
AT (a) ∈ {StartFlow, EndFlow, Normal, AndSplit, AndJoin, XorSplit,
XorJoin, StartLoop, EndLoop}
 E ⊆ A × A is a set of directed edges and ET assigns to each edge e ∈ E
an edge type ET (e) ∈ {Precedence,Loop}. Further, n ≺ m :⇔ n directly
or indirectly precedes m when only considering precedence edges.
 Let L be a set of activity labels. l : A → L is a partial labeling function
which assigns a label l (a) ∈ L to a node a ∈ A.
 S has the block-structure properties as described above (for a formal and
precise description see Appendix A.1).

2.1.2

Process Structure Tree

Transforming a block-structured model into a tree representation has its roots
in structured programming and compiler theory [3]. Such transformation can
be applied, for example, when analyzing block-structured languages like XML or
WS-BPEL. In the context of this thesis, we apply the approach presented in [204],
which can transform a block-structured process model S into a refined process
structure tree in linear time. Such refined process structure tree constitutes a
unique representation of a block-structured process model. In the following, we
denote it as process structure tree for short.
Definition 2 (Process Structure Tree) A tuple T = (N, C, CT, E, l ) is called
a process structure tree if the following holds:

 N is a set of nodes.
 C is a set of connectors and CT assigns to each connector c ∈ C a
connector type
S CT (c) ∈ {Seq, AND, XOR, Loop}.
 E ⊆ (C × C) (C × N ) is a set of directed edges.
 Let L be a set of activity labels, l : N → L is a partial labeling function
which assigns a label l (n) to a node n ∈ N .
A process structure tree consists of a set of nodes, a set of connectors, and a set
of directed edges linking them. The labeling function l assigns labels to nodes in a
similar way as described in Definition 1. Fig. 2.2 shows a block-structured process
model S and its corresponding process structure tree T . In such a tree, nodes
(represented as rectangles) correspond to activities while connectors (represented
as ellipses) represent their relations based on process patterns like Sequence,
AND-block, XOR-block, and Loop [193]. The precedence relations (expressed by
connector Seq) are parsed from left to right; e.g., activity A precedes the Loop
block (i.e., connector Loop1 and all its successors) in the corresponding process
model S since A is on the left side of connector Loop1 . Note that when representing
a loop structure within a process structure tree T , we introduce a silent activity
τ as direct successor of the respective Loop connector (cf. Fig. 2.2b). This
way we ensure that any connector in T always has at least two successors.5 In
5 Connectors of type Seq, AND and XOR represent a relation between its successors and require
at least two successors. In case of ”empty” branches in an XOR branching, again silent nodes
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Figure 2.2: Process Model S and its corresponding process structure tree T
a process structure tree, nodes correspond to leaves, while connectors are nonleaves. Further, a process structure tree has a unique root node without incoming
edges.6
When comparing a block-structured process model and its corresponding process tree, the main advantage of the latter is that a process structure tree contains
fewer unnecessary silent activities, i.e., it provides a clear picture of the process
model’s structure and the relations between the activities. In the following chapters of the thesis, activities refer to the nodes of a process structure tree; i.e., an
activity is either a labeled node or an un-labeled node, which exist to represent
the loop structure in its corresponding process structure.
Definition 3 (Ancestor and
S Subtree) Let T = (N, C, CT, E, l ) be a process
structure tree. Let a, b ∈ N C be two elements of T . Then:
1. a is an ancestor ofSb (a ≺ b) : ⇔ There exists a path from a to b.
2. AT (a) S
= {b|(b ∈ N C) ∧ (a ≺ b)} is denoted as descendant set of element
a ∈ N C.
3. A subtree T 0 of tree T is a process structure tree T 0 = (N 0 , C 0 , CT 0 , E 0 , l 0 )
with the following properties:
0
 (N 0 ⊆ N )∧
⊆ C)
S (C
S
S
0
0
 ∃a ∈ N
C : N 0 C 0 = AT (a) {a}; i.e., a is the root element of
T0
S
 E 0 = {(a, b)|a, b ∈ N 0 C 0 ∧ (a, b) ∈ E}

may be introduced for representing them.
6 A block-structured process model can also be expressed by a shuffle regular expression
[47]. For example, the process model S described in Fig. 2.2a can be expressed as a shuffle
regular expression A.(B.((G.H)||(C.(D + E).F )).I)∗ .J as well. In this expression ” + ” is choice,
”.” represents a concatenation, ” ∗ ” denotes a Kleene star, and ”||” is the shuffle operator in
automata theory [77].
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A sub-tree T 0 = (N 0 , C 0 , CT 0 , E 0 , l 0 ) of process structure tree T = (N, C,
S CT, E, l )
is a connected fragment of T which contains a unique root element a ∈ N C and
all its descendants. As example consider Fig. 2.2b: Activities D and E, their connector XOR1 , and the edges linking them can form a subtree of T . Since the process
model S represented by T is block-structured, any subtree of T corresponds to a
block of S; i.e., a process structure tree and its hierarchical decomposition into
subtrees correspond to a block-structured process model
S and its hierarchical decomposition into blocks [204]. Given an element e ∈ N C in a process structure
tree and taking Def. 3, we are able to construct a subtree T (e) by identifying its
descendant set AT (e) and the edges linking them. In our example, the subtree
of connector Seq4 is a tree containing nodes C,D,E and F, connectors Seq4 and
XOR1 , and the edges connecting these elements.

2.1.3

Process Instance

A process instance ”represents a concrete case in the operational business of a
company . . . Each process model acts as a blueprint of a set of process instances”
[225]. For one particular process model, multiple instances may be created. Each
of them represents a particular business case. Logically, such an instance corresponds to a process model being annotated with state information. Regarding
block-structured process models, for example, a process model instance (process
instance for short) is defined ”by the current marking of its nodes and edges as
well as its execution history” [141]. Fig. 2.3 shows a process model instance
which is based on the process model from Fig. 2.1. Here, activities A,B,C and
G are completed. Activity D is still running, while activity E was skipped since
it is contained in a non-selected branch. Finally, activity H is activated, i.e., this
activity is ready for execution.

4
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Figure 2.3: Process model instance
In this thesis we do not formally describe the operational semantics for block18
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structured process models, but refer to [141, 152, 140] instead. As the process patterns used in block-structured process model can be easily mapped to WS-BPEL
[21] or Petri Nets [193, 196], we could also describe the operational semantics of
block-structured process models based on these languages. For example, Fig. 2.4
shows the corresponding7 Petri Net of the block-structured process model from
Fig. 2.1. Generally, the enactment of activities and the execution semantics of a
process model can be described by the firing rules of Petri Net [126]. In principle,
we can consider block-structured process models as a subclass of Workflow Nets
[196], for which the net models follow the discussed structuring constraints.
D
C
A

F
E

B
G

I

J

H

Figure 2.4: Petri Net of process model in Fig. 2.1
Similar to a Workflow Net, we consider a block-structured process model S
as being sound if and only if the following properties hold:
1. Proper completion (i.e., when the EndFlow node becomes enabled, all other
nodes cannot be activated anymore)
2. Absence of deadlocks (i.e., as long as the EndFlow node has not been enabled, there is no execution situation in which no node is activated)
3. Absence of dead tasks (i.e., there exists no node, which can be never activated)
For a formal description of these properties, we refer to [196, 187, 140]. Note
that the soundness of a block-structured process model has the same requirements
as the soundness of its corresponding Petri Net [126, 187]. In the following, we
consider soundness as fundamental requirement any process model should satisfy
as prerequisite for its proper execution and further analyses [187, 141]. How
to verify the soundness of a process model, however, is out of the scope of this
thesis (cf. [140, 141, 152, 187, 196] for respective techniques, which often employ
reachability analyses as known from Petri Nets). In the following, let P denote
the set of all block-structured as well as sound process models.
7 Precisely speaking, the ADEPT model (cf. Fig. 2.1) and the Petri Net model (cf. Fig. 2.4)
are not exactly the same; i.e., the execution semantics of the conditional branching is different.
We omit the detail discussions here and refer readers to [185, 148].
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2.1.4

Process Execution Log

In practice, hundreds up to thousands of process instances may be created based
on one particular process model. In PAISs (e.g., ERP systems and workflow management systems) information about the past execution of process instances is
usually maintained in execution logs. For each executed activity, such execution
log contains information like the point in time the activity was stated or completed, the process instance it belongs to, the user who performed the activity,
and so on [195]. Table 2.1.4 gives a simple example of an execution log based on
the process model from Fig. 2.1. Genearlly, an execution log contains important
run-time information about a process model and is used for various kinds of analyses [195, 197]. We provide a general overview of techniques for mining process
execution logs in Section 2.5.
Activity
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
A
B
A
A
B
C
C
B
A

Related
Instance
I1
I1
I2
I2
I1
I1
I1
I2
I2
I3
I3
I1
I1
I1
I2
I3

Event

User

Time

Activated
Running
Activated
Running
Completed
Activated
Running
Completed
Activated
Activated
Running
Completed
Activated
Running
Running
Completed
...

Chen Li
Chen Li
Chen Li
Chen Li
Chen Li
Edward Fang
Edward Fang
Chen Li
Edward Fang
Jason Zhang
Jason Zhang
Edward Fang
Chen Li
Chen Li
Edward Fang
Jason Zhang

12:10:13
12:10:57
12:11:11
12:11:49
12:12:34
12:12:35
12:12:50
12:14:02
12:14:23
12:14:46
12:15:26
12:16:23
12:16:59
12:17:48
12:18:21
12:19:18

Table 2.1: Examples of an execution log
From an execution log, we also can extract trace information for each process
instance. Based on their time stamp we can order the activities relating to one
particular process instance into a sequence. For example, given the execution
log from Table 2.1.4, we can obtain the (incomplete) activity sequences ABC for
process instance I1 , AB for process instance I2 , and A for process instance I3 .
Generally, we consider the notion of trace as valid and complete execution sequence of activities regarding a particular process instance. Formally, we define
the notion of trace as follows:
Definition 4 (Trace) Let S = (N, E, N T, ET, l ) ∈ P be a sound and blockstructured process model. Let further t ≡< a1 , a2 , . . . , ak > (with ai ∈ N ) be a
sequence of activities. We denote t as a trace of S iff:
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 t is valid, i.e., the given execution sequence is producible on S.
 t is complete, i.e., a1 is executed immediately after the completion of the
StartFlow node, and ak is executed immediately before executing the EndFlow node.
We define TS as the set of all traces that can be produced by process model S.
We only consider traces that log events related to labeled activities, whereas
events concerning silent activities are excluded (cf. Def. 1). As example consider
process model S from Fig. 2.1. Activity sequences like ABCDFGHIJ, ABGHCEFIJ,
and ABGCDFHIBCEFGHIJ constitute both valid and complete traces of S. Like
most process mining algorithms, we assume that the behavior of process model S
can be expressed in terms of its trace set TS . Note that TS constitutes an infinite
set if S contains loops.

2.2 Adaptive Process Management
The ability to effectively deal with process changes and process configurations
has been identified as one of the most fundamental success factors in PAISs
[124, 133, 149, 211, 213]. Considerable efforts have been made to make process
models more flexible [217, 66, 141, 165, 50]. For example, configurable reference models allow to switch on/off process activities at runtime; i.e., they offer
flexibility to skip some activities [165]. Late binding [1] and late modeling [109]
techniques defer modeling decisions to runtime by enabling users to select fragments at runtime and to specify control dependencies between them on-the-fly.
Declarative approaches [189, 133] further enhance flexibility by only providing a
set of rules and constraints, so that users can compose a process model flexibly,
while taking into consideration the defined constraints. One common property
of all these approaches is that they presume a solid understanding of the process
model. No matter how loosely a process model is defined in order to enhance
flexibility, constraints or potential configurations need to be provided up-front.
Consequently, they cannot cover all exceptions occurring in practice [211]. In
the following, we discuss another category of process flexibility techniques, which
enable dynamic modifications of a process model’s structure during runtime.

2.2.1

Dynamic Process Changes

During the last decade, a variety of dynamic process adaptation techniques was
introduced. These enable both process configurations at build time and process
changes during runtime, while preserving system robustness and consistency [141,
187]. In the following, we first introduce the notion of process change:
Process change: A process change is accomplished by applying a sequence
of high-level change operations to a given process model S [141]. Such operations
structurally modify the initial process model by altering its set of activities and
their order relations. Thus, each application of a change operation results in a
new process model:
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Definition 5 (Process Change and Process Variant) Let P denote the set
of possible process models and C be the set of possible process changes. Let
S, S 0 ∈ P be two process models, let ∆ ∈ C be a process change, and let σ =
h∆1 , ∆2 , . . . ∆n i be a sequence of changes performed on initial model S. Then:

 S[∆iS 0 iff ∆ is applicable to S and S 0 is the (sound) process model resulting
from the application of ∆ to S.
 S[σiS 0 iff ∃ S1 , S2 , . . . Sn+1 ∈ P with S = S1 , S 0 = Sn+1 , and Si [∆i iSi+1
for i ∈ {1, . . . n}. We also denote S 0 as process variant of S.
Examples of high-level change operations include insert activity, delete activity, and move activity as implemented in the ADEPT change framework [141].
While insert and delete modify the set of activities in a process model, move
changes activity positions and thus the structure of the process model. A formal
semantics of these and other change patterns can be found in [160]. For example,
move(S, A,B,C) moves activity A from its current position within process model
S to the position after activity B and before activity C. Operation delete(S, A),
in turn, deletes activity A from process model S. Finally, insert(S, A,B,C) adds
activity A to the position after activity B and before activity C.8 If some additional constraints (e.g., concerning the state of a running process) are met, the
high-level change operations depicted in Table 2.2 will be also applicable at process instance level. Issues concerning the correct use of these change operations,
their generalization, and formal pre-/post-conditions are outside the scope of this
thesis and are described in [141].
Though the depicted change operations are discussed in relation to the ADEPT
change framework (cf. Section 2.3), they are generic in the sense that they can
be also applied in connection with other process meta models [160, 211, 215]. For
example, a process change as realized in the ADEPT framework can be mapped
to the concept of life-cycle inheritance known from Petri Nets [187]. We refer to
ADEPT since it covers by far most high-level change patterns and change support
features when compared to other adaptive PAISs [211]. Furthermore, with the
AristaFlow BPM Suite [37], an industrial-strength version of the ADEPT technology has emerged, which has been applied in a variety of application domains[94].9
In addition to an execution log (cf. Section 2.1.4), adaptive PAISs maintain
change logs [153, 157]. A change log documents the sequence of changes applied
to a process model during its configuration and adaptation respectively.
Definition 6 (Change Log) Let P denote the set of possible process models.
Let S ∈ P be a process model and let ¯Si ∈ P for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} be its variants. A
change log cL is defined as a set {σi ¯S[σi iSi } (σ1 denotes a sequence of change
operations transforming S into Si ).
8 The ADEPT change framework supports change patterns like inserting, deleting, and moving activities and process fragments. It further supports additional change patterns as described
in [211].
9 Visit www.aristaflow-forum.de for details.
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Change Operation ∆ on S
opType subject paramList
insert(S, X, A, B, [sc])
insert
X
S, A, B, [sc]
Effects on S: inserts activity X between activity sets A and B. It is a conditional
insert if [sc] is specified (i.e. [sc] = XOR)
delete(S, X, [sc])
delete
X
S, [sc]
Effects on S: deletes activity X from S, i.e. X turns into a silent activity. [sc] is specified
([sc] =XOR) when blocking the branch with X, i.e. the branch which contains X
will not be activated.
move(S, X, A, B, [sc])
move
X
S, A, B, [sc]
Effects on S: moves activity X from its original position in S to another position
between activity sets A and B. (It is a conditional insert if [sc] is specified)

Table 2.2: Examples of High-Level Change Operations
Fig. 2.5b shows an example of a change log. This log is composed of nine
change log instances clI1 − clI9 . The first change log instance clI1 , for example,
consists of a move operation (op1) and an insert operation (op2).

2.2.2

Change Patterns

Like workflow patterns [193], which describe common modeling constructs of a
process meta model (e.g., sequence, AND/XOR branching [193]), change patterns have been introduced to describe common change operations and change
features respectively [211]. In total, 14 process adaptation patterns were identified
with well-defined pre/post-conditions and well-defined semantics [215, 211, 160].
These change patterns include basic process change operations like deletion, insertion and movement of activities (and process fragments respectively) (see Table
2.2), as well as advanced patterns like swap process fragments or embed process
fragment in loop [211]. In [125], additional patterns were identified by separating
changes at buildtime and runtime, or differentiating between temporary changes
and permanent ones. In the context of this thesis, we consider three basic change
patterns: activity insertion, activity deletion and activity movement (cf. Table
2.2).
1. Based on these three basic change patterns, we can construct most of the
high-level changes. For example, swap process fragments can be realized
based on move operations. Replace process fragment can be realized by
activity deletions plus activity insertions. Finally, as we will discuss in
Chapter 4, the embed process fragment in loop pattern can be realized based
on activity insertions in our approach.
2. Basic change patterns are more commonly supported by available tools than
complex ones. Except the ADEPT change framework, which supports most
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a) Process Instances

b) Change Log Instances
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Figure 2.5: Modified Process Instances and Change Log Instances (taken from
[62])

change patterns, available tools either support no high-level change patterns
at all or only basic ones [211].

For these two reasons, we will focus on the three basic change patterns insert,
delete, and move activities.
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2.3 The ADEPT Process Management Technology
The work provided by this thesis has been accomplished in the context of the
ADEPT project. This section gives some insights into ADEPT, which also help
to position the contribution of this thesis.
The ADEPT process management project dates back to the late 90’s. Its
target was to develop a next generation process management technology, which
is more powerful and flexible than contemporary process management systems
are [37, 148]. After a decade of research and development, the ADEPT2 process management system emerged, which enables flexible execution of process
instances. ADEPT2 is considered as one of the leading adaptive process management system nowadays. The ADEPT2 framework applies a rigor ”correctnessby-construction” principle, and enables ad-hoc changes of single process instances
during runtime without losing control [141, 37]. It also supports changes at the
process type level and their propagation to running instances if desired and possible [147]. In the meanwhile, an industry-strength version of the ADEPT2 process
management technology, called AristaFlow BPM Suite, has become available for
academic and industrial use [37]. The advanced flexibility support features have
been demonstrated in numerous projects on advanced applications[94]. 10
The ADEPT2 technology provides advanced features and properties within
one system, which seem to exclude each other, but which are required for the
support of a broad spectrum of processes: ease-of-use for end users and system
developers, high flexibility through the support of non-trivial ad-hoc deviations
at the process instance level, quick implementation of process changes through
process schema evolution, and correctness guarantees enabling the robust execution of implemented processes [37, 148, 141, 142]. Since ADEPT supports ad-hoc
deviations at both runtime and build time, and also guarantees the soundness
(correctness) of the (resulting) process model in this context, it provides a powerful technology basis for mining process variants in the context of our research.

2.4 Process Lifecycle
Figure 2.6 shows the general lifecycle of a flexible PAIS [213, 217, 218]. It starts
with the design of a sound process model, based on which process instances can
be created and executed to support respective business cases. The execution of
these instances is documented in an execution log (cf. Definition 4). If needed,
authorized users may deviate from the process model (e.g., by adding, deleting
or moving process activities) at the level of individual process instances [141,
187, 216]. Respective instance changes, which capture the deviation from the
original process model, are logged in a change log (cf. Definition 6). Based on
the information from both execution and change logs, we can learn from past
process executions and discover opportunities to optimize and evolve process
10 Visit

www.aristaflow-forum.de for details.
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models [195, 197, 101, 98]. If, for example, a certain change happens over and
over again at the process instance level, the process designer will be notified and
assisted in adapting the original process model accordingly [141]. In case of longrunning process instances, respective process type changes may be propagated to
the instance level as well [147, 27].
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Figure 2.6: The Lifecycle of a PAIS According to [213]
Many efforts have been undertaken to enable PAISs to provide full lifecycle
support and approaches like ADEPT2 [141, 148], CAKE2 [119], WASA2 [224,
207, 223], TRAMs [87], Worklets/Exlets [1, 2], and YAWL [192] have emerged
in this context (for a comprehensive overview see [154, 211]). They all target at
providing users the flexibility to dynamically change the processes running in the
PAISs according to real-world situations.
As discussed in Chapter 1, we focus on the discovery of process models by
learning from past process changes and executions; i.e., we focus on Step 5 of
the PAIS lifecycle (cf. Fig. 2.6). Particularly, we are interested in learning
from change logs or directly from process variants (if change logs do not exist).
When compared to traditional mining techniques, which focus on the analyses
of execution logs, analyzing change logs (or process variants) provides additional
opportunities (see [61, 62] for details). Chapter 8 will further compare mining
techniques based on execution logs and on change logs.
Before we deal with the analysis of process change logs (or process variants
resulting from their application to the original process model), Section 2.5 introduces traditional process mining techniques, which particularly focus on the
analysis of execution logs [195, 197, 39].
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2.5 Process Mining
Process mining describes a family of analysis techniques exploiting the information recorded in these logs [195, 197, 222, 39, 221, 200]. Typically, respective
approaches assume that it is possible to sequentially record events such that each
event refers to an activity and is related to a particular process instance (i.e.,
trace in our context, cf. Def. 4).

2.5.1

Overview

Process mining addresses the problem that most ”process owners” have very
limited information about what is actually happening in their organization. In
practice there is often a significant gap between what is prescribed or supposed
to happen, and what actually happens. Only a concise assessment of the organizational reality, which process mining strives to deliver, can help in verifying
process models [126], and ultimately be used in a process redesign effort.

Figure 2.7: Overview of process mining

8

There exist three major classes of process mining techniques as indicated in
Fig. 2.7. Traditionally, process mining has focused on process discovery, i.e. on
deriving information about the original process model, the organizational context,
and the execution properties from execution logs (i.e., event log in Fig. 2.7) [195].
An example of a technique addressing the control flow perspective is the alpha
algorithm [197]. It can construct a Petri net model [185] describing the behavior
observed in an execution log. The Multi-Phase Mining approach [200] can be
used to construct an Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) [171] based on similar
information. First work regarding the mining of other model perspectives (e.g.,
8 This figure is cited from the tutorial talk ”Process Mining Tutorial: Beyond Business
Intelligence” given by Prof. W.M.P van der Aalst in BPM’08 conference.
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organizational aspects [190, 112]) and data-driven process support systems (e.g.,
case handling systems) [60] has been introduced as well.
Another line of process mining research is conformance testing [168, 5]. Its
aim is to analyze and measure discrepancies between the model of a process and
its actual execution (as recorded in event logs). This can be used to indicate
problems. Finally, log-based verification does not analyze execution logs with
respect to the original model, but rather checks the log for conformance with
certain desired or undesired properties. For example, one can check whether or
not an process instance is compliant with certain laws or corporate guidelines [5].
At this point, there exist mature tools such as the ProM framework, which
can be applied to real process execution logs, while covering the whole spectrum
depicted in Fig. 2.7 [201].

2.5.2

Illustrating Example

We briefly introduce one selected process mining algorithm, namely the Alpha
Algorithm [197], to illustrate how process mining works in general. The Alpha
Algorithm can be considered as one of the first algorithms suggested for process mining, and is often used for illustration purposes (though there exist more
mature algorithms in the meanwhile).
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Figure 2.8: Illustrative example for process mining algorithms
Fig. 2.8a first shows a simplified version of an execution log. This log abstracts
from time, event type, and actors, but limits the information to the order in which
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activities were executed. The log further contains information about five process
instances. In each of these process instances, some of the six activities (A,B,C,D,E
and F) were executed in different orders.
The execution log is first transformed into activity sequences according to the
order in which the activities were executed in each process instance (i.e., traces (cf.
Def. 4)). In our example, process instances I1 and I3 have activity sequence ABCD,
I2 and I4 have sequence ACBD and instance I5 has activity sequence EF. Based on
these activity sequences, we can identify the direct successor relationship between
activities. For example, in activity sequence ABCD we can see that B is a direct
successor of A (denoted as A > B), B is a direct successor of C, (B > C) and C is a
direct successor of D (C > D). The direct successor relationships obtained by the
execution log are depicted in Fig. 2.8c.
Based on the direct successor relationships, we can define three types of ordering relations: causality (x → y), parallelism (x||y), and choice (x#y). For
example, we obtain causality relationship x → y if y is a direct successor of x,
but not vice versa (i.e., (x > y) ∧ (y > x)). The rules for deriving the three
types of ordering relations as well as the results of our example are shown in
Fig. 2.8d). Based on these ordering relations, we can obtain a process model
described in terms of a Petri Nets (see Fig. 2.8e). Clearly, the alpha algorithm
is more advanced than what we described in this case and is able to handle
more complex scenarios. Due to space limitations, we omit these complexity and
technical details, and refer to [197] instead.
This simple example shows how process mining works in general. Though
advanced algorithms like heuristic mining [221] or genetic mining [39] can deal
with more complex scenarios (including noise in logs or duplicated tasks), they
basically share similar design principles.
In principle, process mining algorithms are also applicable in the context of
this thesis, i.e., for mining process variants. We will briefly discuss this in Chapter
3, and systematically compare traditional process mining algorithms with our
algorithms in Chapter 8.
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Mining Process Variants: Challenges and
Goals
3.1 Introduction
This chapter tries to answer our first research question (cf. Section 1.2):
What are fundamental challenges in mining process model variants? Are existing mining techniques suitable for realizing the goal of reducing process configuration efforts?
To be more precise, Section 3.2 first describes the scientific challenges that
emerge in respect to the mining of process model variants. Section 3.3 then
discusses the specific goals of our research and explains why traditional process
mining techniques cannot satisfy them.

3.2 Challenges for Mining Process Variants
Before we deal with issues related to the the mining of process variants, we
discuss basic aspects concerning the representation of process changes. First, we
explain why process variant mining cannot be solely based on execution logs,
but necessitates the consideration of applied changes as well. Second, we sketch
why it is beneficial to express changes in terms of high-level change operations
(cf. Def. 2.2) rather than low-level change primitives (e.g., to add/delete nodes
and edges). Third, we discuss how the application of high-level change operation
affects execution behavior of a process model.

3.2.1

Complementary Nature of Change and Execution Logs

Adaptive PAISs support ad-hoc deviations at the process instance level and record
them in change logs (cf. Section 2.2.1). Thus, they provide additional information
when compared to traditional PAISs which only record execution logs (cf. Section
2.1.4). Change logs and execution logs document different run-time information
on adaptive process instances and are not interchangeable. Even if the original
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process model is given, it will be not possible to convert the change log of a
process instance to its execution log or vice verse.
As example, take the simplified medical treatment procedure as depicted
in Fig. 3.1a: a patient is admitted (activity admit) to a hospital, where he
first registers (activity register), then receives treatment (activity receive
treatment), and finally pays (activity pay). Assume that, due to an emergency situation, for one particular patient, we first want to start the treatment
of this patient and allow him to register later during treatment. To represent
this exceptional situation in the process model of the respective instance, the
needed change would be to move activity receive treatment from its current
position to a position parallel to activity register. This change leads to a
new model S 0 , i.e., S[σiS 0 with σ =< move(S, reveive treatment, admit,
pay) >. In addition, the execution log e for this particular instance can be
e =< admit, receive treatment, register, pay > (cf. Fig. 3.1b). If we
solely consider process model S and its execution log, it will be not possible to
determine this change because the process model which can produce such execution log is not unique. For example, a process model with the four activities
organized in four parallel branches could produce this execution log as well. On
the contrary, it is generally not possible to derive the execution log from a change
log, since execution behavior of S 0 is also not unique. For example, a trace
< admit, register, receive treatment, pay > is also producible on S 0 . Consequently, change logs provide additional information when compared to pure
execution logs.

3.2.2

Why Do We Need High-level Change Operations?

We now discuss why we prefer high-level change operations for expressing process
model changes rather than low-level change primitives (i.e., low-level changes of
process graphs at edge and node level). Consider Fig. 3.2. Its left hand side shows
an original process model S which consists of a parallel branching, a conditional
branching, and a silent activity τ (depicted as empty node) connecting these two
blocks. Assume that two different high-level change operations are applied to S
resulting in models S1 and S2 respectively: ∆1 moves activity C from its current
location to the position between activities A and B, which leads to process model

∆=Move (S, register, admit, pay)

S[∆>S’

Admit

Register

Receive
treatment

Pay

Register

Admit

Pay

AND-Split

AND-Join

Receive
treatment

e=<admit, receive treatment, register, pay>
a) S: original process model

b) S’: final execution & change

Figure 3.1: Change Log and Execution Log are not interchangeable
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Figure 3.2: High-level change operation and corresponding change primitives
S1 , i.e., S[∆1 iS1 with ∆1 = move(S, C,A,B). ∆2 , in turn, moves activity A to the
position between activities B and C, i.e. S[∆2 iS2 with ∆2 = move(S, A,B,C). Fig.
3.2 additionally depicts the change primitives representing snapshot differences
between S and models S1 and S2 respectively.
Overall, using high-level change operations offers the following advantages:
1. High-level change operations contribute to guarantee model soundness: i.e.,
the application of a high-level change operation to a sound model S will
result in another sound model S 0 if certain pre-conditions are met [141].
This also applies to our example from Fig. 3.2. By contrast, when applying
one single change primitive (e.g., deleting an edge in S) soundness cannot
be guaranteed in general. For example, if we delete any of the control edges
in S, the resulting process model will be not structurally sound (cf. Def.
5).
2. High-level change operations provide richer syntactical meanings than change
primitives. Generally, a high-level change operation is built upon a set of
change primitives which collectively represent a complex modification of a
process model. As example take ∆1 from Fig. 3.2. This high-level change
operation requires 15 change primitives for its realization (deleting edges,
adding edges, deleting the silent activity, and updating the node types).
3. An important aspect, not discussed so far, concerns the number of change
operations needed to transform model S into target model S 0 . For example,
we need to apply only one move operation to transform S to either S1 or
S2 (cf. Fig. 3.2). However, when using change primitives, migrating S to
S1 necessitates 15 change primitives, while the second change ∆2 can be
realized based on 6 change primitives. This example shows that change
primitives do not provide an adequate means to determine the difference
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between two process models. Thus the required number of change primitives
cannot adequately represent the efforts for process model transformations.

3.2.3

The Challenge to Derive High-level Changes

After sketching the benefits coming with high-level change operations, this section
discusses the challenges to be tackled when deriving them. When comparing
two process models, the change primitives needed for transforming one model
into another can be easily determined by performing two snapshots and a delta
analysis on them [93]. An algorithm to minimize the number of change primitives
is given in [153]. However, when trying to derive the high-level change operations
needed for model transformation, a number of challenges occurs. As example
consider Fig. 3.3:
1. When performing two delete operations on S (i.e., ∆1 = delete(S, B) and
∆2 = delete(S, C)), we obtain new model S 00 ; i.e., S[σiS 00 with σ =<
∆1 , ∆2 >, as well as an ”undetectable” intermediate model S 0 with S[∆1 iS 0
and S 0 [∆2 iS 00 . When examining the change primitives corresponding to
each high-level change operation, we first need to add edge (A,C) after the
first delete operation ∆1 , and remove this edge (A,C) when applying the
second delete operation ∆2 . However, when performing a delta analysis for
the original process model S and the resulting one S 00 , the two change primitives (addEdge(A,C) introduced by the first delete operation and delEdge
(A,C) introduced by the second one) jointly have no effect on the resulting
process model S 00 , i.e., they cannot be detected by snapshot analysis. Consequently, deriving high-level change operations based on change primitives
would be challenging because the change primitives required for realizing
every high-level change do not always appear in the snapshot differences
between original and resulting model. In Fig. 3.3, none of the two change
primitive sets associated with ∆1 or ∆2 constitute a sub-set of the change
primitive set associated with overall change σ.
2. Even if there exists only one high-level change operation, it remains difficult
to derive it by purely analyzing change primitives. For example, in Fig.
3.2 the delta algorithm shows that 15 change primitives are needed to
transform S into S1 . However, the depicted changes can be also realized by
just applying one high-level move operation to S.
For these reasons it is difficult to derive high-level change operations between
two process models solely by analyzing change primitives. We will introduce a
method based on boolean algebra to tackle this challenge in Chapter 5.

3.3 Goals for Mining Process Variants
This section discusses the major goal in respect to the mining of process variants,
namely to derive a reference process model from a collection of process variants.
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Figure 3.3: Non-detectable Change Primitives

This shall be done in a way such that the existing variants (as well as future
ones) can be efficiently configured out of the discovered model. We measure
efforts for corresponding process configurations in terms of the number of highlevel change operations needed to transform the discovered reference model into
the respective model variant. The challenge is to find a reference model such
that the average number of high-level change operations needed (i.e., the average
distance) to transform the discovered model into any variant becomes minimal
with respect to the given variant collection.
To make this more clear, we first compare process variant mining with traditional process mining [195]. The latter (cf. Section 2.5) has been extensively
studied in literature. Its key idea is to discover a process model by analyzing
the execution behavior of (completed) process instances as captured in execution
logs (cf. Section 2.1.4) [195]. Different mining techniques like alpha algorithm
[197], heuristics mining [221] and genetic mining [39] have been proposed in this
context. Obviously, input data for traditional process mining differs from the one
of process variant mining. While traditional process mining operates on execution logs, process variant mining should be based on a collection of process model
variants.
Of course, such high-level consideration is not sufficient to prove that existing
mining techniques do not provide optimal results with respect to the aforementioned goal. In principle, existing process mining techniques [197, 39] can be
applied to our problem as well. For example, we could derive all traces producible by a given collection of process variants [231] and then apply existing
mining algorithms to them. To make the difference between process mining and
process variant mining more evident, we consider behavioral similarity as well as
structural similarity between two process models in the following.
The behavior of a process model S can be represented by the set of traces
(i.e., TS ) it can produce. Therefore, two process models can be compared based
on the difference between their trace sets [197, 231]. By contrast, biases can
be used to express the (structural) distance between two process models [100],
i.e., the minimal number of high-level change operations needed to transform one
model into the other. While the mining of process variants focuses on structural
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similarity, traditional process mining addresses behavioral issues. Obviously, this
leads to different choices with respect to the design of the mining algorithms and
also suggests different mining results.
Fig. 3.4 depicts two very simple examples. First, consider Example 1 which
shows two process variants S1 and S2 . Assume that 55 process instances are
running on S1 and 45 instances on S2 . We want to derive a reference process
model such that the efforts for configuring the 100 process instances out of the
reference model become minimal. If we focus on behavior, like existing process
mining algorithms do [197], the discovered process model will be S; all traces
producible on S1 and S2 , respectively, can be produced on S as well, i.e. TS1 ⊆ TS
and TS2 ⊆ TS . We use trace coverage to measure to what percentage the traces
producible by the variants are also producible by the reference model. We obtain
100% as trace coverage for S, i.e., all traces producible by the variants can be
produced by the reference model S as well. However, if we adopt S as reference
model and relink process instances to it, all instances running on S1 or S2 will
have a non-empty bias (bias can be measured in terms of the difference between
reference model and variant models). More precisely, we would need to move B in
S to either obtain S1 or S2 ; i.e., S[σ1 iS1 with σ1 = move(S, B,A,C) and S[σ2 iS2
with σ2 = move(S, B,C,D) (cf. Def. 5). Using the number of instances as weight
for each variant, average distance between S and Si (i = 1, 2) is one; i.e., for each
process instance we need on average one high-level change operation to configure
S into S1 and S2 , respectively.
By contrast, if we focus on biases we should choose S 0 as reference model.
While no adaptations become necessary for the 55 instances running on S1 ,
we need to move B for the 45 instances based on S2 , i.e. S 0 [σ 0 iS2 with σ 0 =
move(S 0 , B,C,D). Therefore, average weighted distance between S 0 and variants
Si (i = 1, 2) corresponds to 0.45. Though S 0 does not cover all traces variants
S1 and S2 can produce (i.e., TS2 * TS 0 , and we obtain trace coverage of S 0 as
55%), adapting S 0 rather than S as the new reference model requires by average
less efforts for process configuration, since average distance between S 0 and the
instances running on both S1 and S2 is 55% lower than when using S.
Regarding Example 2 from the bottom of Fig. 3.4, activity X is only present
in variant model S2 , but not in S1 . When applying traditional process mining to
this case, we obtain model S (with X being contained in a conditional branch).
If we want to minimize average change distance, in turn, we need to choose S 0 as
reference model. Note that we consider rather simple process models in Fig. 3.4
in order to illustrate basic ideas. In Chapter 8, we will provide a more systematic
comparison based on a large amount of process variants with complex structure
as well.
Our discussions on the difference between behavioral and structural similarity
also indicate that current process mining algorithms do not consider structural
similarity based on bias and change distance (we quantitatively compare our
mining approach with existing algorithms in Chapter 8). First, a fundamental
requirement for traditional process mining concerns the availability of a critical
number of instance traces. An alternative method is to enumerate all traces the
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Figure 3.4: Mining focusing either on behavior or on their structure
process variants can produce (if it is finite) to represent the process model, and
to use these traces as input source for traditional process mining algorithms.
Unfortunately, this does also not satisfy our need to minimize average distances
since it focuses on covering behavior as captured in execution logs (see Examples
1 and 2 from Fig. 3.4, and we will provide a detailed comparison in Chapter
8). Clearly, enumerating all the traces would be also a tedious and expensive
task. For example, if a parallel branching block contains five branches and each
branch contains five activities, the number of traces for such structure will be
(5 × 5)!/(5!)5 = 623, 360, 743, 125, 120.1
Note that this Chapter explained our design goal and motivated our approach
specially focusing on model adaptations in a rather informal and qualitative way.
In Chapter 8, we will provide a detailed and quantitative evaluation of our approach based on formal evaluation criteria.

3.4 Summary
We have motivated the need for process variant mining, discussed its major goals
as well as relevant technical issues, and elaborated its differences when compared
to traditional process mining. We believe that process variant mining will enable
learning from past process adaptations. We have re-motivated the goal of process
variant mining: by mining a collection of process model variants, we want to
1 Not all process mining algorithms require first enumerating the trace set of process variants,
we discuss this issue in detail in Chapter 8.
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discover a reference process model which can be easily configured into the process
variants.
We have further briefly compared process variant mining with traditional process mining. This comparison has shown that traditional process mining does not
fully satisfy the need for deriving a process model which is easy configurable. This
justifies the efforts for designing specific algorithms for process variant mining.
In Part II, we will introduce several algorithms for mining process variants, and
in Chapter 8, we will give a systematic comparison between process mining and
process variant mining.
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Part II

Representing, Comparing &
Mining Process Variants
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4

Representing Block-structured Process
Models as Order Matrices
4.1 Introduction
The ability to manage, analyze and diagnose business process models is getting
increasingly important. Generally, it is not always sufficient to just consider the
nodes and edges of a process model. Instead, more sophisticated and mathematical representations are needed to enable advanced analysis and processing
options. In this context, matrix representations have been applied to various process analysis scenarios [181, 166, 195, 39]. For example, the marking of a Petri
Net can be regarded as vector and its transition relations be described as matrix.
Then the firing of a transition can be expressed in terms of matrix multiplication
[187]. Based on this we can easily analyze properties like free-choice or liveness
[39]. In process mining, causal matrices are used to represent relationships between transitions in Petri Nets. Causal matrices are also applied in the context of
genetic process mining to discover a process model which captures the execution
traces of a given process instance collection best [39]. In a more general way, we
can consider process models as directed graphs and represent them by their adjacency matrices for various graph analyses (e.g., reachability analysis, derivation
of minimal spanning tree, or graph pattern discovery [166, 181]). Finally, matrices are used to classify, cluster or associate graph data in various data mining
fields [181].
So far, most matrix representations of process models (or graphs in general)
have focussed on nodes and edges. However, in scenarios in which the ability to
support process adaptation and configuration becomes increasingly important,
these matrix representations cannot be directly applied [98]. For example, if we
move one transition in a Petri net to another position all reachable states need
to be re-computed, which results in a complete new matrix representation of this
Petri net. Or, if we remove one activity from the adjacency matrix of a sound
process model, we may obtain an erroneous matrix which does not represent a
sound process model anymore.
In this chapter, we introduce the notion of order matrix. Basically, this matrix
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represents all transitive relations between activities of a block-structured process
model. In Chapter 5, this order matrix representation will act as a basis for
measuring structural similarity between process models, and in Chapters 6 and 7
we will use it when mining process model variants. This chapter focuses on basic
concepts, algorithms and formal properties of order matrices, while later chapters
(Chapters 5, 6 and 7) apply these in several respects.
Chapter 4 is organized as follows. Section 4.2 first provides the formal definition of an order matrix and gives an illustrative example. Section 4.3 discusses
benefits of using order matrices when compared to common tree representations
of process models. We conclude with a summary in Section 4.4.

4.2 Basic Definition of an Order Matrix
In the context of process changes, one key feature is to maintain the structure of the unchanged parts of a process model [141, 187]. For example, when
deleting an activity this should neither influence successors nor predecessors of
this activity, and therefore also not their order relations. To incorporate this
in our matrix-based model representation, rather than only looking at direct
predecessor-successor relationships between activities (i.e. control edges), we consider the transitive control dependencies for each pair of activities. As example
consider process model S in Fig. 4.1a and its corresponding process structure
tree T in Fig. 4.1b. In the following, we will based the definition of the order
matrix and its semantics on the process structure tree which we introduced in
Section 2.1.2 (cf. Def. 2).
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Figure 4.1: Process Model S and its corresponding process structure tree T
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4.2.1

Nearest Common Ancestor

Before we formally introduce order matrix, we first need to introduce the concept
of nearest common ancestor in a process structure tree:
Definition 7 (Nearest Common Ancestor) Let T = (N, C, CT, E, l ) be a
process structure tree and let a, b ∈ N be two different nodes of T . Then, we
denote connector c ∈ C as nearest common ancestor N CA(a, b) of these two
nodes iff:

 c ≺ a and c ≺ b
 @c0 ∈ C : c0 ≺ a, c0 ≺ b and c ≺ c0
Note that the nearest common ancestor of two nodes always refers to a connector since nodes constitute leaves of the process structure tree and consequently
cannot be ancestors. Here we have assumed that a process structure tree contains
at least two nodes and one connector. Finding the nearest common ancestor in
a tree is a well researched topic. Based on the algorithms presented in [70], we
are able to compute the nearest common ancestor
for any two nodes in a process
S
tree T in linear time; i.e., O(n) with n = |N C|.

4.2.2

Representing a Process Model as Order Matrix

Based on the process structure tree T of a block-structured process model S and
the concept of nearest common ancestor (cf. Def. 7), we can introduce the notion
of order matrix, which uniquely represents a process structure tree and thus a
block-structured process model (cf. Theorem 1).
Definition 8 (Order matrix) Let S be a block-structured process model and let
T = (N, C, CT, E, l ) be its process structure tree. A is called order matrix of T
with Aai aj representing the order relation between activities ai ,aj ∈ N , i 6= j iff:

 Aai aj = ’1’ iff in T , ai and aj have as nearest common ancestor a ”Seq”
connector; ai is contained in the left subtree of Seq and aj in its right
subtree.
 Aai aj = ’0’ iff in T , ai and aj have as nearest common ancestor a ”Seq”
connector; ai is contained in the right subtree of Seq and aj in its left
subtree.
 Aai aj = ’+’ iff in T , ai and aj have as nearest common ancestor an ”AND”
connector.
 Aai aj = ’-’ iff in T , ai and aj have as nearest common ancestor an ”XOR”
connector.
 Aai aj = ’L’ iff in T , ai and aj have as nearest common ancestor a ”Loop”
connector.
Fig. 4.2 depicts the block-structured process model S, process structure T
(from Fig. 4.1) and its corresponding order matrix A. Note that silent activity τ ,
which was introduced as the direct successor of connector loop1 in T , is included
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Figure 4.2: Block-structured process model S, Process structure tree T and order
matrix A
in the order matrix A as well (cf. Section 2.1.2). This order matrix contains all
five order relations from Def. 8. For example, activities E and C have as nearest
common ancestor connector XOR1 . Thus, we assign ’-’ to matrix elements AEC and
ACE . Since activities B and G have as nearest common ancestor connector Seq1 ,
and B is on its left subtree while G is on its right one, we further obtain order
relations ABG = ’1’ and AGB = ’0’ respectively.
Special attention should be paid to the order relations between silent activity
τ and the other activities. Since τ is the direct successor of connector Loop1 , order
relation ’L’ indicates those nodes in T which are descendants of its corresponding
Loop connector. Consequently the order relations between τ on the one hand
and activities C and F on the other hand are set to ’L’. This implies that C
and F are descendants of a Loop connecter and consequently implies that they
are included in a loop block in the corresponding process structure and process
model respectively. Note that the main diagonal of an order matrix is empty
since we do not compute the nearest common ancestor of an activity with itself.
The following Theorem 1 states that an order matrix A can uniquely represent
a corresponding process structure tree T .
Theorem 1 Let T = (N, C, CT, E, l ) be a process structure tree. Let further
A|N |×|N | be the order matrix constructed based on T . Then: such order matrix
A exists and is unique.
Proof 1 See Appendix A.2.
Since a process structure tree T itself constitutes a unique representation of
a block-structured process model S [204], and T can be uniquely represented by
an order matrix A (cf. Theorem 1), order matrix A is a unique representation of
S as well. Consequently, it is sufficient to analyze the order matrix of a blockstructured process model. We make use of this in the following Chapters.
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4.3. MATRIX AND TREE: REPRESENTING PROCESS MODELS FROM
DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES
In [103] we provided two algorithms which transform a process model directly
to its corresponding order matrix and vise versa without the need to compute
the process structure tree first. This way we can reduce the complexity for such
transformation to O(2m2 ) (with m = |N |), which is lower than first transforming
a process model into a tree (O(m)), and then computing nearest common ancestor
for every pair of activities (O(m3 )).

4.3 Matrix and Tree: Representing Process Models
from Different Perspectives
Various papers have discussed use cases for process structure trees [46, 204]. Generally a process tree provides a fine-grained decomposition of a process model that
is suited for parsing, translation, and pattern discovery [204]. Process structure
trees have been also used for speeding up process verification [205], for constructing process models based on process patterns [59], and for comparing process
models [46]. As our order matrix (cf. Def. 8) is defined based on the process
structure tree, we want to elaborate on the value and benefit added by the introduction of the order matrix.

4.3.1

Process Changes Made Easy

For any process model, its order matrix captures transitive order relations between activities. Based on this property, an order matrix can be used to specify
process changes in terms of high-level change operations (e.g., delete, insert or
move activities) [141, 187]. For example, if we delete an activity from an order matrix (i.e., remove its corresponding row and column), the resulting matrix will be
a representation of a valid process model again since the order relations between
all other activities remain unchanged. When considering Fig. 4.3, for instance,
deleting activity E from order matrix A results in order matrix A0 , which again,
represents a sound and block-structured process model S 0 . Activity insertion can
be directly realized for order matrices as well. As example consider model S 0 in
Fig. 4.3. Assume that we want to insert activity E as alternative choice (i.e.,
XOR) for the parallel block that comprises activities A,B and D. Clearly, we want
to ensure that the resulting model remains sound and block-structured. This
can be realized based on order matrix A0 of S 0 . First, we add one row and one
column to A0 in order to capture the new activity E. Then we cluster E with block
{A,B,D} based on order relation ’-’ (XOR block); i.e., we set AEA , AEB and AED
to ’-’. Further, we set order relations between E and all other activities to the
ones A, B and D have in respect to these activities. This way, we actually replace
block {A,B,D} by block {A,B,D,E} in which E and {A,B,D} constitute different
branches of an XOR-block, i.e., we obtain order matrix A00 representing model
S 00 in Fig. 4.3.
When compared to a process model and its corresponding process structure
tree respectively, the order matrix eases structural process changes. Users only
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Figure 4.3: Process Model, Order Matrix and Tree

need to focus on the activities to be modified, without worrying about adaptations
of the corresponding process model and process tree respectively. For example,
moving an activity within a process structure tree often requires modifying the
whole tree structure. As illustrated in Fig. 4.3, when moving E in S such that E
and block {A,B,D} belong to different branches of an XOR block afterwards (as
in S 00 ), almost the whole tree needs to be restructured. Reason is that a process
tree strongly depends on the blocks in a process model (in fact, a sub-tree is a
block) [204], and changing an activity in a process model often results in changing
process blocks as well. However, in the corresponding order matrix we only need
to modify the order relations of E.
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4.3.2

Identifying Process Blocks

One popular reason to transform a process model into a process tree structure is to
identify blocks [204, 205, 59, 92]. For example, [205] decomposes a large process
model into smaller blocks in order to enable faster validation and verification;
[59] allows constructing a process model dynamically using process patterns and
process blocks. Order matrices can additionally be used for block analysis in two
respects:
1. We can use an order matrix to quickly decide on whether or not certain
activities can form a block. Two activities can form a block iff they have
the same order relations with all remaining activities. Generally, we can
decide whether or not an arbitrary set of activities may form a block. If
certain activities have the same order relations to all remaining activities in
a process model, they can form a block. As example consider order matrix
A in Fig. 4.3: A,B and D can form a block since they have same order
relations with C,E,F,τ and G; however, this does not apply to A,B,D and
E since activity E shows a different order relation to C than A does. Such
judgment has linear complexity.
2. An order matrix helps enumerating all possible blocks within a process
model. Based on the aforementioned analysis, we can conclude that two
disjoint blocks which have the same order relations to all activities outside
these two blocks, may form a larger block. Based on this, a block containing
i activities can be identified by judging whether or not two disjoint blocks
containing j and k activities (with i = j+k) may form a block. Starting with
blocks which comprise exactly one activity (i.e., the activities themselves),
we can iteratively find all blocks in a process model (Chapter 7 formally
describes an algorithm). As example consider order matrix A in Fig. 4.3.
All blocks in process model S are listed in Table 4.1.
3. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, a sub-tree within a process structure tree
corresponds to a block of its corresponding process model, but NOT vise
versa. As example consider Fig. 4.4. Process structure trees T , T1 and T2
constitute different trees but represent the same process model (cf. S in Fig.
Block Size
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Blocks
{A}, {B}, {C}, {D}, {E}, {F}, {G}, {τ }
{A,B}, {C,F}
{A,B,D}, {C,F,τ }
{C,F,τ ,E}
{C,F,τ ,E,D}, {C,F,τ ,E,G}
{C,F,τ ,E,D,G}
{A,B,D,C,F,τ ,E}
{A,B,D,C,F,τ ,E,G}

Table 4.1: All blocks of process model S from Fig. 4.3
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4.3). In this case, block {A,B,D} corresponds to a sub-tree within T1 , but
not a sub-tree in T or T2 . Therefore, identifying all sub-trees in a particular
process structure tree does not imply that we have enumerated all blocks
in the corresponding process model. Reason is the process structure tree of
a process model is not necessarily unique, we refer [204] for the details.
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Figure 4.4: Three different process trees representing the same process model
Clearly, for the aforementioned use cases (i.e., judging whether activities can
form a block, or enumerating all blocks in a process model) it would be difficult to
realize them based on the process structure tree. First, the process structure tree
of a process model is not necessarily unique; i.e., the model can be expressed by
different tree structures and hence implies different blocks [204]. Second, though
there are techniques to decompose process models into tree representations, we
are not aware of any technique that can decide in linear time whether certain
activities can form a block or that enumerates all blocks of a process model.

4.4 Summary
We provided a matrix representation for block-structured process models, which
we denote as order matrix. Such matrix constitutes a unique representation of
a process structure tree and consequently a unique representation of a blockstructured process model. We compared our order matrix with process tree
representations. Results indicate that the order matrix better supports process
changes, and fosters the identification of process blocks. In the following chapters, we will discuss some use cases for the order matrix in the context of process
changes. This includes an approach for measuring the distance between two blockstructured process models, as well as algorithms for mining process variants. In
the latter context, we will also provide an intuitive approach for aggregating the
order matrices of a process variant collection, as well as for processing such an
aggregated order matrix in the context of process variant mining.
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5

Measuring Process Model Similarity
based on High-level Change Operations
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, the pivotal research on process flexibility over the
last years has provided the foundation for enabling dynamic process changes
[187, 11, 141, 224, 87]. Process flexibility denotes the capability of a processaware information system to reflect externally triggered changes by modifying
only those aspects of a process, and its implementation respectively, that need
to be changed, while keeping the other parts stable; i.e., the ability to change or
evolve the process without completely replacing it [141]. To compare two process
models is a fundamental task in this context. In particular, it becomes necessary
to calculate the minimal difference between two process models based on high
level changes. If we need to transform one model into another, for example,
efforts can then be reduced and the transformation can go smoothly; i.e. we do
not need to re-define the new process model from scratch, but only apply these
high-level changes (cf. Def. 5) either at process type or process instance level
(see [154] for an overview of existing techniques for dynamic process changes).
In this chapter, we deal with our second research question (cf. Section 1.2):
How shall we measure the distance between process models such that it can
reflect minimal efforts for process model configurations?
Clearly, our focus is on minimizing the number of high-level change operations
needed to transform one block-structured process model S into another blockstructured process model S 0 . Soundness of the resulting process model should
be also not sacrificed. We apply the high-level change operations as described
in Section 2.2 in the given context. By considering high-level changes, we can
distinguish our approach from traditional similarity measures like graph or subgraph isomorphism [181, 235, 235, 166, 86]. Both only consider basic change
primitives like the insertion or deletion of single nodes and edges.
Answering the above research question will lead to better cost efficiency when
re-designing process models, since the efforts to implement the corresponding
changes in the supporting PAIS are minimized. At the process instance level,
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this way we can reduce the efforts to propagate process type changes to the
running instances [154, 147]. Finally, the derived differences between original
process model and its process instances can be used as a set of pure and concise
change logs (cf. Def. 6) for process change mining [62].
In Chapter 2, we have provided the technical foundation for users to flexibly
change process models at both the process type and the process instance level.
For example, users may dynamically insert, delete or move an activity at both
levels [141]. In addition, snapshot differential algorithms [93, 30], as known from
database technology, can be used as a fast and secure method to detect the
change primitives (e.g. to add or delete nodes and edges) needed to transform
one process model into the other.
Using the ADEPT change framework and snapshot differential algorithm, this
chapter applies Digital Logic in Boolean Algebra [23] to provide a new method
to transform a process model into another one based on high-level change operations. This method does not only minimize the number of changes needed in
this context, but also guarantees soundness of the changed process model afterwards, i.e., the process model remains correct when applying high-level change
operations.1 We further provide two measures – process distance and process similarity – based on high-level change operations, which indicate how costly it is
to transform process model S into model S 0 , and how different S and S 0 are.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 first provides
a general description of our approach. Section 5.3 describes required insert and
delete operations for transforming a process model into another, while Section
5.4 computes the number of move operation. Finally Section 5.5 concludes with
a summary.

5.2 General Description of our Comparison Method
We first introduce our method to detect the minimal number of change operations
needed to transform a given process model S into another model S 0 . As example,
consider the process models S and S 0 in Fig. 5.1. As mentioned in Section 5.1, the
key issue is to minimize the number of change operations needed to transform
a process model S ∈ P into another model S 0 ∈ P. Let T = (N, C, CT, E, l )
and T 0 = (N 0 , C 0 , CT 0 , E 0 , l 0 ) be the corresponding process structure tree of S
and S 0 . Generally, three steps are needed (cf. Fig. 5.1) to realize this minimal
transformation:
1. ∀ni ∈ N \ N 0 : delete all nodes that are present in T , but are not contained
in T 0 . This first step transforms the corresponding process models S to
Ssame (cf.
T Fig. 5.1b).
2. ∀ni ∈ N N 0 : move all nodes that are contained in both process structure
trees to the locations as reflected by T 0 . Regarding our example, this second
1 Note that this can be ensured for the control flow perspective. However, to also ensure
correction of data flow or other process aspects, additional checks become necessary.
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Figure 5.1: Three Steps to Transform S into S 0
0
step transforms the corresponding process model Ssame to Ssame
(cf. Fig.
5.1c).
3. ∀ni ∈ N 0 \ N : insert those activities which are contained in T 0 , but not
in T . As depicted in Fig. 5.1, the third step transforms the corresponding
0
to S 0 (cf. Fig. 5.1d).
process model Ssame

Note that the aforementioned three steps were described based the node sets
N and N 0 in the corresponding process structure tree. Reason is that we want
to ignore the silent activities which were often introduced during process transformations (cf. Chapter 4). Insertions and deletions deal with changes of a set
of activities. Here, we can hardly do anything to reduce efforts (i.e., to reduce
the number of required insert operation and delete operations respectively): New
activities (ai ∈ N 0 \ N ) must be added and obsolete activities (aj ∈ N \ N 0 ) be
deleted.
The focus of minimality can therefore be shifted to the use of the move operation, which changes the structure of a process model, but not its set of activities.
Since a move operation logically corresponds to a delete operation followed by
0
an insert
we can transform Ssame to Ssame
by maximally applying
T operation,
0
n = |N N | move operations. Reason is that n move operations correspond to
deleting all activities and then re-inserting them at their new positions. Correspondingly, n is the maximum number of change operations needed to transform
0
one process model into another, both with same set of activities (Ssame and Ssame
in our example from Fig. 5.1). To measure the complete transformation from S
to S 0 , we formally define process distance, bias and process similarity as follows:
Definition 9 (Process Distance, Bias and Similarity)
Let S, S 0 ∈ P be two process models, and let T = (N, C, CT, E, l ), T 0 =
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(N 0 , C 0 , CT 0 , E 0 , l ) be their corresponding process structure trees. Let further
σ = h∆1 , ∆2 , . . . ∆n i ∈ C ∗ be a sequence of change operations transforming S
into S 0 (i.e. S[σiS 0 ).
1. Distance d(S,S 0 ) between S and S 0 corresponds to the minimal number of
high-level change operations needed to transform S into S 0 ; i.e., we define
¨ ¥
¯
d(S,S 0 ) = min{|σ| ¯ σ ∈ C ∗ ∧ S[σiS 0 }
§5.1 ¦
2. A sequence of change operations σ with S[σiS 0 and |σ| = d(S,S 0 ) is denoted
as a bias between S and S 0 .
T
3. At last, let m = |N | + |N 0 | − |N N 0 | be the maximal number of change
operations needed to transform S into S 0 . Then process similarity between
m−d(S,S 0 )
S and S 0 equals to
, i.e., similarity equals to ((maximal number of
m
changes - minimal number of changes) / maximal number of changes).
Generally, it is possible to have more than one minimal sequence of change operations to transform S into S 0 , i.e., given process models S and S 0 their bias
does not need to be unique. A detailed discussion of this issue can be found in
[191, 187].

5.3 Determining Required Activity Deletions and Insertions
To accomplish Step 1 and Step 3 of our approach (cf. Section 5.2), we have to deal
with the change of the activity set when transforming S into S 0 . It can be easily
detected by applying existing snapshot algorithms [93, 30] to both S and S 0 . As
described in Section 5.2, as first step we need to delete all activities ai ∈ N \ N 0
that are contained in S, but not in S 0 . Regarding our example from Fig. 5.1, we
can derive as our first high-level change operation ∆1 = delete(S, X). Similarly,
activities that are contained in S 0 , but not in S, are inserted in Step 3, after having
0
moved the commonly shared activities to their respective position in S 0 (Ssame
respectively). The parameters of the insert operation, i.e., the predecessors and
successors of the inserted activity can be identified in S 0 . In this way, we obtain
the last two change operations for our example: Insert(S, Y, StartLoop, {A, B})
and Insert(S, Z, D, E).

5.4 Determining Required Move Operations
We now focus on Step 2 of our method; i.e., to transform two process models with
same activity set by applying move operations. Here, we can ignore the activities
which are not contained in both models, i.e., in S and S 0 (cf. 5.3). Instead, we
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0
consider the two process models Ssame and Ssame
, respectively, as depicted in
Fig. 5.1.
0
We revisit our example from Fig. 5.1. The order matrices of Ssame and Ssame
0
are depicted in Fig. 5.2. Note that both Ssame and Ssame contain a silent activity
τ , which represents the loop structure (cf. Def. 8). When comparing two process
models, it is sufficient to compare their order matrices (cf. Def. 8), since an
order matrix can uniquely represent the process model (cf. Chapter 4). This also
means that the differences of two process models can be related to the differences
of their order matrices. If two activities have different execution order in two
process models with same activity set, a conflict can be defined as follows:

Definition 10 (Conflict) Let S, S 0 ∈ P be two sound and block-structured process models and. Let further T = (N, C, CT, E, l ), T 0 = (N 0 , C 0 , CT 0 , E 0 , l 0 ) and
A, A0 be the corresponding process structure trees and order matrices for S and
S 0 respectively. In this context, we have N = N 0 . Then: Activities ai and aj are
conflicting iff Aij 6= A0ij . We formally denote this as C(ai ,aj ) . CF := {C(ai ,aj )
| ai , aj ∈ N ∧ Aij 6= A0ij } then corresponds to the set of all conflicts existing
between S and S 0 .
Fig. 5.2 marks up differences between the two order matrices in grey. The set
of conflicts is as follows: CF = {C(A,B) , C(C,D) , C(C,F) , C(D,E) , C(D,F) , C(E,F) }.
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5.4.1

Optimizing the Conflicts

0
To evolve Ssame into Ssame
(cf. Fig. 5.1), we have to eliminate conflicts between
these two models by applying move operations. Obviously, if there is no conflict
for the two models, they will be identical. Every time we move an activity from
0
its current position in Ssame to the position it has in Ssame
we can eliminate the
conflicts this activity has with other activities. For example, consider activity
A in Fig. 5.1. If we move A from its position in Ssame (preceding B) to its new
0
position in Ssame
(A and B are contained in two different branches of a conditional
branching block) we can eliminate conflict C(A,B) .
As shown in the order matrices, moving A requires two steps. First, we have
to set the elements in the first row and first column of An×n (which corresponds
to activity A) to empty, since A is moved away. Second, we have to reset these
elements according to the new order relation of A in comparison to the other
0
activities from Ssame
. So every time we move an activity, we are able to change the
value of its corresponding row and column in the order matrices, i.e., we change
these values corresponding to the original model to the values being compliant
with the target model. By doing this iteratively, we can change all the values
and eliminate all the conflicts so that we finally achieve the transformation from
0
.
Ssame to Ssame
A non-optimal solution would be to move all the activities involved in the
conflicts, as set out by CF, from their positions in Ssame to the positions they
0
have in Ssame
. Regarding our example from Fig. 5.2, in order to apply this
straightforward method, we would need to move activities A, B, C, D, E and F
0
from their positions in Ssame to the ones in Ssame
. However, this naive method
is not in line with our goal to minimize the number of applied change operations.
For example, after moving activity A from its current position in Ssame to the
0
position it has in Ssame
, we do not need to move activity B anymore. Note that
after applying this change operation, there are no activities with which activity
B still has conflicts.
Digital logic in Boolean algebra [23] helps to solve this minimization problem.
Digital logic constitutes the basis for digital electronic circuit design and optimization. In this field, engineers face the challenge to optimize the internal circuit
design given the required input and output signals. To apply such technique in
our context, we consider each process activity as an independent input signal.
We want to design a circuit which can cover all conflicts defined by CF (cf. Def
10). If activity ai conflicts to activity aj , we can either move one of them or both
0
.
of them from the positions they have in Ssame to the ones they have in Ssame
Doing so, the conflict will not exist anymore. Reason is that every time we move
0
an activity from the position it has in Ssame to the position it has in Ssame
, we
reset the corresponding row and column of this activity in the order matrix. A
conflict can be interpreted as a digital signal: When the two input signals ai and
aj are both ”true”(this means we do not move activities ai and aj ), we cannot
solve the conflict and the ’circuit’ shall give an output signal of ”false”. If we
apply this to all conflicts in CF, we will obtain all ”false” signals. Meanwhile,
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the ”circuit” should be able to tell us what will result in a ”true” output (i.e.,
the negative of all ”false” signals). This ”true” output expresses which activities
we need to move. Regarding our example from Fig. 5.2, given the set of conflicts
CF, our logic expression then is as follows: AB + CD + CF + DE + DF + EF.
The complexity for optimizing the logic expression is N P-hard [23]. Therefore
it is advantageous to reduce the size of the problem. Concerning our example,
we can cut down the optimization problem into two groups: one with activities
A and B, as well as conflict C(A,B) ; another one with activities C, D, E and F, as
well as the following set of conflicts: {C(C,D) , C(C,F) , C(D,E) , C(D,F) , C(E,F) }. Such
division can be achieved in O(n) time by applying the following three steps.
 Step 1: List all conflicting activities, and consider each activity as an independent group.
 Step 2: If conflicting activities ai and aj (i.e., C(ai ,aj ) ) are contained in two
different groups, merge these two groups.
 Step 3: Repeat Step 2 for all conflicts in CF.

After applying these three steps, we can divide the activities as well as the
associated conflicts into several groups. Regarding our example, the optimization
problem can be divided into two sub-optimization problems: AB and CD + CF + DE + DF + EF.
We depict this by the two small matrices in Fig. 5.2.
Optimizing logic expressions has been intensively discussed in Discrete Mathematics. Therefore we omit details here and refer to Karnaugh map [23, 120]
and Quine-McCluskey algorithm [23, 36]. We have implemented the latter in our
proof-of-concept prototype. Regarding our example in Fig. 5.1, the two optimization results are AB = Ā + B̄ for the first group and CD + CF + DE + DF + EF =
D̄F̄ + C̄ĒF̄ + C̄D̄Ē for the second group. We can interpret this result as follows.
For the second group, either we move activities D and F, or we move activities
C, E and F, or we move activities C, D and E from their position in Ssame to the
0
0
. Based on this we can transform Ssame into Ssame
positions they have in Ssame
since all conflicts are eliminated. As can be seen from the order matrices, if we
change the value of the corresponding rows and columns of these activities in
0
Ssame , we can turn Ssame into Ssame
. Since we want to minimize the number
of change operations, we can draw the conclusion that activities D and F must
be moved. Same rule applies to the result of the first group. However, there is
no difference whether to move either A or B since both operations count as one
change operation. Here, we arbitrarily decide to move activity B.
So far we have determined the set of activities to be moved. The next step is
to determine the positions where these activities need to be moved to. Operation
move(S, X, A, B, [sc]) will be independent from other move operations (i.e., it
does not matter in which order to move the respective activity) if its direct
predecessors A and direct successors B do not belong to the set of activities to be
moved. Regarding our example from Fig. 5.1, activity F satisfies this condition
since its predecessor C and its successor G are not moved. Same results applies
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Figure 5.3: Process models after every move operation
to D while its predecessor EndLoop and successors C and E are not changed. Note
that since activity B is moved to a position where it forms an XOR block with
activity A, two silent activities denoting the XOR-split and XOR-join have been
automatically inserted. A detailed discussion can be found in [141].
0
According to the position the moved activities have in Ssame
, we can determine
the parameters (i.e., the predecessors, successors and conditions) for every move
0
, activity D has predecessors EndLoop, and successors E and
operation. In Ssame
C. So one move operations therefore is move(S, D, EndLoop,{C,E}). Similarly,
we obtain the other two move operations: move(S, B,EndLoop,StartLoop, [sc])
and move(S, F,C,G). The intermediate process models resulting after every move
operation are shown in Fig. 5.3. When comparing order matrices for each model
in Fig. 5.3, it becomes clear that every move operation changes the values of the
row and the column corresponding to the moved activity.

5.4.2

Distance and Similarity between other Models

The method described in Section 5.4 has been tested and implemented in the
ADEPT framework, and will be used in the following chapters. Taking our example from Fig. 5.1 (i.e., to transform S into S 0 ), the following six change operations
are
required:
σ
=
{delete(S, X),
move(S, F,C,G),
move(S,
D,{A,B},{C;E}), move(S, B,StartFlow,D, XOR), insert(S, Y,StartFlow,{A,B}),
and insert(S, Z,D,E) }. Distance between the two models is six, bias is σ and
similarity is 0.4 (cf. Def. 9). To illustrate our method and these numbers in
more detail, we compare the distances and similarities between the seven pro0
cess models discussed so far: S, S1 and S2 from Fig. 3.2 and S, Ssame , Ssame
0
and S from Fig. 5.1. Distance and similarity of two models are specified as
distance/similarity in each corresponding cell in Fig. 5.1. As the transforma56
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tion is commutable, we only fill in the upper triangle matrix. Taking Fig. 5.1,
we can conclude:

Figure
5.1
Figure
5.3

S
Ssame
0
Ssame
S0
SI1
SI2

S
0 / 100%

Figure
Ssame
1 / 89%
0 / 100%

5.1
0
Ssame
4 / 56%
3 / 63%
0/ 100%

S0
6 / 45%
5 / 50%
2 / 80%
0 / 100%

Figure
SI1
2 / 78%
1 / 88%
2 / 75%
4 / 60%
0 / 100%

5.3
SI2
3 / 67%
2/ 75%
1/ 88%
3/ 70%
1 / 88%
0 / 100%

Table 5.1: Distance and similarities of different process models

1. Changing the activity set always leads to a modified distance. For example,
0
d(Sn ,Ssame
) always equals d(Sn ,S 0 ) + 2, where Sn stands for a process model
0
other than S 0 or Ssame
in Fig. 5.1. Reason is that S 0 contains two unique
0
activities Y and Z when compared to Ssame
, while the rest are identical.
2. If three process models S, S 0 , and S 00 have same activity sets, we will
obtain d(S,S 00 ) ≤ d(S,S 0 ) + d(S 0 ,S 00 ) . It is easy to understand this because
some activities could be moved twice when transforming S into S 0 and S 0
into S 00 .

5.5 Summary
We provided a method to quantitatively measure the distance and similarity
between two process models based on the efforts for model transformation. Highlevel change operations are used to evaluate the similarity since they guarantee
soundness and also provide more meaningful results. We further applied digital
logic known from Boolean algebra such that the number of change operations
required to transform process model S into process model S 0 becomes minimal.
In the following chapters, we will apply respective distance and similarity
measures in the context of algorithms we developed for process variant mining.
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6

Mining Process Variants Using a
Clustering Technique
6.1 Introduction
Though considerable efforts have been made to ease process configuration and
adaptation [66, 141, 165], we have not utilized the knowledge resulting from these
process model changes yet [213]. Fig. 6.1 describes the goal of this chapter as it
has been already motivated in Chapter 1. We aim at learning from past process
changes by ”merging” existing process variants into one generic process model,
which ”covers” these variants best. Thereby we do not presume any knowledge
of the original reference model the variants were derived from. By adopting this
generic model as reference process model within the PAIS, cost of change and
need for future process adaptations will decrease. Chapter 6 deals with our third
research question (cf. Section 1.2):
Given a collection of process variants, how can we discover a reference process
model in such a way that average distance between it and the process variants
becomes minimal?
The distance between reference process model and process variant is measured
in terms of the number of high-level change operations (e.g., to insert, delete or
move activities [141]) needed to transform the reference model into the respective
variant model (cf. Def. 9). Change distance directly represents the efforts needed
for process adaptation and customization, and average change distance between a
reference model and a collection of process variants directly measures the configuration efforts for a particular reference process model. Obviously, the challenge
is to find the ”best” reference model, i.e., the one with minimal average distance
to the known variants. Note that we only need a collection of process variants
as input of our analysis. In particular, we do not require a change log (cf. Def.
6) as input, which specifically documents all change operations performed during
the configuration of process variants [61, 62]. In fact, even the original reference
process model from which the variants were derived is not really required. In the
following we present a clustering technique to deal with these challenges.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.3 presents
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reference process model

feedback
evaluation

S

customization & adaptation

…
process variant S1

process variant S2

process variant Sn

mining & learning
reference process model

S’ as learned from
process variants

Figure 6.1: Mining a new reference model
our basic clustering algorithm for mining process variant models having same
activity set. Section 6.4 extends it such that variants with different activity sets
can be considered as well. We apply simulations to systematically evaluate the
performance of our algorithm in Section 6.5. Finally, we conclude with a summary
in Section 6.6.1

6.2 Illustrative Example
To illustrate our mining approach, Fig. 6.2 depicts an example comprising six
different process variants Si ∈ P (i = 1, 2, . . . 6) and being based on common
workflow patterns like AND-split, AND-join, XOR-split, XOR-join, and Loop
[193]. Note that these variants do not only differ in structure, but also in respect
to their activity sets. For example, activity X appears in 5 out of the 6 variants
(except S2 ), while activity Z only appears in S5 . Furthermore the six variants
are weighted. In the context of our work, we define the weight wi of a process
variant Si as the number of process instances that were executed on basis of Si .
In our example, 25 instances were executed on basis of process variant S1 , while
20 instances ran on S2 . If we only know the process variants, but have no runtime
information about related instance executions, we could assume variants to be
equally weighted; i.e., every process variant will then have weight 1.2
1A

case study in which we applied our algorithm in practice is presented in Chapter 9.
that in this context, the weight wi of a variant Si only reflects the frequency with
which Si was executed. We do not consider which path was taken when executing a process
model, or in which order activities were executed in each process instance (cf. Section 2.1.3).
Note that this is different to process mining techniques (cf. Section 2.5) which are often based
on trace analyses (cf. Def. 4).
2 Note
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In Section 6.3 we first assume that all process variants have same activity
sets, i.e., we focus on activities A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I and J, which exist in all six
process variants S1 - S6 , but have different order relations. In Section 6.4, we
relax this constraint and extend our algorithm to deal with activities that do not
appear in all process variants as well.
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Figure 6.2: Illustrative example

6.3 Clustering Approach for Discovering Reference
Process Models
We now present a clustering-based algorithm for mining a collection of process
variants. Our goal is to derive a new reference model out of a given collection
of process variants which is easier configurable than the current one. Since we
restrict ourselves to block-structured process models, we can build the new reference model by enlarging blocks, i.e., we first identify two activities that can form
a block, then we merge this block with other activities and blocks respectively to
form a larger block, and so forth. This procedure continues until all activities and
blocks respectively are merged into one single block. This block and its internal
structure then represent the new reference process model we are looking for.
Basically, our clustering approach for mining process variants works as follows:
1. For all process variants calculate their order matrices (cf. chapter 4). Aggregate them to one high-dimensional matrix representing all variants (cf.
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Section 6.3.1).
2. Based on this high-dimensional matrix, determine activities to be clustered
in a block (cf. Section 6.3.2).
3. Determine the order relation the clustered activities shall have within this
block (cf. Section 6.3.3).
4. After building a new block in Steps 2 and 3, reflect on the clustering of the
activities by adjusting the high-dimensional matrix accordingly (cf. Section
6.3.4).
5. Repeat Steps 2, 3 and 4 until all activities are clustered together; i.e., until
the new process model has been constructed by enlarging blocks.

6.3.1

Representing a Collection of Process Variants as Aggregated Order Matrix

For each variant of the given collection of process variants, we first compute its
order matrix (cf. Def. 8 in Chapter 4). Regarding our example from Fig. 6.2,
we need to determine six order matrices, which are shown on top of Fig. 6.3.
Afterwards, we analyze the order relation for each pair of activities considering
all order matrices derived before. In this context, we consider activities from
different variants are the same if they have the same label.3 As the order relation
between two activities might not always be the same in all order matrices, this
analysis does not result in a fixed relationship, but provides a distribution for the
five types of order relations (cf. Def. 8). Regarding our example, for instance,
in 50% of all cases activity H is a successor of activity C (as in S2 , S3 and S5 ),
in 25% of all cases H precedes C (as in S4 and S6 ), and in 25% of a cases H and
C are contained in different branches of an AND block (as in S1 ) (cf. Fig. 6.3).
Generally, we can define the order relation between two activities a and b as
+
−
0
1
L
5-dimensional vector Vab = (vab
, vab
, vab
, vab
, vab
). Each field then corresponds to
the frequency of the respective relation type (’0’, ’1’, ’+’, ’-’ or ’L’) as specified
in Def. 8.
0
Take again our running example and consider Fig. 6.3. Here, vHC
corresponds
to the frequency of all cases with activities H and C having order relationship ’0’,
i.e., all cases for which H succeeds C; we obtain VOQ = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25, 0, 0).
Formally, we define an aggregated order matrix as follows:
3 Otherwise, we refer to [44] for an approach that matches activities from different process
models in case they have different labels. Note that we can also use this technique to handle
silent activities which represent the loop structures in a process structure tree. When there are
multiple silent activities in each of the process structure trees, we can map these silent activities
based on their context (e.g., their relationship to other activities). In the following, we assume
that such mapping between activities (including silent ones) in different process structure trees
has already been established and we can map them simply based on their labels.
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Definition 11 (Aggregated Order Matrix) Let Si ∈ P, i = 1, 2, . . . , n be a
collection of process variants. Let further Ti = (Ni , Ci , CTi , Ei , li ) and Ai be the
process structure tree and the order matrix of Si , and wi be the number of process
instances that were executed on Si . The Aggregated Order Matrix
S of all process variants is defined as 2-dimensional matrix Vm×m with m = | Ni | and each
matrix element vaj ak = (va0j ak , va1j ak , va+j ak , va−j ak , vaLj ak ) being a 5-dimensional
vector. For 3 ∈ {0, 1, +, −, L}, element va3j ak expresses to what percentage, activities aj and ak have order relation
3 within the collection of process variants
S
S1 , . . . , Sn . Formally: ∀aj , ak ∈ Ni , aj 6= ak :
P
¨ ¥
Aia a =0 30 wi
.
va3j ak = P j k
§6.1 ¦
wi
aj ,ak ∈Ni

The aggregated order matrix V of the process variants from Fig. 6.2 is shown
in Fig. 6.3. Due to space limitations we only show a partial view of the order
matrices here (i.e., activities A, B, C, F, H, I and J). Generally, the main
diagonal of an aggregated order matrix is always empty since we do not specify
the order relation of an activity with itself.
In Chapter 4 we have shown that we can transform an order matrix into a
process model by identifying blocks: i.e., two activities can be clustered into a
block if they have same order relation with respect to other activities. As we will
show, a similar idea can be applied when analyzing an aggregated order matrix.
Our goal is to derive an optimal reference process model for the given variants
based on this representation form.

6.3.2

Determining the Activities to be Clustered

This subsection describes how we derive the blocks for the reference model to be
discovered from an aggregated order matrix, i.e., from a collection of process variants. There are two fundamental issues we have to consider in this context. First,
we have to decide which activities (and blocks respectively) shall be ”blocked”.
Second, we must choose an order relation for them. This subsection deals with
the first issue, the second one is addressed in Section 6.3.3.
Regarding an order matrix two activities can be clustered in a block if they
have same order relations with respect to the other activities (cf. Chapter 4). We
can apply a similar idea when analyzing an aggregated order matrix. However,
the relationship between two activities in an aggregated order matrix is expressed
as 5-dimensional vector showing the distribution of the order relations over all
process variants. When determining pairs of activities that can be clustered in a
block, it would be too restrictive to require precise matching as in the case of an order matrix. To deal with this, we first introduce function f (α, β) which expresses
the closeness between two vectors α = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) and β = (y1 , y2 , ..., yn ):
Pn
¨ ¥
α·β
i=1 xi yi
pP n
f (α, β) =
= pPn
§6.2 ¦
2
2
|α| × |β|
i=1 xi ×
i=1 yi
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Order matrices

Figure 6.3: Aggregated order matrix V

f (α, β) ∈ [0, 1] computes the cosine value of the angle θ between vectors α and
β in Euclid space. If f (α, β) = 1 holds, α and β exactly match in their directions;
f (α, β) = 0 means, they do not match at all. When comparing closeness between
vHC = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25, 0, 0) and vIC = (0.55, 0.3, 0, 0.15, 0), for example, we obtain
f (vHC , vIC ) = 0.887. This high value implies that the two vectors are close to each
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other though they are not the same.
Using f (α, β) we introduce the Separation metrics. It indicates to what
degree two activities of an aggregated order matrix are suited for being clustered
in a block. More precisely, Separation(a, b) expresses how similar order relations
of activities a and b are when compared to the other activities. In our example
from Fig. 6.2, Separation(A,B) is determined by the closeness (measured in
terms of the cosine value) of f (vAC , vBC ), f (vAD , vBD ), f (vAE , vBE ), . . ., f (vAI , vBI )
and f (vAJ , vBJ ). Generally, we define cluster separation as follows:
P
2
¨ ¥
x∈N \{a,b} f (vax , vbx )
Separation(a, b) =
§6.3 ¦
|N | − 2
N corresponds to the set of activities. Like most clustering algorithms [181],
we square the cosine value to emphasize the differences between the two compared vectors. Finally, dividing this expression by |N | − 2 normalizes its value
to a range between [0, 1]. Regarding our example from Fig. 6.2, we obtain
Separation(A,B) = 0.776. This separation value indicates that activities A and
B has relatively high similarity regarding their order relations to the remaining
activities (relatively high chance of forming same block).
We determine the pair of activities best suited to form a block by measuring
how much each activity pair is separated from the other activities. We accomplish
this by computing the separation value for each activity pair. The higher this
value is, the better the two activities are suited for being clustered. Fig. 6.4
depicts the separation values for our running example from Fig. 6.2. We denote
this table as separation table. Obviously, activities A and F have the highest
separation value of 1 (marked up in grey color in Fig. 6.4). We therefore choose
A and F as the activities forming our first block.4 Since Separation(A,F) = 1
holds, A and F can form a block also in all six process variants. We obtain same
results when directly analyzing the variants (cf. Fig. 6.2).

6.3.3

Determining the Internal Order Relations

After having decided that activities A and F are clustered in the first block, we
have to determine the order relation these two activities shall have. In addition,
we measure how good our choice is. For this purpose, we introduce Cohesion as
measure which indicates how significant particular order relations between two
activities of the same cluster are.
In the aggregated order matrix of our running example, the relationship between activities A and F is depicted as 5-dimensional vector vAF = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0).
It shows the distribution values of the five types of order relations. Obviously,
when building a reference process model, only one of the five order relations
can be chosen. Therefore, we want to choose that type of order relation which
4 However, when dealing with more complex examples, there can be several maximal separation values. For this case, we compute cohesion values (cf. Section 6.3.3) between the pairs with
the highest separation values. As result, the pair with highest cohesion should be selected, since
the relationship of the respective two activities (measured by the cohesion) is most significant.
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Figure 6.4: Separation table of aggregated order matrix
is most significant. Regarding our example, the significance of each order relation can be evaluated by the closeness vector vAF and the five axes in the 5dimensional space have. These axes can be represented by five benchmarking vectors: v 0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0), v 1 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0), v + = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0), v − = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0),
and v L = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1). Based on this, we can compute the significance of each
order relation using formula f (α, β) (cf. Section 6.3.2), where α = vPQ and β is
one of the five benchmarking vectors. Regarding our example, the closest axis to
vPQ is v + (with f (vAF , v + ) = 1). Therefore, we decide that A and F shall form an
AND block (cf. Def. 8).
We use Cohesion to evaluate how good our choice is:
Cohesion(a, b) =

max3={0,1,+,−,L} {f (vab , v 3 )} − 0.4472
1 − 0.4472

¨ ¥
§6.4 ¦

The value range of max3={0,1,+,−,L} {f (vab , v 3 )} is [0.4472,1]. We use Formula
6.4 to normalize Cohesion(a, b) into value range [0,1]. Cohesion(a, b) equals
one if there is a dominant order relation, i.e., vab is on one of the five axes.
Cohesion(a, b) equals zero if vab is (0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2), i.e., no order relation is
more significant than the others. Regarding our example, Cohesion(A,F) equals
1. This indicates that A and F have order relation ’+’ in all six process variants;
we can obtain same results by directly analyzing the variants (cf. Fig. 6.2).

6.3.4

Recomputing the Aggregated Order Matrix

We have discovered the first block of our reference process model, which contains
A and F. We have further decided that A shall precede F, and that the significance
of this order relation is 1. We now have to decide on the relationship between the
newly created block (comprising A and F) and the other activities. This requires
the adaptation of the original aggregated order matrix in order to represent the
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situation in which A and F are clustered in a block.5 We accomplish this adaptation by computing the means of the order relations between {A, F} and the
remaining activities. For example, as vAB = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0) and vFB = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0),
the order relation between the newly created block (A,F) and activity B corresponds to (vAB + vFB )/2 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0).6 Such computation is applied to all
remaining activities outside this block.
Generally, after clustering activities a and b, the new aggregated order matrix
V 0 can be calculated as follows:
(
∀x ∈ N \ {a, b} :

0
= (vax + vbx )/2
v(a,b)x
0
vx(a,b)
= (vxa + vxb )/2

0
∀x, y ∈ N \ {a, b} : vxy
= vxy

¨ ¥
§6.5 ¦
¨ ¥
§6.6 ¦

The aggregated order matrix V 0 we obtain after clustering A and F is shown
in Fig. 6.5. Since A and F are replaced by a block {A, F } containing these two
activities, the matrix resulting after the re-computation is one dimension smaller
than V . Afterwards, we treat this block like a single activity, but keep its internal
structure in order to build up the new reference process model at the end.

6.3.5

Mining Result

After obtaining the newly aggregated order matrix, we repeat the three steps
as described in Sections 6.3.2, 6.3.3 and 6.3.4; i.e., we first identify the two activities (and blocks respectively) to be clustered next, then we determine their
order relation within the block, and finally we re-compute the aggregated order
matrix considering the newly determined block. In every iteration, we merge two
activities and blocks respectively into one bigger block. This iterative clustering
continues until all activities from the original aggregated order matrix are clustered. Finally, we obtain our new reference process model. Obviously, the number
of required iterations equals the number of activities minus one. Regarding our
running example, Fig. 6.6 depicts the final result S 0 we obtain after running
through all iterations of our clustering algorithm.
Fig. 6.6 does not only show process model S 0 , which we have discovered
through the mining of the variants from Fig. 6.2, but also the intermediate
results we obtain after every iteration (indicated through number at the rightbottom corner of each block). In iteration 1, for example, A and F are clustered to
form a block. In the second iteration, this block is merged with activity B as its
5 Our approach is different to traditional clustering algorithms [181], in which only distances
are re-computed, but not the original dataset.
6 This approach is an unweighted one; i.e., we simple take the average of the two vectors
without considering their importance; e.g., how many activities are included in the block. In
this way, we can ensure that when merging two blocks of different sizes, the order relations of
the resulting block are not too much dominated by the bigger one. Such unweighted approach
is widely used in other clustering approaches [181].
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Figure 6.5: Aggregated order matrix V 0 resulting after the clustering of A and F

predecessor. Finally, after the nine iteration, all activities are clustered together
into one single block, i.e., the discovered reference model.
Fig. 6.6 additionally shows cohesion values, which reflect significance of the
order relations we haven chosen in different iterations. For example, in the second iteration, the cohesion we obtain when clustering activity I and the block
containing C and D, equals 0.735. Since cohesion reflects the significance of the
chosen order relation, it also expresses local fitness of the control flow in the reference model. For example, when comparing the cohesion values, it turns out to
be of high significance that activity C precedes activity D, but less significant that
they precede activity I. When reconsidering our process variants from Fig. 6.2
for example, we can make similar conclusions as the ones described here.

6.4 Mining Process Variants with Different Activity
Sets
So far, our basic method for mining process variants has assumed that all variant
models comprise the same set of activities. Generally, however, process variants
may differ in their activity sets. In this section we discuss how to mine process variants with different activity sets. We illustrate relevant issues as well as
necessary extensions of our basic method by analyzing all activities contained in
process variants in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.6: Reference Process Model Discovered Using Clustering Technique

6.4.1

Analyzing the Occurrences of Activities

One fundamental challenge is to decide which activities shall be considered in
the resulting reference model and which not. Another challenge is to fix the
order relations between the considered activities, which is not trivial since not all
activities occur in all variant models.
For a given variants collection, we can measure how frequent each activity ai
appears using Activity Frequency:
Definition 12 (Activity frequency) Let Si ∈ P, i = 1, 2, . . . , n be a collection
of process variants. Let further Ti = (Ni , Ci , CTi , Ei , li ) and Ai be the process
structure tree and the order matrix of Si , and wi be
Snthe number of process instances that were executed on Si . For each aj ∈ i=1 Ni , we define g(aj ) as
relative frequency with which aj appears within the given variant collection. Formally:
P
¨ ¥
Si :aj ∈Ni wi
g(aj ) = P
n
§6.7 ¦
w
i=1

i

Table 6.1 shows the relative frequency of activities contained in the process
variants of our running example (cf. Fig. 7.2); e.g., activity X is present in 80%
of the variants (i.e., in S1 , S3 , S4 , S5 , and S6 ), while Z only occurs in S5 (i.e.,
20% of the variants). Since S4 contains a loop-block, we obtain 15% as frequency
with which silent activity τ occurs (cf. Def. 8).
In MinAdept the user may set a threshold value in order to determine which
activities shall be contained in the resulting reference process model and which
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Activity
g(aj )

A
1

B
1

C
1

D
1

E
1

F
1

G
1

H
1

I
1

J
1

X
0.8

Y
0.6

Z
0.2

τ
0.15

Table 6.1: Relative frequency of each activity within the given variant collection
not. This way we can exclude activities with low frequency if desired. For example, if we only want to consider activities with relative frequency greater than
40%, activity B as well as silent activity τ will be excluded from the reference
process model (excluding τ means the loop structure will not be considered).
Generally, process engineers have to set respective threshold values depending on
whether they want to add more or fewer activities to the reference process model.
Obviously, a good threshold value is the key to success. We discuss how to find
a suitable threshold in Section 6.5.

6.4.2

Coping with Unclear Order Relations

In an aggregated order matrix, the order relations between two activities a and
+
−
0
1
L
b are defined as 5-dimensional vector Vab = (vab
, vab
, vab
, vab
, vab
), and each field
corresponds to the relative frequency of the respective relation type ’0’, ’1’, ’+’,
’-’ or ’L’ (cf. Def. 11). When mining process variants with different activity
sets, there may be pairs of activities which do not co-occur in any of the process
variants and process instances respectively, but which shall be both included in
the new reference process model. Since the two activities never co-occur, we
are unable to derive relative frequencies for the five possible order relations; i.e.,
their order relations as reflected in aggregated order matrix would be (0,0,0,0,0).
Regarding our example, activities Y and silent activity τ representing the loop
structure do not co-occur in any process variant. Since f (α, β) (cf. Equation 6.2)
will be invalid if one of the two vectors α or β equals (0, 0, 0, 0, 0), we need to find
ways to handle such unclear relationship:
1. Compute separation. When computing separations (cf. Equation 6.3),
we can ignore these unclear relationships. For example, when computing
Separation(a, b) between activity a and b, we can see that order relation vax
is an unclear one, i.e., it equals (0, 0, 0, 0, 0). We therefore do not include
it in the computation. To be more precise, let V be an aggregated order
matrix and let ¯a, b ∈ N be two activities considered in V . We can define
a set M = {x¯x ∈ N \ {a, b}, vax = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ∨ vbx = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)}
which contains all x with vax or vbx being (0,0,0,0,0). Then instead of using
Equation 6.3, we use Equation 6.8 to compute Separation(a, b) to ignore
the influence of unclear relations.
P
¨ ¥
f 2 (vax , vbx )
x∈N \{a,b},x∈M
/
Separation(a, b) =
6.8 ¦
§
|N | − 2 − |M|
2. Compute cohesion. When computing Cohesion(a, b) (cf. Equation 6.4),
we will also run into problems if their order relation is (0,0,0,0,0). In this
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case we can set cohesion(a, b) to 0, i.e., none of the five order relations is
considered as being more significant than the others.
3. Recompute Aggregated Order Matrix. Since an aggregated order matrix captures the distribution of the five order relations within the collection
of variants, for each vector vab , a, b ∈ N , we obtain value 1 as the sum of
its elements. However, this does not apply to the unclear order relations.
Therefore, when re-computing the (reduced) aggregated order matrix after the creation of a new block (cf. Section 6.3.4), we do not take such
unclear order relations into account. To be more precise, let V be an aggregated order matrix and let a, b, x ∈ N be three activities contained in
V . Assume further that in one iteration of our algorithm, activities a and
0
b are clustered into a block. Then we set new matrix element v(a,b)x
= vax
0
if vbx = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) holds, and v(a,b)x = vbx if vax = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) holds,
respectively.

6.4.3

Mining Result when Considering All Activities

0
Fig. 6.7 shows the discovered process model Sall
as well as the intermediate results
we obtain after every iteration of our clustering approach (indicated through the
numbers at the right bottom corner of each block). Note that the discovered
model contains all process activities contains in the variants. This includes the
silent activity τ which represents the loop structure in S4 .
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6.4.4

Setting Different Thresholds for Mining Reference
Models

Regarding our example from Fig. 6.2, Fig. 6.8 depicts the models that can be
discovered when setting different threshold values:
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Figure 6.8: The discovered process models when setting different threshold
Regarding Fig. 6.8, process model S 0 contains all activities that have ever
0
only contains activities
appeared in at least one of the process variants while S0.8
that appear in all variants. Clearly, we discover different process models when
setting different threshold values. In Section 6.5, we will discuss how to find a
good threshold values in our context.

6.4.5

The MinADEPT Algorithm

Now we can formally introduce the MinADEPT algorithm for mining process
variants. In pseudo code, the MinADEPT algorithm (cf. Sections 6.3 and 6.4)
can be expressed as follows:
The mining starts with deciding on the set of activities to be included in the
(new) reference process model. If the relative occurrence of an activity is larger
than the specified threshold, we include it in the reference model. Following this
we can construct the aggregated order matrix based on the order matrices of each
process variant (cf. Section 6.3.1). Afterwards we apply our mining approach as
described in Section 6.3, i.e., we cluster activities and blocks iteratively until
all activities are contained in one block (lines 7-13 in Algorithm 1). This block
then represents the reference model we have discovered. Note that when there
are unclear order relations, we apply the techniques described in Section 6.4.2 to
deal with them.
The complexity of the mining algorithm described in Section 6.3 corresponds
to O(n2 m + n3 ), where n equals the number of activities each variant comprises
and m equals the number of variants. O(n2 m) corresponds to the complexity
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

input : A process variant collection
output: New reference process model
Calculate the activity occurrence for each activity captured in any of
the variants;
if Occurrence of activity ai > Threshold then
Include ai in the reference order matrix;
Compute order matrix for each process variant;
Build the aggregated order matrix based on the selected activities;
while {Iteration < number of considered activities -1} do
Compute Separation table;
Determine activities to be clustered;
Compute cohesion between the selected activities;
Generate the block in the out put model;
Recompute the aggregated order matrix;
Algorithm 1: Process mining based on process variants

needed to build the aggregated order matrix, while O(n3 ) corresponds to the
complexity needed to mine the reference model. Consequently, our algorithm has
polynomial complexity.

6.5 Evaluating Performance of the MinADEPT Algorithm through Simulation
6.5.1

Average Weighted Distance

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the goal of our algorithm is to
discover a process model which has minimal average distance to the variants.
Therefore, we first need to define average weighted distance between a reference process model S and its variants.
Definition 13 (Average Weighted Distance) Let S ∈ P be a reference process model. Let further M be a set of process variants Si ∈ P, i = 1, . . . , n, with
wi representing the number of process instances that were executed on basis of Si .
The Average Weighted Distance D(S,M) between S and M can be computed
as follows:
Pn
¨ ¥
d(S,S ) · wi
Pn i
D(S,M) = i=1
§6.9 ¦
i=1 wi
The complexity to compute average weighted distance is N P-hard since the
complexity to compute the distance between two variants is N P-hard (cf. Def.
9). For example, assume that we take the discovered process model S 0 (cf. Fig.
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6.8) as new reference process model. Then distance between S 0 and each of the
six process variants Si (cf. Fig. 6.2) is as follows: d(S 0 ,S1 ) = 6, d(S 0 ,S2 ) = 4,
d(S 0 ,S3 ) = 5, d(S 0 ,S4 ) = 4, d(S 0 ,S5 ) = 7 and d(S 0 ,S6 ) = 4. Taking variant weights
into account as well (cf. Fig. 6.2), we obtain following average weighted distance
being
(6 × 0.2 + 4 × 0.2 + 5 × 0.05 + 4 × 0.2 + 7 × 0.15 + 4 × 0.2) = 4.9.
This means we need to perform on average 4.9 high-level change operations to
configure a process variant (and related instance respectively) out of the reference
process model. Generally, average weighted distance between a reference model
and its process variants represents how ”close” they are.
Since computing average weighted distance has N P-hard complexity (cf.
Chapter 5), our algorithm does not aim at finding the global optimum, i.e., the
model which has minimal average weighted distance to the variants. However,
this is a rather uncritical issue. Note that most clustering techniques and other
data mining algorithms aim at finding a local optimum rather than a global
one since it is almost impossible to find the global optimum in reasonable time
[181, 34, 110, 138]. Our suggested clustering algorithm constitutes an approach
which tries to solve a complex combinatorial optimization problem in polynomial
time. As benefit we can solve a large scale problem in reasonable time. However
as our algorithm only searches for a local optimum, neither we can theoretically
prove that the discovered model is the one with minimal average weighted distance to the variants, nor we can claim how close the discovered model is to the
global optimum. In this section, we present comprehensive simulation results to
show performance of our clustering algorithm in different scenarios.

6.5.2

Determining the Optimum Threshold Value

In Section 6.4, we have discussed how to mine process variants with different
activity sets. One important step is to determine which activities should be
considered in the reference model. In our approach, we apply a user-defined
threshold to select activities: the reference model should only contain activities
whose occurrence in the variants is above this threshold (cf. Algorithm 1).
Clearly, determining a good threshold is critical. If the threshold is set too
low (i.e., too many non-relevant activities are considered in the reference model),
this will increase efforts for configuring process variants based on the discovered
model. Note that we then need to delete those none-relevant activities when
configuring the variants. On the contrary, if the threshold is set too high (i.e.,
only few activities are considered in the reference model), configuration efforts
might increase since we need to frequently insert activities to configure specific
variants. Therefore, influence of the threshold value on our algorithm is of high
interest.
Consider our illustrative example presented in Fig. 6.2. Fig. 6.8 shows the
reference process models we can discover by setting different threshold values.
When computing average weighted distance between these reference models and
0
0
the six process variants, we obtain 4.75 for S 0 , 3.75 for S0.15
, 2.6 for S0.2
, 2.4
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0
0
for S0.6
and 3.0 for S0.8
. Based on this example, we should set the threshold at
around 0.6 in order to obtain a reference process model with minimal average
weighted distance. Clearly, concluding this based on one example is less reliable.
We perform a simulation to analyze the influence of the threshold value. In
our simulation, more than 5000 process models are generated and analyzed. We
describe how the simulation is setup in the next subsection, and discuss simulation
results afterwards.

6.5.3

Simulation Setup

In order to obtain convincing simulation results, we consider different parameters
when generating the datasets for our simulation. Amongst others, these parameters include the size and the similarity of process models. We described our data
generation method in detail in Section 7.5. In summary, we generate 54 groups
of datasets according to different scenarios.7 Each dataset group contains:
1. A reference process model, i.e., a randomly generated model from which we
configure the process variants (see Section 7.5.1 for an algorithm).
2. 100 process variants. We generate each variant by configuring the reference
model according to a particular scenario. For each group of datasets, we
generate 100 process variants.
In total, we generated 5454 process models in our simulation. Note that the
scenario just describes certain properties of the collection of variants configured
from the reference model, but does not control the way a particular variant is
generated; i.e., the 100 variants belonging to the same group are not the same, but
share certain properties (e.g., having the same distance to the reference model).
Since the variants are generated by configuring a given reference model, we are
able to statistically control the occurrence of activities (i.e., activity frequency)
in the variants (see Section 7.5 for the method). In each group, we control the
occurrence of the activities by inserting new activities with certain probabilities
during the configuration of the process variants. The probabilities for inserting
activities range from 0% to 100%. Consequently we obtain activities with different
frequencies appearing in the variants. This way, setting different threshold values
would result in different activity sets, and consequently different process model
as discovered by our algorithm.
Afterwards, to each dataset group, we apply our algorithm to discover a reference model by setting threshold values to 0%, 10%, 20%, . . . , and 100%. We
further evaluate these results by computing the average weighted distance of the
discovered model. We apply the described approach to all 54 dataset groups.
In order to compare the results from the different groups, the absolute average
weighted distance values are of less interest since each group has different features
7 In Section 7.5 we have generated 72 groups of dataset based on different scenarios. However,
18 groups are not relevant in this simulation since the activity frequency are fix in these groups
(groups with Parameter 3 and 4 being ”Low occurrence” or ”high occurrence”). Consequently,
the results are summarized based on the rest 54 groups of datasets.
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and covers different parts of the search space. Therefore, in each group we set
the model discovered with threshold of 0% as basic model. We then evaluate
the remaining models discovered using other threshold values by comparing their
average weighted distances to the one of the basic model. This way, we are able
to analyze all groups as a whole about how the average weighted distances of the
discovered models changes according to the threshold values. In the next subsections, we present the results we obtained from the 54 groups (5400 variants) of
datasets.

6.5.4

Simulation Results: Influence of Threshold Values

relative distance

In this section, we analyze how the average weighted distance of the discovered
reference process model changes according to the threshold values. In this context, we compare the average weighted distance of the model obtained by setting
different threshold values with the one obtained by setting threshold at 0%. We
have identified two types of clusters in the 54 groups of datasets with each cluster
containing 27 groups of datasets.8 The results from Fig. 6.9 are plotted as the
mean of the correlative values in each group.9
1
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Figure 6.9: Average weighted distances of the reference models that are discovered
when setting different threshold values
The relative distance of the two clusters all starts at 1 when setting the threshold to 0% (this is easy to comprehend since this is the model based on which we
compare the results in each group). The relative distances in both clusters decrease with increasing threshold until around 50%. This indicates that if we filter
out the activities with low occurrence the discovered reference model will have a
shorter distance to the variants, and consequently will require less configuration
8 Cluster1 contains 27 groups with parameter 3 and 4 being ”High Consistency”, ”Positive
Correlation” and ”Focus on insert”, where inserted activities have higher consistency; while
Cluster2 contains 27 groups with Parameter 3 and 4 being ”Low Consistency”, ”Negatively
Correlation” and ”Focus on ’move’”, which inserted activities do not have high consistency.
9 Data of each group is available online at http://wwwhome.cs.utwente.nl/ lic/Resources.html.
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efforts. After the threshold reaches 50% the two clusters start to show different behaviors. While average weighted distance in Cluster1 begins to increase
with increasing threshold, the ones in Cluster2 remains relatively stable. Such
differences triggered us to perform further analysis on the datasets.
For the datasets in Cluster1, the positions where the activities are inserted
in the reference model to configure the variants are relatively stable. Therefore,
when considering these frequent changes in the discovered reference model, we
can potentially reduce its average weighted distance to the variants. As represented in Fig. 6.9, when filtering out these activities (i.e., not considering these
frequent changes (activity insertions in our case)), average weighted distance of
the discovered reference increases. For the datasets in Cluster2, the positions
where the activities are inserted in the reference model during process configurations are not stable. Therefore, it does not matter too much whether or not
to include these activities in the discovered reference model. Since the positions
of these activities are not stable, even if we include them in the new reference
model, we still need to frequently move them to their respective positions in the
different variants. This explains why for the datasets in Cluster2 changing the
threshold value does not influence the average weighted distance too much.
Besides analyzing the means of the average weighted distances for the models
resulting from each group of dataset (cf. Fig. 6.9), we have also analyzed the
standard deviations of them. In both clusters the standard deviations for different
threshold values are low and stable. Except the cases for which the threshold value
is 0% (in this case, the standard deviation is 0, since the relative distance is always
1 in all groups), the standard deviations of the distances for all threshold values
are around 0.115 (with plus or minus of 0.02). Such stable and low standard
deviations indicate that in all groups the results follow almost the same trend
as depicted in Fig. 6.9. Therefore, the risk for our conclusion being drawn by
randomness is very low.
For a given collection of variants, knowing which cluster it belongs to can
greatly help for deciding a good threshold value. However, it is very difficult
to know whether the positions of an activity in a collection of variants is stable
or not. We are able to obtain such information since we can control how the
variants are generated in our simulation. Therefore, in order to obtain a model
with shorter average weighted distance, we suggest setting the threshold to around
50%. In this interval, both clusters show relatively better results when compared
to other values. Note that we can obtain the same result if we analyze each of
the 54 groups individually.10
10 As

our clustering algorithm tries to solve an N P-hard problem in polynomial time, another
interesting question is how close the discovered model is to the real optimum. One possible
solution is to enumerate all process models which can be constructed based on the given activity
set, and then to evaluate the average weighted distances between the enumerated models and the
variants. However, enumerating all process models can result in an enormously large collection
of models (in Chapter 7, we will show that - worst case - we can obtain 2n models by only
adding one activity in a model containing n activities). Besides this, computing the average
weighted distance constitutes an N P-hard problem as well (cf. Def. 13). In our future work,
we will design a more practical approach to evaluate the closeness of our clustering algorithm
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6.5.5

Simulation Results: Running Time

Besides analyzing the influence of threshold values on the end results, we also
analyze how fast our clustering algorithm runs. In our simulation, we evaluate
scenarios in which the process models contain on 10-15, 20-30, and 50-75 activities
in each group 11 The average running time for the 54 groups of datasets (each
group contains 100 variants) is summarized in Fig. 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: The average running time for process models with different size
We use Dell Latitude D630 laptop (2.4GHz CUP and 3.5 GB RAM) to run
the simulation under Windows environment. It is clear from Fig. 6.10 that the
average running time required for even large process models (containing 50-75
activities) is 0.18 seconds, which is a significant low number.

6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have provided a cluster-based approach for mining blockstructured process variants. Our overall goal is to discover a reference process
model out of a collection of process variants which can be easily configured to
these variants. The proposed algorithm has polynomial complexity O(n2 m + n3 ),
where n equals the number of activities each variant comprises and m equals the
number of variants. This allows us to scale up when solving real-world problems.
We have further evaluated our algorithm through a simulation which comprised more than 5000 process models. Simulation results indicate that our algorithm can discover a reference model in a few seconds and we can obtain shorter
average weighted distance when setting the threshold value to around 50%.
In this Chapter, we focus on evaluating the properties of our clustering algorithm. We will provide qualitative and quantitative comparisons between our
clustering algorithm with other approaches in Chapter 8.
to the real optimum.
11 According to a recent study [114], process models containing more than 50 activities bear
high risk of containing errors. Following this guideline, we set the largest process model to 75
activities in our simulation.
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7

Controlling the Evolution of Reference
Process Models: A Heuristic Approach
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6 we presented a clustering algorithm which learns from past process
changes by ”merging” the most important parts of the process variants into one
generic process model, which covers these variants best. However, when deriving
a new reference process model without considering the existent one, significant
structural differences between old and new reference model might occur. In many
practical scenarios, too many changes of the current reference process model are
not preferred due to implementation costs or social reasons. Therefore, process
designers should additionally have the flexibility to control to what degree they
want to change the original reference model in order to obtain a new one that
better fits to the variants. In this sense, closeness of the new reference model to
the old one is determined. Similarly, we determine closeness of the new reference
model to the variants which act as ”counterforces”. Basically, this flexibility also
enables designers to consider only the most relevant adaptations when evolving
the reference process model.
In this chapter, we deal with our forth research question (cf. Section 1.2):
Given the original reference process model and a collection of related process
variants derived from it, how can we derive a new reference process model that fits
”better” to these variants? And how can we control the evolution of the reference
process model, i.e., how can we enable process engineers to control to what degree
the new reference model ”differs” from the original one and how ”close” it is to
the given collection of process variants.
Fig. 7.1 describes the overall goal of this chapter. The input of our analysis
solely comprises a reference process model and a collection of process variant
models. We do NOT require the existence of change logs (cf. Def. 6 in Section
2.2.1) which specifically document how the reference process model has been
configured into the variants. The closeness (or distance) between the reference
process model and a process variant is measured in terms of the number of highlevel change operations (cf. Def. 9 in Section 5.2) needed to transform the
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Original reference process model S
customization & adaptation

…
Process variant S1
Control
differences

Process variant S2

Process variant Sn

mining & learning

Discovered reference process model S’

Figure 7.1: Discovering a new reference process model by learning from past
process configurations and by considering the original reference model

reference process model into the respective variant. Clearly, the shorter distance
is, the less efforts are needed for process adaptation.
Basically, we discover a new reference model by performing a sequence of
change operations on the original one. In this context, we want to provide users
with the flexibility to control to what degree the old reference model and the
newly discovered one are similar, i.e., to choose how many change operations
shall be applied to the old reference model to discover the new one. As benefit,
we cannot only control the efforts for updating the reference process model, but
also avoid Spaghetti-like model structures, which is a common challenge in the
field of process mining [197, 39, 19]. Clearly, the most relevant changes, which
significantly contribute to reduce the average distance between discovered reference model and variants, should be considered first and the less important ones
last. Particularly, if users decide to ignore less relevant changes, the overall performance of our algorithm in respect to the described research goal shall not be
influenced too much. Such flexibility to control the difference between original
and discovered model constitutes a significant improvement when compared to
the clustering algorithm presented in Chapter 6.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 introduces
our heuristic search algorithm and provides a high-level overview on how it can
be used for mining process variants. We describe two important aspects of our
heuristics algorithm - the fitness function and the search tree - in Sections 7.3 and
7.4. To evaluate the performance of our heuristic mining algorithm, we conduct a
simulation. Section 7.5 describes its setup, while Section 7.6 presents simulation
results. Finally, we conclude with a summary in Section 7.7.
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7.2 Overview of our Heuristic Search Algorithm
We first present an illustrating example in Section 7.2.1. Then, we give an
overview of our mining algorithm in Section 7.2.3.

7.2.1

Running Example

Fig. 7.2 depicts an illustrating example. Our original reference process model
S is based on common workflow patterns like AND-split, AND-join, XOR-split,
XOR-join, and Loop [193]. Out of this reference model S six different process
variants Si ∈ P (i = 1, 2, . . . 6) were configured through structural adaptations.
Note that these variants do not only differ in structure, but also in respect to their
activity sets. For example, activity X appears in 5 of the 6 variants (except S2 ),
while activity Z only appears in S5 . Furthermore the six variants are weighted.
In the context of our work, we define the weight wi of a process variant Si as
the number of process instances executed on basis of Si . In our example, 25
instances were executed on basis of process variant S1 , while 20 instances ran
on S2 . If we only know the process variants, but have no runtime information
about related instance executions, we assume variants to be equally weighted; i.e.,
every process variant then has weight 1. Note that structure and weight of the
six process variants in Fig. 7.2 are the same as the variants in Fig. 6.2. However,
the variants in Fig. 7.2 are configured from an original reference process model
S, while the variants in Fig. 6.2 are not.
We can further compute the distances (cf. Def. 9) between original reference process model S and each process variant Si . For example, when comparing reference process model S with process variant S1 we obtain as distance
five (cf. Fig. 7.2); i.e., we need to apply five high-level change operations
to transform S into S1 : delete(loop), move(S, H,I,D), move(S, I,J, endF low),
move(S, J,B, endF low), and insert(S, X,E,B) (cf. Def. 5). As average weighted
distance between S and the six variants (cf. Def. 13 in Chapter 6), we obtain
4.85. This means we need to perform on average 4.85 high-level change operations to configure a process variant (and related instance respectively) out of the
reference process model.

7.2.2

Naive Approaches

Before we jump directly into our solution approach, we first discuss two naive
approaches.
One naive approach is to simply pick the variant with the highest weight as
the new reference process model. In our example, we would then choose S1 (cf.
Fig. 7.2). By setting S1 as the new reference process model, as average weighted
distance between S1 and all six variants, we obtain 2.65. This value is at least
better than when considering the original reference model S or any of the other
five variants as new reference model. Note that the average weighted distance
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Figure 7.2: An illustrating example of a reference process model and related
process variants
between Si and the six variants are 3.8 (i = 2), 3.5 (i = 3), 3.85 (i = 4), 3.45
(i = 5) and 3.35 (i = 6).
In Section 7.4.3, we will compare the average weighted distance between S1
and the model we discover using our heuristic algorithm. In addition, simply
setting S1 as the new reference process model has another disadvantage, that it
becomes not possible to control the evolution of the reference process model. It
is clear from Fig. 7.2 that the distance between S and S1 is 5. However, it is
not clear that which of the five change operations in the bias are more important
than others. Therefore, if we are only allowed to perform, saying 3 changes, on
the original reference process model, we are not able to differentiate important
changes with travail ones. This problem gets even worse when considering the
fact that a bias B(S,S1 ) is only one of the possible sequences of changes to trans82
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form S into S1 , and there can be a lot more other ways to realize such model
transformation.
Another naive approach is to use brutal force method to enumerate all process models constructed based on the given activity set, and then to evaluate
them by comparing their average weighted distances to the variants. However,
enumerating all process models can result in an enormously large collection of
models (in Chapter 7, we will show that - worst case - we can obtain 2n models
by only adding one activity in a model with n activities). Besides this, computing the average weighted distance is an N P-hard problem as well (cf. Def. 13).
This indicates that more sophisticated approach for discovering reference process
models is needed.

7.2.3

Heuristic Search for Process Variant Mining

As discussed in Chapter 5, measuring the distance between two models is an N Phard problem, i.e., the time for computing the distance is exponential to the size
of the process models. Consequently, the problem set out in our research question (i.e., to find a reference process model which has minimal average weighted
distance to the variants) is an N P-hard problem as well. When encountering
real-life cases (e.g., hundreds up to thousands of variants with complex structure), finding ”the optimum” would therefore be either too time-consuming or
simply be not feasible. In this thesis, we present a heuristic search algorithm
for process variant mining. Our overall goal is to find a solution which is close to
”the optimum”, but can be computed in a reasonable amount of time.
Heuristic algorithms are widely used in various fields of Computer Science,
like artificial intelligence [110], data mining [181] and machine learning [138].
A problem employs heuristics when ”it may have an exact solution, but the
computational cost of finding it may be prohibitive” [110]. Although heuristic
algorithms do not aim at finding the ”real optimum” (i.e., it is neither possible to
theoretically prove that the discovered result is the optimum nor can we say how
close it is to the optimum), they are widely used in practice. Usually heuristic
algorithms provide a nice balance between the goodness of the discovered solution
and the computation time needed for finding it [110].
Regarding the mining of process variants, Fig. 7.3 illustrates how heuristic
algorithms can be applied in our context. Here we represent each process variant
Si as single node in the two dimensional space (white node). The goal of variant
mining is then to find the ”center” of these nodes (bull’s eye Snc ), which has
minimal average distance to them. In addition, as discussed in Section 7.1, we
also want to take the original reference model S (solid node) into account, such
that we can control the difference between the newly discovered reference model
and the original one. Basically, this fundamental requirement motivates us to
balance two forces: one is to bring the newly discovered reference model closer
to the variants (i.e., to the bull’s eye Snc at the right) than the old one; the
other force is to ”move” the discovered model not too far away from original
reference model S (i.e., the solid node at left) such that it does not differ too
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much from the original one. Process designers obtain the flexibility to balance
these two forces, i.e., they are able to discover a model (e.g., Sc ), which is closer
to the variants than the old one, but which is still within a limited distance to
the latter. Clearly, the change operations applied first to the (original) reference
model should be more important (i.e., reduce the distance between the reference
model and the variants more) than the ones positioned at the end. Consequently,
if we ignore less relevant changes, we will not influence overall distance reduction
between reference model and variants too much.
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Figure 7.3: Heuristic search approach
Basically, our heuristic algorithm works as follows:
1. We use original reference model S as starting point.
2. We search for all neighboring process models with distance 1 to the currently
considered reference process model. If we are able to find a better model S 0
among these candidate models (i.e., one which has lower average weighted
distance to the given collection of process variants than S), we replace S
by S 0 .
3. Repeat Step 2 until we either cannot find a better model or the maximally allowed distance between original and new reference process model is
reached. Finally, S 0 corresponds to our discovered reference model Sc .
If we do not set any search limitation, our heuristic algorithm is still able to
find the ”center” of the variants (i.e., Snc ). This implies that it can be also
applied to scenarios where there only exists a collection of variants, but the
original reference model is not known. In this case, we can randomly select a
variant Si as starting point and search unlimitedly until we find the ”center”,
i.e., the model with minimal average weighted distance to the given collection of
variants.
Generally, most important for any heuristic search algorithm are two aspects:
the heuristic measure and the algorithm that uses heuristics to search the state
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space. Section 7.3 introduces our fitness function which measures the quality
of a particular candidate model; i.e., it allows us to approximately evaluate how
close such candidate model is to the given variants. Section 7.4 then introduces
a best-first search algorithm to search the state space; i.e., how to search for a
next candidate process model.

7.3 Fitness Function of our Heuristic Search Algorithm
Generally, a fitness function of any heuristic search algorithm should be quickly
computable. Since search space may become very large, we must be able to make
a quick decision on which path to choose next. As discussed, average weighted
distance cannot be used as fitness function since complexity for computing it
is N P-hard (cf. Def. 13). In this section we introduce our fitness function,
which can be used to approximately measure the ”closeness” between a candidate reference model and the given collection of variants. In particular, it can be
computed in polynomial time. Like in most heuristic search algorithms, the chosen fitness function is a ”reasonable guessing” rather than a precise measurement.
Therefore, in Section 7.6 we investigate correlation between fitness function and
average weighted distance. In the following, we explain how to measure fitness
of a candidate process model Sc .

7.3.1

Activity Coverage

Given a candidate reference process model Sc ∈ P and its process structure tree
T = (Nc , Cc , CTc , Ec , lc ) we first measure to what degree its activity set Nc covers
the activities that occur in the given variant collection. Note that Nc may contain
silent activities if there are loops in Sc (cf. Def. 2). We denote this measure as
activity coverage AC(Sc ) of Sc . Here, we first need to compute activity frequency
(cf. Def. 12) for all activities appearing in the process variants.
Activity frequency g(aj ) measures relative frequency with which aj appears
within the given variant collection. Table 7.1 shows the activity frequency of all
activities contained in any of the process variants of our running example (cf.
Fig. 7.2); e.g., activity X is present in 80% of the variants (i.e., in S1 , S3 , S4 ,
S5 , and S6 ), while activity Z only occurs in 20% of the cases (i.e., in S5 ). Since
variant S4 contains a loop-block, we obtain as frequency 15% with which silent
activity τ occurs in all process structure trees (cf. Def. 8).
Activity
g(aj )

A
1

B
1

C
1

D
1

E
1

F
1

G
1

H
1

I
1

J
1

X
0.8

Y
0.65

Z
0.2

τ
0.15

Table 7.1: Relative frequency of each activity within the given variant collection
Based on activity frequency, we can define activity coverage as follows:
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Definition 14 (Activity coverage) Let Si , i = 1, . . . , n be a collection of process variants, andSlet Ti = (Ni , Ci , CTi , Ei , li ) be the process structure tree of Si .
n
Let further M = i=1 Ni be the set of activities that are present in at least one
of the process structure trees. Let further Tc = (Nc , Cc , CTc , Ec , lc ) be the process
structure tree of candidate process model Sc . Given activity frequency g(aj ), for
each aj ∈ M the activity coverage AC(Sc ) of model Sc is defined as follows:
P
¨ ¥
a ∈N g(aj )
AC(Sc ) = P j c
§7.1 ¦
g(aj )
aj ∈M

Obviously, the value range of AC(Sc ) is [0, 1]. Let us take original reference
model S as candidate model. It contains activities A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,
I, J, and τ (which is added when transforming S into its corresponding process structure tree (cf. Section 2.1.2)). Therefore, its activity coverage AC(S),
which represents to what degree it covers the activities in the variant collection
corresponds to 10.15
11.8 = 0.860.

7.3.2

Structure Fitting

Though AC(Sc ) measures how representative activity set Nc of candidate model
Sc is in respect to a given variant collection, it does not say anything about the
structure of the candidate model (i.e., activity order relations). We therefore
introduce structure fitting SF (Sc ) as second important metrics. It measures to
what degree a candidate model Sc structurally fits to the given collection of
variants Si .
Based on the order matrices of process variants (cf. Def. 8), we compute
again aggregated order matrix (cf. Def. 11) which represents a collection of
process variants as a single matrix. In addition, we define the coexistence matrix
which indicates the importance of the order relations. Finally, we describe how
to measure structure fitting SF (Sc ) of a candidate model Sc .
7.3.2.1

Aggregated Order Matrix

For a given collection of process variants, first, we compute the order matrix of
each process variant (cf. Def. 8). Regarding our running example from Fig. 7.2,
we need to compute six order matrices (cf. Fig. 7.4). Due to space limitations,
we only show a partial view of the order matrices here (i.e., activities H, I, J,
X, Y, Z as well as silent activity τ representing the Loop-block). Based on the
order matrices, we compute again aggregated order matrix (cf. Def. 11) which
provides a distribution for the five types of order relations between every activity
pairs (cf. Def. 8). Regarding our example, in 60% of all cases, H is a successor
of I (as in S2 , S3 , S5 and S6 ), in 25% of all cases H is a predecessor of I (as
in S1 ), and in 15% of all cases H and I are contained in different branches of an
XOR block (as in S4 ) (cf. Fig. 7.4). Consequently, we obtain matrix element
VHI = (0.6, 0.25, 0, 0.15, 0) in aggregated order matrix V (cf. Fig. 7.4).
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Fig. 7.4 partially shows the aggregated order matrix V for the process variants
from Fig. 7.2. Again, due to space limitations, we only consider order relations
for activities H, I, J, X, Y, Z, and silent activity τ which represents the Loopblock. Note that since the variants in Fig. 7.2 are the same as the variants in Fig.
6.2, the two aggregated order matrices in Fig. 6.3 and in Fig. 7.4 are the same.
However, we illustrate different parts of the aggregated order matrix (activities
A,B,C,F,H,I and J in Fig. 6.3 and activities H,I,J,X,Y,Z and τ in Fig. 7.4) to
better illustrate the respective algorithms.
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Figure 7.4: Aggregated order matrix based on process variants

7.3.2.2

Importance of the Order Relations

Generally, the order relations computed by an aggregated order matrix may be
not equally important. For example, relationship VHI between H and I (cf. Fig.
7.4) would be more important than relation VHZ , since activities H and I appear
together in all six process variants while activities H and Z only show up together
in variant S5 (cf. Fig. 7.2). To cope with this, we define co-existence matrix CE
in order to represent the importance of the different order relations occurring
within an aggregated order matrix V .
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Definition 15 (Coexistence Matrix) Let Si ∈ P, i = 1, 2, . . . , n be a collection of process variants. Let further Ti = (Ni , Ci , CTi , Ei , li ) and Ai be the
process structure tree and the order matrix of Si , and wi be the number of process instances that were executed on Si . The Coexistence Matrix of variant collection
{S1 , . . . , Sn } is then defined as 2-dimensional matrix CEm×m with
S
m = | Ni |. Each matrix element CEaj ak corresponds to the relative frequency
with which activities
S aj and ak co-occur within the given variant collection. Formally: ∀aj , ak ∈ Ni , aj 6= ak :
P
¨ ¥
Si :aj ,ak ∈Ni wi
Pn
CEaj ak =
§7.2 ¦
w
i=1

i

Regarding our running example, Fig. 7.5 shows the corresponding coexistence
matrix. Again, we only depict the coexistence matrix for activities H, I, J, X,
Y, Z, and silent activity τ . For instance, we obtain CEHI = 1 and CEHZ = 0.2.
This indicates that order relation between H and I is more important than the
one between H and Z.
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Figure 7.5: Coexistence matrix based on process variants

7.3.2.3

Structure Fitness of a Candidate Process Models

Since we can represent a candidate process model Sc by its corresponding order
matrix Ac (cf. Def. 8), we determine structure fitting SF (Sc ) between Sc and the
variants by measuring how similar order matrix Ac and aggregated order matrix
V (representing the variants) are. We can compute Sc by measuring the order
relations between every pair of activities in Ac and in V .
For example, consider original reference model S as candidate process model
Sc (i.e., Sc = S). A partial view of the corresponding order matrix A is depicted in Fig. 7.6. Obviously, AHI =’0’ holds, i.e., H is successor of I in model
S (cf. Fig. 7.6). Consider now aggregated order matrix V . Here the order
relation between activities H and I is represented by the 5-dimensional vector
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VHI = (0.6, 0.25, 0, 0.15, 0). If we now want to compare how close AHI and VHI
are, we first need to build an aggregated order matrix V c purely based on our
candidate process model Sc (S in our case). Fig. 7.6 shows both the order matrix
Ac and the ”calculated” aggregated order matrix V c of process model Sc (with
c
Sc = S). As order relation between H and I in V c , we obtain VHI
= (1, 0, 0, 0, 0),
i.e., H is always a successor of I. We now can compare VHI (which represents the
c
variants) with VHI
(which represents the reference model).
a)

b)
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Vc: Aggregated order matrix by candidate
model Sc as original reference model S

Figure 7.6: Order matrix Ac and aggregated order matrix V c constructed by
candidate model Sc = S
We use Euclidean metrics f (α, β) to measure the closeness between two vectors α = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) and β = (y1 , y2 , ..., yn ) (cf. Equation 6.2). f (α, β) ∈ [0, 1]
computes the cosine value of the angle θ between vectors α and β in Euclidean
space. If f (α, β) = 1 holds, α and β exactly match in their directions; f (α, β) = 0
means, they do not match at all. Regarding our running example, we obtain
c
f (VHI , VHI
) = 0.899. This number indicates high similarity between the order relations of the candidate process model in respect to H and I and the ones captured
by the variants.
Based on Euclidean metrics, which measures similarity between the order relations, and Coexistence matrix CE (cf. Def. 15), which measures importance of
the order relations, we can formally define structure fitting SF (Sc ) of a candidate
model Sc as follows:
Definition 16 (Structure Fitting) Let Si ∈ P, i = 1, 2, . . . , n be a collection
of process variants and let Ti = (Ni , Ci , CTi , Ei , li ) be the corresponding process structure trees. Let further CE be the coexistence matrix and V be the aggregated order matrix of this variants collection. For candidate model Sc , let
Tc = (Nc , Cc , CTc , Ec , lc ) be the corresponding process structure tree, and let
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m = |Nc | correspond to the number of nodes in Tc . Finally let V c be the aggregated order matrix of Sc . Then structure fitting SF (Sc ) is defined as follows:
Pm Pm
c
¨ ¥
k=1,k6=j (f (Vaj ak , Vaj ak ) · CEaj ak )
j=1
SF (Sc ) =
∈ [0, 1]
§7.3 ¦
m · (m − 1)
For every pair of activities aj , ak ∈ Nc , j 6= k, we first compute similarity of corresponding order relations (as captured by V and Vc ) by means of
f (Vaj ak , Vacj ak ), and second the importance of these order relations by CEaj ak .
Structure fitting SF (Sc ) ∈ [0, 1] of candidate model Sc then equals the average
of the similarity multiplied by the importance of every order relation. Regarding
our example from Fig. 7.2, structure fitting SF (S) of the original reference model
S corresponds to 0.632.

7.3.3

Fitness Function

So far, we have introduced activity coverage AC(Sc ) and structure fitting SF (Sc )
to evaluate fitness of a candidate model Sc . While AC(Sc ) measures to what
degree the activities, occurring in the collection of variants, are covered by the
candidate model Sc , SF (Sc ) measures to what degree Sc structurally fits to the
variants, i.e., how good it covers the order relations of the different variants.
Definition 17 (Fitness) For candidate model Sc , let AC(Sc ) be the activity
coverage of Sc and let further SF (Sc ) be the structure fitting of Sc . We compute
fitness F it(Sc ) of a candidate model Sc as follows:
¨ ¥
F it(Sc ) = AC(Sc ) × SF (Sc )
§7.4 ¦
As AC(Sc ) ∈ [0, 1] and SF (Sc ) ∈ [0, 1] holds, value range of F it(Sc ) is [0,1]
as well. Fitness value F it(Sc ) indicates how ”close” a candidate model Sc is
to the given collection of variants. If F it(Sc ) = 1 holds, candidate model Sc
will perfectly fit to the variants; i.e., no additionally adaptation will be needed.
Otherwise, further adaptations might be required. The higher F it(Sc ) is, the
closer Sc will be to the variants and the less configuration efforts will be needed.
Regarding our example from Fig. 7.2, fitness value F it(S) of original reference
process model S is F it(S) = AC(S) × SF (S) = 0.860 × 0.632 = 0.543.
As fitness of a candidate model Sc is evaluated by activity coverage AC(Sc )
multiplied by structure fitting SF (Sc ), we can automatically balance the number
of activities to be considered in candidate model Sc . If too many activities of
low relevance (i.e., activities which only appear in a limited number of variants;
e.g., activity Z in our example) are considered in the candidate model, we obtain
a high value for AC(Sc ). However, in this case SF (Sc ) possibly decreases since
coexistence values (cf. Def. 15) of less relevant activities are rather low (cf. Fig.
7.5). On the contrary, if Sc contains only few activities, SF (Sc ) can potentially be
very high, while AC(Sc ) is too low in order to qualify Sc as good candidate model.
Therefore, a high value for F it(Sc ) does not only mean that Sc structurally fits
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well to the process variants, but also that a reasonable number of activities is
considered in the candidate model.
The complexity of computing
F it(Sc ) is polynomial: let n be the number of
Sn
variants and let m = | i=1 Si | be the total number of activities in the variants.
Complexity to compute activity frequency (cf. Def. 12) is O(mn) and complexity
to compute aggregated order matrix V (cf. Def. 11) is O(2m2 n). Based on this,
complexity to compute the fitness function is O(m + 2m2 ). Note that this is
significantly lower than N P-hard level complexity needed for computing average
weighted distance (cf. Def. 13).
As discussed, fitness function F it(Sc ) is only a ”reasonable guess” rather than
an exact measurement (like average weighted distance). Therefore, we analyze
performance of our fitness function later in Section 7.6.

7.4 Constructing the Search Tree
We have sketched the basic steps of our heuristic mining algorithm in Section
7.2.3. In Section 7.3, we have shown how to evaluate a candidate process model
Sc based on fitness function F it(Sc ). In this section, we show how we can find
adequate candidate process models. For that purpose we present a best-first
algorithm which allows us to construct a search tree in such way that we can find
the best candidate model in the search space.

7.4.1

The Search Tree

Let us revisit Fig. 7.3 which gives a general overview of our heuristic search
approach. Starting with the current candidate model Sc and its corresponding
process structure tree Tc = (Nc , Cc , CTc , Ec , lc ), in each iteration, we search for
its ”neighbors” (i.e., process models which have exactly distance 1 to Sc ) to see
whether or not we still can find a better candidate model Sc0 with higher fitness
value. Generally, we can construct a neighbor model for a given process model
S Sc
by applying one insert, delete, or move operation to Sc . All activities aj ∈ Ni
(Ni corresponds to the activity set of process variant Si ), which have appeared
in the variant collection, are candidate activities for change. Obviously, an insert
operation adds an activity aj ∈
/ Nc to Sc , while the other two operations delete
or move an activity aj already present in Sc (i.e., aj ∈ Nc ). Generally, numerous
process models may result by changing one particular activity aj on Sc . Note
that the positions where we can insert (aj ∈
/ Nc ) or move (aj ∈ Nc ) activity aj
can be numerous.
Section 7.4.2 provides details on how to find all process models resulting from
the change of one particular activity aj on Sc . In this section, first of all, we
assume that we have already found the best process model (i.e., with highest
fitness value) from all the models resulting from changing a particular activity aj
j
on Sc . We denote this model as the best kid Skid
of Sc when changing aj (see
j
Section 7.4.2 for computation approach of Skid ).
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Our basic idea is to create all neighbor models, to evaluate each of them
with the fitness function, and to finally choose the one with highest fitness value.
We present a best-first algorithm to perform our heuristic variant mining (cf.
Algorithm 2). To illustrate it, we use the search tree depicted in Fig. 7.7.
Original reference model S
Y

B

C

Z

A

SAkid

SBkid

Ssib

Best kid when Best kid when
changing A changing B

SYkid

B

Best kid when Best kid when
changing Z
changing Y

Z

A

SZkid

…

Search result

B

…

Best sibling of
all best kids
Best kid is better
than parent
Best kid is NOT
better than parent
Start

Terminating condition:

No kid is better than
its parent

Figure 7.7: Constructing the search tree
Our search algorithm starts with setting the original reference model S as
initial state, i.e., Sc = S (see the node at the top of Fig. 7.7). We further define
AS as active activity
Sn set, which contains all activities available for change. At the
beginning, AS = i=1 Ni contains all activities that appear in at least one process
variant Si . For each activity aj ∈ AS, we determine the corresponding best kid
aj
Skid
of Sc when changing aj on Sc (i.e., when deleting, moving or inserting aj ). If
aj
the best kid Skid
has higher fitness value than Sc , we keep aj in AS; otherwise, we
mark it white and remove aj from AS (cf. Fig. 7.7).1 Afterwards, we find the best
aj
one among all the best kids Skid
, i.e., the one with highest fitness value. We denote
this model as best sibling Ssib and mark corresponding activity as accordingly.
Since model Ssib is the best one we can obtain by applying exactly one change
operation to current candidate model Sc , we set Ssib as first intermediate search
result and replace Sc by Ssib for further search (cf. Fig. 7.7, Ssib are marked as
bull’s eyes). Note that we also remove as from AS since this activity has now
been already considered for change.
The described search method goes on iteratively, until termination condition is
1 We can remove all nodes marked as white from active activity set AS. Consequently, we
stop searching the best kids of these activities in further search steps. In principle, it is still
possible that changing them later (i.e., based on another candidate model Sc0 ) results a better
model. However, chance for this is very low due to the fact that we have already enumerated
all possible solutions by changing such activity on Sc . We therefore remove them from AS in
order to reduce search space.
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met, i.e., until we either cannot find a better model, or the allowed search distance
is reached. The allowed search distance is defined by the process owner in order
to control how many iterations the search method continues. Consequently, the
process owners obtain the flexibility to control to what degree the discovered
reference process model shall differ from the original one. The final search result
Ssib corresponds to our discovered reference model S 0 (the node marked by a
bull’s eye and circle in Fig. 7.7).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

input : A block-structured process model S; a collection of
block-structured process variants Si and their corresponding
process structure trees Ti = (Ni , Ci , CTi , Ei , li ), i = 1, . . . , n;
allowed search distance d ;
output: Resulting process model S 0
Sn
AS = i=1 Ni
/* Define AS as active activity set */;
Sc = S
/* Define initial candidate model */;
t=1
/* Define initial search step */ ;
while |AS| > 0 and t ≤ d do
/* Search condition */;
Ssib = Sc
/* Set Sc as initial Ssib */ ;
Define as as the selected activity ;
foreach aj ∈ AS do
Skid = FindBestKid(Sc ) ;
if Fitness(Skid ) > Fitness(Sc ) then
if Fitness(Skid ) > Fitness(Ssib ) then
Ssib = Skid ;
as = aj ;
else
AS = AS \ {aj } ;
/* Best kid not better than its parent */

13
14

19

if Fitness(Ssib ) > Fitness(Sc ) then
Sc = Ssib ;
/* Initiate next iteration */ ;
AS = AS \ {as } ;
else
break ;

20

t = t+1 ;

15
16
17
18

Algorithm 2: Heuristic search algorithm for variant mining

7.4.2

Options for Changing one Particular Activity

Section 7.4.1 has shown how to construct a search tree by comparing the best
aj
aj
kids Skid
. This section discusses how to find such best kid Skid
when changing a
particular activity aj , i.e., we discuss how to find the ”neighbors” of a candidate
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model Sc by performing one high-level change operation (cf. Def. 5) on aj .
aj
The best kid Skid
is consequently the one with highest fitness value among all
considered models.
Regarding a particular activity aj , we consider three types of basic change
operations: delete, move and insert activity (cf. Section 7.4.1). The neighbor
model resulting through deletion of an activity aj ∈ Nc can be easily determined
by removing aj from the process model and the corresponding order matrix;
furthermore, movement of an activity can be simulated by its deletion and subsequent re-insertion at the desired position. Thus, the basic challenge in finding
neighbors of a candidate model is to apply one activity insertion such that block
structuring and soundness of the resulting model can be maintained. Obviously,
for a particular activity aj , the positions where we can (correctly) insert it into
candidate model Sc are the subjects of our interest. Inserting aj at a (correct)
position within Sc results in one neighbor model. Therefore, finding all neighbors
first requires finding all valid positions where we can correctly insert aj in Sc .
Fig. 7.8 provides one example. Given a process model S, we would like to find
all process models that may result when inserting activity X into S. We apply
the following two steps to ”simulate” insertion of an activity:
1. First, we enumerate all possible blocks the candidate model S contains. A
block can be an atomic activity, a self-contained part of the process model,
or the process model itself (Algorithm 3 enables enumeration of all possible
blocks of a process model). Note that the number of possible candidate
blocks can become very large; e.g., hundreds of potential blocks may exist
for a process model containing 50 activities.
2. After having determined all blocks of the current model we can simulate
all possible insertions of activity X. For this purpose, we can cluster X with
each block and position it in relation to this block, i.e., we can set order
relation between X and selected block B to 3 ∈ {0, 1, +, −}, or assign ’L’ to
3 if X is a silent activity τ representing a loop-block (cf. Def. 8). This way,
we obtain one neighbor model S 0 by inserting X to the respective position
in S such that it forms another block together with B.
Following these two steps, we can guarantee that the resulting process model
is sound and block-structured. Every time we cluster an activity with a block, we
actually add this activity to the position where it can form a bigger block together
with the selected one, i.e., we replace a self-contained block of a process model
by a bigger one. Consider our example from Fig. 7.8a. Among the determined
blocks, we can find the sequential block defined by activities C and D (Step 1).
Then we can cluster activity X with this block using order relation 3 = ”0”, for
example (Step 2). Consequently, we obtain S 0 as one neighbor of S (cf. Fig. 7.8).
Note that for every block we enumerated in Step 1, we can cluster activity X with
it by one of the order relations 3 to obtain a neighbor model S 0 . Therefore, if
we are able to find all blocks process model S contains, we can find all neighbor
models by inserting X into process model S. In the following, we describe these
two steps in detail.
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Figure 7.8: Finding the neighboring models by inserting X into process model S
7.4.2.1

Step 1: Block-enumerating Algorithm

We now present an algorithm to enumerate all possible blocks of a process model
S. Let S ∈ P be a block-structured process model and T = (N, C, CT, E, l ) be
its corresponding process structure tree. N = {a1 , . . . , an }. Let further A be the
order matrix of S. Two activities ai and aj can form a block if and only if the
following holds:
¨ ¥
∀ak ∈ N \ {ai , aj } : Aai ak = Aaj ak
§7.5 ¦
i.e., two activities can form a block if and only if they have exactly same order
relations to remaining activities. Consider our example from Fig. 7.8a. Here
activities C and D can form a block, since they have same order relations to
remaining activities G, H, I, and J.
The block-enumerating algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 3. Let us first define BSx as the set containing all blocks comprising exactly x activities. In its
initial state, each activity forms a single block by its own (Line 2) and consequently we obtain BS1 (Line 3). The algorithm starts by computing BS2 (blocks
containing 2 activities) and continues iteratively to compute BSi until it reaches
its upper boundary i = n. In each iteration, we can determine a block containing
x activities by merging two disjoint blocks containing j and k activities respectively (i = j + k) (Line 7). For example, a block containing 2 activities can
only be obtained by merging two blocks of which each contains 1 activity. Or
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input : A block-structured process model S, its corresponding process
structure tree T = (N, C, CT, E, l ) and its order matrix A
output: A set BS with all possible blocks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Define BSx be a set of blocks containing blocks with x activities.
x = (1, . . . , n);
Define each activity ai as a block B, i = (1, . . . , n) ;
BS1 = {B1 , . . . , Bn }.
/* initial state */ ;
for i = 2 to n do
/* Compute BSi */
let j = 1; let k = i;
while j ≤ k do
k = i - j /* A block containing k activities can only be
obtained by merging blocks containing i and j
activities */;
foreach (Bj , Bk ) ∈ BSj × BSk do /* judge whether Bj and
Bk can form a block */;
mergeT= TRUE;
if Bj Bk = ∅ then
/* Disjoint?
*/
S
foreach (aα , aβ , aγ ) ∈ Bj × Bk × (N \ Bj Bk ) do
if Aaα aγ 6= Aaβ aγ then
merge = FALSE /* two blocks con merge only
if they show same order relations to the
activities out side the two blocks */;
break ;
else
merge = FALSE;
if merge = TRUE
S then
Bp = Bj B
Sk ;
BSi = BSi Bp ;
j=j+1;
Sn
BS = x=1 BSx
Algorithm 3: Block enumerating algorithm

we can only obtain a block containing 5 activities by merging two disjoint blocks
containing either 1 and 4 activities respectively or 2 and 3 activities respectively
(Lines 5 - 20). Lines 9 to 19 check whether or not two blocks Bj and Bk can be
merged. This is possible iff any activities aα ∈ Bj and aβ ∈ Bk show same order
relations to the remaining activities outside the two blocks. Otherwise (Line 16),
Bj and Bk cannot form a block (i.e., merge = F ALSE). Until we obtain all sets
of blocks
Sn BSx with x = 1, . . . , n activities per block, we can define set BS as
BS = x=1 BSx . Consequently BS corresponds to all blocks, model S contains
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(Line 21).2 Consider the example from Fig. 7.8a. For model S, all possible blocks
are enumerated. As activities C and D show same order relations in respect to
remaining activities in order matrix As , for example, they may form a block.
Or, blocks {C, D} and {G} show same order relations in respect to remaining
activities H, I and J; therefore they can form a bigger block {C, D, J}. As S
contains 6 activities, its blocks are organized in 6 groups with blocks of different
sizes.
7.4.2.2

Step 2: Cluster Inserted Activity with a Block

In Step 1, we have shown how to enumerate all possible blocks for a given candidate model Sc . Based on this, we describe where we can insert a particular
activity aj in Sc such that we obtain a sound and block-structured model again.
Assume that we want to insert activity X in S (cf. Fig. 7.8). To ensure block
structure of the resulting model, we ”cluster” X with an enumerated block, i.e., we
replace one of the previously determined blocks B by a bigger block B 0 containing
both B and X. In the context of this clustering, we set order relation between B
and X to 3 ∈ {0, 1, +, −} (see Def. 8), i.e., the order relations between X and
all activities of B are defined by 3. One example is given in Fig. 7.8b, where
inserted activity X is clustered with block {C, D} by order relation 3 = ”0”,
i.e., we set X as successor of the sequence block containing activities C and D.
To realize this clustering, we have to set order relations between X on the one
hand and activities C and D from the selected block on the other hand to ”0”.
Furthermore, order relations between X and remaining activities are same as for C
and D respectively. Afterwards these three activities form a new block {C, D, X}
replacing the old one (i.e., {C, D}). This way, after inserting X into S, we obtain
a sound and block-structured process model S 0 .
Fig. 7.8b shows one resulting model S 0 which we obtain when inserting X in
S. Obviously, S 0 is not the only neighboring model here since we can insert X
at different positions in S; i.e., for each block S enumerated in Step 1, we can
cluster it with X by any one of the four order relations 3 ∈ {0, 1, +, −}, or ’L’ if
X is a silent activity τ which represents Loop-block. Regarding our example from
Fig. 7.8, S contains 14 blocks. Consequently, the number of models that may
result when inserting X in S equals 14 × 4 = 56, or 14 × 1 = 14 if X is a silent
activity τ which represents Loop-block; i.e., we obtain 56 potential models (or 14
if X is a silent activity) by inserting X into S 3 . Fig. 7.8c shows some neighboring
models of S. Note that the resulting models are not necessarily unique, i.e., it is
2 Worst-case, the complexity of this algorithm is 2n where n corresponds to the number of
activities. However, this worst-case scenario will only occur if any combination of activities may
form a block (like a process model for which all activities are ordered in parallel to each other).
During our simulation, in most cases we were able to enumerate all blocks of a process model
within few milliseconds. This indicates that complexity is low in practice.
3 During the implementation of this algorithm, we also remove all blocks which consist only
one silent activity τ . Because a silent activity τ exists only to represents the Loop-block in a
process model, it is therefore not possible to cluster an activity only with this silent activity to
form a block.
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possible that some of them are the same. However, this is not an important issue
in our context since fitness function F it(Sc ) can be quickly computed. Therefore,
some redundant information does not significantly decrease performance of our
heuristic search algorithm.

7.4.3

Search Result for our Running Example

Regarding our example from Fig. 7.2, we now present the search result we obtain
when applying our heuristics search algorithm. Fig. 7.9 does not only show the
finally resulting model, but also depicts all intermediate process models discovered
during the search. Note that in this scenario, we do not set any limitation on the
number of search steps, i.e., we allow the algorithm to go as far as possible to
find the best reference model.
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Figure 7.9: Search result by every change operations
Fig. 7.9 shows the evolution of the original reference model S. The first
operation ∆1 = move(S, J,B, endF low) changes S into intermediate result model
R1 . According to Algorithm 2, R1 constitutes that neighbor model of S which can
be derived by applying one valid change operation to S and which shows highest
fitness value in comparison to all other neighbor models of S. Using R1 as next
input for our algorithm, we discover process model R2 . Here, change operation
∆2 = delete(R1 , Loop) is applied. Based on R1 , the search algorithm discovers
R3 with ∆3 = insert(R2 , X, E, B). Finally, we obtain R4 by performing change
∆3 = move(R2 , I,D,H) on model R3 . Since we cannot find a ”better” process
model by changing R4 anymore, we obtain R4 as final result. Note that if we
set constraints on allowed search steps (i.e., we only allow to change original
reference model by maximal d change operations), the final search result would
be as follows: Rd if d ≤ 4 or R4 if d > 4. We further compare the original
reference model S and all (intermediate) search results in Table 7.2.
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We first show the fitness value of all the models in Fig. 7.9. As our heuristic
search algorithm is based on finding process models with better fitness values, we
can observe improvements of the fitness values with each search step. The fitness
value F it(S) increases from 0.543 (model S) to 0.687 (model R1 ), and then to
0.805 (model R2 ) and to 0.844 (model R3 ). Finally, it reaches 0.859 (model R4 ).
Though such fitness value is only a ”reasonable guessing” of how good the result
model is, the improvement of the fitness value at least indicates that discovered
models is assumed to get better in each iteration.
Still, we need to examine whether or not the discovered process models are
indeed getting better. We therefore compute the average weighted distance between the discovered model and the variants, which is a precise measurement
in our context. From Table 7.2, the improvement of average weighted distances
after applying the above changes becomes clear, i.e., the average weighted distance drops monotonically from 4.85 (when considering model S) to 2.4 (when
considering model R4 ). Measuring the average weighted distance shows that for
the given example, the algorithm performs as expected. Note that R4 also has
shorter average weighted distance than S1 which is the variant with the highest
weight value.
One important reason to design a heuristic search algorithm in our context
was to be able to only consider the most relevant change operations, i.e., the
important changes (reducing average weighted distance between reference model
and variants most) should be discovered at beginning while the trivial ones should
be either ignored or be put at the end (cf. Section 7.1). We therefore additionally
evaluate delta-fitness and delta-distance, which indicate the relative improvement
of fitness values and the reduction of average weighted distance for every iteration
of the algorithm. For example, the first change operation ∆1 changes S into
R1 , and consequently improves fitness value (delta-fitness) by 0.143 and reduces
average weighted distance (delta-distance) by 0.9. Similarly, ∆2 reduces average
weighted distance by 0.7, ∆3 by 0.6 and ∆4 by 0.25. It is obvious that the
delta-distance is monotonically decreasing as the number of change operations
increases. This indicates that the important changes are performed at beginning
of the search, while the less important ones are performed at the end.
Another important feature of our heuristic search is its ability to automatically decide on which activities shall be included in the reference model. A
predefined threshold or filtering of the less relevant activities in the activity set

Fitness
Average weighted distance
Change Operation
Delta-fitness
Delta-Distance

S
0.543
4.85

R1
0.687
3.95
Move
0.143
0.9

R2
0.805
3.25
Delete
0.118
0.7

R3
0.844
2.65
Insert
0.039
0.6

R4
0.859
2.4
Move
0.009
0.25

Table 7.2: Search result by every change
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are not needed. In our example, X is automatically inserted, while the Loop is
automatically deleted. The only concern in our heuristic variant mining is to
reduce the average weighted distance, i.e., the three change operations (insert,
move, delete) are automatically balanced based on their influence on the reduction of average weighted distance. This is also a significant improvement when
compared to many other process mining techniques in which preprocessing of
trivial activities should be conducted before performing the mining [98, 195].

7.5 Simulation Setup
Clearly, using only one example to measure performance of our heuristic mining
algorithm is far from being enough. Since computing average weighted distance is
at N P-hard level, the fitness function, whose calculation needs polynomial time,
can be only an approximation for it. Generally, we must not assume that improvement of the fitness value always results in reduced average weighted distance.
Therefore, we first have to analyze to what degree fitness improvement (deltafitness) correlates with reduction of average weighted distance (delta-distance)?
We further want to analyze whether our algorithm scales up. Clearly, search
space is significantly larger and thus it takes longer to find the result if we have
to cope with a large number of variants with dozens up to hundreds of activities.
Therefore, it is important to analyze is whether performance of our algorithm
decreases when facing larger models, i.e., we check whether correlation between
delta-fitness and delta-distance depends on the model sizes?
Furthermore, we need to evaluate whether or not most important changes
(i.e., the change operations which largely reduce average weighted distance) are
performed at the beginning of our search. If this is the case, running our algorithm
will still provide good results when setting search limitations or filtering out the
change operations performed at its end. Therefore, our third research question is
as follows: to what degree are most relevant change operations positioned at the
beginning of the search steps?
Finally, we investigate whether we can further improve performance of our
algorithm by applying other data mining or artificial intelligence techniques, i.e.,
we try to adopt the concept of ”pruning” as commonly used in data mining and
artificial intelligence [181, 110]. In our context, we can ”prune” the cases in
which delta-fitness is not nicely correlated with delta-distance, and consequently
improve performance of our algorithm by adapting it to such cases. Therefore,
our last research question is: How can we improve performance of our heuristic
mining algorithm by adopting the concept of ”pruning”?
We try to answer these four questions using simulation. In a simulation, ”we
numerically excise the model for the inputs and see how they affect the outputs”
[95]. Simulation is often applied in system design, analysis and evaluation, and is
one of the most widely used, if not the most widely used, techniques in operations
research and management science [95]. In the context of our research, we can
provide statistical answers for our four research questions by generating thousands
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of process models as input for our analysis.
Section 7.5 describes the setup of our simulation. Simulation results, are
presented in Section 7.6. In general, we create 72 dataset groups based on different
scenarios. Each of these groups consists of 1 reference model and 100 variants
configured out of it. In total, we consider 7272 process models in our analysis.

7.5.1

Generating Reference Process Models

Our general idea of randomly generating block-structured reference models is to
cluster blocks, i.e., we randomly cluster activities and blocks respectively into a
bigger block. This clustering continues iteratively until all activities (blocks) are
clustered (see Algorithm 4 for details).
input : Set of activities ai the process model to be generated should
contain, i = (i, . . . , n)
output: Sound and block-structured process model S
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

Define each activity ai as a basic block Bi , i = (1, . . . , n);
Define set B := {B1 , . . . , Bn }
/* initial state */ ;
while |B| > 1 do
randomly selected two blocks Bi , Bj ∈ B ;
randomly select an order relation 3 ∈ {0, 1, +, −}, or 3 ∈ {L} if
either Bi or Bj is a block which consists only a silent activity τ to
represent Loop (cf. Def. 8) ;
build block Bk which contains sub-blocks Bi and Bj having order
relation 3 ;
B := B S
\ {Bi , Bj } ;
B := B {Bk } ;
S := B0 with B0 ∈ B
Algorithm 4: Randomly generating a reference model

To illustrate how Algorithm 4 works, we show an example in Fig. 7.10. As
input, a set of activities {A,B,C,D,E} is given. The goal is now to randomly construct a block-structured process model S out of this activity set. The algorithm
starts with considering each activity ai as basic block Bi and adding these basic
blocks to set B (Lines 1-2): B = {{A}, {B}, {C}, {D}, {E}}. Following this, Algorithm 4 randomly selects two blocks Bi and Bj (Line 4) and clusters them using a
randomly chosen order relation 3 (Lines 5-6). Regarding our example, blocks {B}
and {C} are first selected to construct new block {B, C} with randomly chosen
order relation ’1’ (i.e., B precedes C). The newly created block {B, C} then replaces blocks {B} and {C} within set B, i.e., we obtain B = {{A}, {B, C}, {D}, {E}}
(Lines 7-8). This procedure (Lines 4-8) is repeated until block set B only contains
one single block B0 = {A,B,C,D,E}. B0 then represents our randomly generated
process model S (Line 10). Fig. 7.10 shows this model as well as the blocks
constructed in each iteration.
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Figure 7.10: Example of generating a random process model
In practice, certain order relations are used more often than others; e.g., the
predecessor/successor relations occur more frequently than AND- or XOR-splits
[236]. When randomly generating process models, we take this into account as
well. Rather than assuming a uniform distribution of the different order relations
for the clustering of the two blocks, we set the probability for choosing an ANDsplit (3 =0 +0 ) and the one for choosing an XOR-split (3 =0 −0 ) respectively
to 10%, while predecessor-successor relationships (3 = {0, 1}) are chosen with
probability of 80%.

7.5.2

Parameters for Generating Process Variants

Taking a randomly generated reference process model, our simulation controls the
way variants are configured. This can be done by adjusting a number of parameters; e.g., on how many change operations shall be performed when configuring
a particular variant or the position within the model where activities shall be
moved or inserted at. Altogether, we consider four parameters:
1. Parameter 1 (Size of Process Models). The size of a process model
variant (i.e., the number of its activities) might influence performance.
Therefore, we need to check behavior of our algorithm when applying it
to variants of different size. This is particularly important to evaluate
scalability of our algorithm, i.e., we need to check whether correlation of
delta-fitness and delta-distance depends on model size.
2. Parameter 2 (Similarity of Process Variants). This parameter controls how ”close” the variants are; e.g., whether or not they are similar to
each other. In this context, similarity measures change distance, i.e., how
difficult it is to configure one variant into another (cf. Def. 9).
3. Parameter 3 (Activity Occurrence) This parameter controls the probability of each activity for being involved in changes. If an activity frequently
changes when configuring the variants, this should be considered in the discovery of the new reference model.
4. Parameter 4 (Activity Consistence) This parameter controls ”homogeneity” of the applied insert and move operations; e.g., whether an activity
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is moved to (or inserted at) same or similar positions. Parameter 4 helps
us to examine whether such homogeneity influences search results.
1
Occurrence

Keep
Drop
0

Consistency

1

Figure 7.11: Consistency and occurrence
As Parameters 1 and 2 are rather intuitive, Parameters 3 and 4 are more difficult to comprehend. Consider Fig. 7.11. Assume that activity aj is frequently
inserted when configuring variants (high occurrence), and that its insertion position is rather constant (high consistency). Then our heuristic algorithm should
also insert aj into the reference model with high probability (upper-right quadrant of Fig 7.11). On the contrary, if an activity appears in only few variants
(low occurrence) and its positions within those variants are varying a lot (low
consistency), we should ignore it (lower-left quadrant of Fig. 7.11). The unclear
cases concern the other two quadrants in the value space (marked with question
marks in Fig. 7.11). Generally, it is difficult to decide whether or not we should
insert an activity with high frequency, but very instable positions. Even if we add
this activity to the reference model, we need to move it quite frequently due to
its instable position; i.e., adding such activity does not necessarily reduce average
weighted distance. Furthermore, if an activity does not appear frequently within
the given variant collection, but its position within the variant is constant, it is
also difficult to determine whether we should add this activity to the reference
model. If we insert it in such case, we need to delete it rather often during variant configuration. In the following subsections, we explain how we simulate the
different scenarios to cover the complete value space.

7.5.3

Parameter Settings

When configuring a variant out of a randomly created reference model, we vary
values of the four parameters described in Section 7.5.2.
Parameter 1 (Size of Process Models) This parameter controls how many
activities shall be contained in the original reference model and thus controls size
of process variants. We consider three options:
 Small-sized reference models (10 activities)
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 Medium-sized reference models (20 activities)
 Large-sized reference models (50 activities)

Our simulation uses same reference model for scenarios containing process
models of same size. This way, we want to avoid the influence of the randomly
generated reference model. According to [114], process models containing more
than 50 activities show high risk of errors; i.e., it is not recommended to design
such large models. Following this guideline, we set the largest reference model
to 50 activities in our simulation. Still variants can have different activity sets in
comparison to the reference model since their configuration also employs insert
and delete operations.
Parameter 2 (Similarity of Process Variants) Closeness between variants is measured by the total number of change operations we apply when generating the variants (cf. Def. 9). Three possible choices exist:
 Small-change (10% changed activities)
 Medium-change (20% changed activities)
 Large-change (30% changed activities)

For datasets comprising large-sized process variants with 50 activities, mediumchange means that we need to apply 10 change operations to the reference model
in order to configure a particular process variant. This way, we can control distance between reference model and variants. Indirectly, we can further control
similarity between the variants.
Our simulation allows to change up to 30% of the activities when configuring
a particular variant. From this, we can conclude that the difference between two
variants can be up to 60%. We assume that in practice 60% difference between
variants constitutes a significantly large number. Note that process variants usually have common parts, i.e., they are more or less similar to each other. [56]
shows similar results concerning the degree of deviations between reference model
and variants. Here, it is a headquarter policy that 80% of the processes need to
comply with the global process, while 20% deviations are tolerated to adjust the
process to local regulations.
Parameter 3 (Activity Occurrence) and Parameter 4 (Activity Consistency) Fig. 7.11 depicts the influence activity occurrence and activity consistency have on our algorithm. In order to analyze their relationship, we have
designed eight different scenarios to cover the space as illustrated in Fig. 7.11.
The scenarios are depicted in Fig. 7.12.
Fig. 7.12a shows four simple scenarios. Each of them is constructed by keeping
either occurrence or consistency stable while changing the other dimension:
1. Low Occurrence: Occurrence of activities is kept at 30% while their
consistency varies from 0 to 80%.
2. High Occurrence: Occurrence of activities is kept at 70% while their
consistency varies from 0 to 80%.
3. Low Consistency: Consistency of activities is kept at 30% while their
occurrence varies from 0 to 80%.
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Figure 7.12: Space coverage using different scenarios
4. High Consistency: Consistency of activities is kept at 70% while their
occurrence varies from 0 to 80%.
In order to better cover value space, we have designed four additional scenarios (cf. Fig. 7.12b.)
5. Positive Correlation: Consistency of a particular activity is positively
correlated with its occurrence; i.e., if activity aj has high occurrence it also
has high consistency. This is applied to moved as well as inserted activities.
6. Negative correlation: Consistency of an activity is negatively correlated
with its occurrence. If aj has high occurrence value it has low consistency.
This is applied to moved as well as inserted activities.
7. Focus on ”move”: High consistency is assigned to moved activities while
low consistency is assumed for the inserted activities.
8. Focus on ”insert”: High consistency is assigned to the inserted activities
while low consistency is assumed for the moved activities.
We do not only apply these scenarios to better cover value space, but also
to analyze whether insert and move operations are considered being equally important by our algorithm. Since insert and move operations are used with same
weight when generating our dataset, our heuristic mining algorithm should not
show significant differences in respect to these two change patterns when discovering the reference model. Table 7.3 summarizes the parameter settings for
different parameters. The technical details for implementing the different scenarios are out of the scope of this thesis (see a technical report for details [102]).
In general, we can generate each dataset group by adjusting the values of the
different configuration parameters. Since we have 3 options for Parameter 1, 3
options for Parameter 2, and 8 scenarios to cover value space of occurrence and
consistency, we generate in total 3 × 3 × 8 = 72 dataset groups.
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Parameter 1 (Size of Process Models)
Reference model contains 10 activities
Reference model contains 20 activities
Reference model contains 50 activities
Parameter 2 (Similarity of Process Variants)
Small-change
10% activities are changed
Medium-change
20% activities are changed
Large-change
30% activities are changed
Parameter 3 (Activity Occurrence) and Parameter 4 (Activity Consistency)
Low Occurrence
Occurrence of activities at 30%; their consistency varies from 0 to 80%
High Occurrence
Occurrence of activities at 70%; their consistency varies from 0 to 80%
Low Consistency
Consistency of activities at 30%; their occurrence varies from 0 to 80%
High Consistency
Consistency of activities at 70%; their occurrence varies from 0 to 80%
Positive Correlation
Consistency of an activity is positively correlated with its occurrence
Negative correlation
Consistency of an activity is negatively correlated with its occurrence
Focus on ”move”
High consistency for moved activities; low consistency for inserted ones
Focus on ”insert”
High consistency for inserted activities; low consistency for moved ones

1. Small-sized
2. Medium-sized
3. Large-sized
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Table 7.3: Summary of parameter settings

7.5.4

Simulation Setup

For each one of the 72 dataset groups, we apply our heuristic algorithm in order
to discover a new reference model by mining the collection of variants. We do not
set any constraints on search steps, i.e., the algorithm only terminates if no better
model can be discovered. We use a Dell Latitude Laptop (2.4 GHZ CPU and 3.5
GB RAM) to run our simulation under Windows. The following information is
documented for each group:
1. Original reference model, i.e., the model based on which we perform
the changes (cf. Section 7.5.1).
2. Variant Models. Based on a given reference model, we generate each variant by configuring the reference model according to the different scenarios
described in Section 7.5.3. For each group, we generate 100 variant models.
Note that although the 100 variants are generated based on the same scenario, derived models are NOT the same. The scenario only describes the
probablistic features of the process variants, but not a particular variant.
3. Search results. We document both intermediate process models and the
final result obtained from our heuristic search. Corresponding change operations are documented as well. As example consider Fig. 7.9. It shows the
heuristic search result we obtain when mining the variants from Fig. 7.2.
4. Fitness and average weighted distance. Similar to the evaluation results presented in Table 7.2, we compute the values of fitness and average
weighted distance for each intermediate process model obtained during the
iterations of our heuristic mining algorithm. We additionally document
delta-fitness and delta-distance in order to examine the influence of different change operations.
5. Execution time of our heuristic search algorithm.
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7.6 Simulation Results
While Section 7.5 has described the setup of our simulation and related research
questions, this section addresses simulation results in respects to the four research
questions in detail.

7.6.1

Basic Performance Analysis

7.6.1.1

Improvement on Average Weighted Distances

For 60 of the 72 groups, we are able to discover a reference model that is different
from the original one. Average weighted distance of the newly discovered reference
model is 0.765 less than for the original reference model. When compared to
average weighted distance of the original reference process model, we obtain a
reduction of 17.92%.
7.6.1.2

Number of Change Operations

For 60 of the 72 groups (i.e., the groups for which we are able to discover a different
reference model) we perform in total 284 change operations (i.e., on average
4.73 change operations per group). These 284 change operations comprise 132
insert operations and 152 move operations; i.e., there is no significant difference
between the number of insert and move operations. This indicates that the two
operations are treated in a balanced way by our algorithm. Reason is that we
perform on average same number of insert and move operations when generating
a dataset group (cf. Section 7.5.3) and such trend is also shown during the
discovery of the reference model.
7.6.1.3

Execution Time

Obviously, the number of activities contained in the variant models can significantly influence execution time of our algorithm; i.e., search space becomes bigger
for large models since the number of candidate activities being changed becomes
higher as well as the number of blocks becomes higher. We therefore analyze execution time of our algorithm taking into consideration the size of process models.
Average execution time is shown in Table 7.4.

Model sizes (i.e., # activities)
Average search time (s)
Average # of applied changes
Average search time per change
S.Dev of search time per change

small-sized
10 ∼ 15
0.184
1.83
0.111
0.015

medium-sized
20 ∼ 30
4.568
3.52
1.338
0.152

large-sized
50 ∼ 75
805.539
8.43
98.992
15.033

Table 7.4: Average execution time for process models having different size
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While it takes only little time to discover the result for a collection of smalland medium-sized models, it takes considerable longer time (on average 805.539
seconds) to find the result for a collection of large-sized models. One reason for
this is that the considered variant model become larger; another one is that search
steps take longer as well. We need to perform on average 8.43 change operations
on the original reference model to discover the end result. Reason is that the
variants in these groups are more different from each other than those in smalland medium-sized models.4 As a consequence, the discovered model can be more
different from the original one. We additionally compute the mean and standard
deviation of search time per search step. Independent from process models’ size,
standard deviation of search time (per search step) is around 13.5% ± 2% of the
average search time. This indicates that performance of our algorithm is quite
stable. Though it takes significantly longer when dealing with larger process
models, we believe execution time is acceptable considering the complexity of the
problem (also when comparing it with other data mining problems [181]).

7.6.2

Correlation of Delta-fitness and Delta-distance

As discussed, one important issue we want to analyze is how the fitness value is
correlated with average weighted distance. As discussed in Section 7.5, a fitness
value is only a ”quick guess” of how close a candidate model Sc is to the collection
of variants, i.e., it is not as precise as average weighted distance itself, and can
also not be perfectly correlated with the latter measure since its computation is
at N P-hard level.
Our heuristic search algorithm is a best-first approach, i.e., we search whether
we can find a process model with higher fitness value. Therefore, it is more useful to measure how much delta-fitness (i.e., difference between the fitness values
before and after change) is correlated with delta-distance (i.e., difference between
average weighted distances before and after change). Note that it is the improvement of the fitness value (delta-fitness) that guides search steps (cf. Section 7.4).
Another reason why we do not directly analyze correlation between fitness and
distance is their difference in value ranges. While fitness of a model has value
range [0, 1], average weighted distance has value range [0, +∞]. On the contrary,
delta-fitness and delta-distance both have value range [−1, 1]. Therefore, considering correlation between delta-fitness and delta-distance is more meaningful in
the given context. Similar techniques for evaluating fitness functions are widely
used when evaluating other heuristic or genetic algorithms [81].
Since every change operation leads to a particular modification of the process
model and consequently creates values for delta-fitness and delta-distance, we
obtain 284 data samples. Fig. 7.13 plots these data samples as (delta-fitness,
delta-distance)-pairs. For example, consider the search result from Table 7.2.
We can obtain four data samples for delta-fitness and delta-distance from it:
(0.143,0.9), (0.118,0.7), (0.039,0.6) and (0.009,0.25).
4 The
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Size of Process Models
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Good (Delta-distance > 0)
Bad (Delta-distance ≤ 0)

Delta-fitness

Figure 7.13: Delta-fitness and delta-distance pairs
In Fig. 7.13, the X-axis represents the delta-fitness value and the Y-axis the
one for delta-distance. All values for delta-fitness are larger than 0. Note that
our algorithm applies a change if and only if it can find a model with higher
fitness value. Opposed to this, delta-distance is not always greater than 0. This
indicates that sometimes the application of a change operation can make results
worse. This is not surprising since fitness value is only a ”quick” guess of average weighted distance. We additionally plot a line with delta-distance being 0
to separate ”good” samples (positive delta-distance) from ”bad” ones (negative
delta-distance).
Fig. 7.13 also marks data samples from groups of different model size separately. Obviously, these three groups form three different clusters, i.e., they are
not overlapping too much with each other and the larger model size is, the more
corresponding data samples position towards the Y-axis. This indicates that process model size can influence delta-fitness value. Reason is that the fitness value
of a process model is measured considering all its activities (cf. Formula 7.4).
Since a particular operation can only change one activity at a time, its influence
on fitness value (delta-fitness) is dependent on the number of activities in the
process model. Obviously, the less activities are contained in a process model,
the greater the influence of one change operation becomes. Therefore, it is more
reasonable to analyze correlation for groups of models with same size.
We use Pearson correlation to measure correlation between delta-fitness and
20% and 30% of activities to configure a variant (cf. Section 7.5.3)
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delta-distance [174]. Let X be delta-fitness and Y be delta-distance. We obtain
n data samples (xi , yi ), i = 1, . . . , n. Let x̄ and ȳ be the means of X and Y
respectively, and let sx and sy be the standard deviations of X and Y . Then,
Pearson correlation can be computed based on Formula 7.6.
P
rxy =

¨ ¥
§7.6 ¦

xi yi − nx̄ȳ
(n − 1)sx sy

We further test whether correlations are significant, i.e., whether they significantly differ from 0 [174]. Results are summarized in Table 7.5.

Small-sized
Medium-sized
Large-sized

Number
of data
33
74
177

Correlation
0.762
0.589
0.623

Probability of
rxy = 0
<1.0E-8
<1.0E-8
<1.0E-8

Significantly
Correlated?
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 7.5: Delta-fitness and delta-distance correlations of dataset groups having
different model sizes
Obviously, correlations obtained from all three groups are significant and high.
The high positive correlation between delta-fitness and delta-distance indicates
that if we can find a model with higher fitness value, we have high chances to
also reduce average weighted distance (i.e., to change the old model to the newly
discovered one). A correlation is normally considered being high if it is larger
than 0.5 [174]. In our case, all three groups show high correlations, especially
when being compared with most other heuristic or genetic algorithms. Note that
in most common cases correlations between fitness value and local optimum are
low or even negative [81].

7.6.3

Correlation Comparison

In Section 7.6.2 we have discussed correlation between delta-fitness and deltadistance. Since it is important to evaluate performance of our algorithm, we also
want to know whether correlation changes when dealing with process models of
different size. This is important to know since it directly reflects on the scalability
of our algorithm. If correlations is independent from whether we deal with small
process models or large ones, scalability of our algorithm will be good (i.e., its
performance is stable when dealing with process models of different size.)
When only considering correlations from Table 7.5, it is difficult to derive any
trend. Here, lowest correlation value is obtained from the medium-sized models.
More important, since we have data samples from three groups, which have different size, the corresponding correlation should have different ”credibility”. For
example, the correlation derived from 177 data samples should be more reliable
than the one we can obtain based on 33 samples. To compare correlation val110
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ues taking the size of the data sample into account, again we need to employ a
statistical approach.
Since the sampling distribution of Pearson correlation analysis is not normally
distributed, we first need to perform a Fisher’s Z transformation to covert Pearson correlation to a normally distributed variable [174]. Let r be a correlation.
Then we can perform Fisher’s Z transformation as follows:
¨ ¥
Z(r) = 0.5 × (ln(1 + r) − ln(1 − r))
§7.7 ¦
Distribution of Z(r) has two important properties: First, it is normally dis1
tributed. Second, it has a known standard error of √n−3
where n equals the
number of data samples for computing Pearson correlation r. We can compare
difference between two correlations r1 (obtained from n1 data samples) and r2
(obtained from n2 data samples) as follows:
Z(r1 ) − Z(r2 )
ρ(r1 , r2 ) = q
1
1
n1 −3 + n2 −3

¨ ¥
§7.8 ¦

Approximately, ρ(r1 , r2 ) follows standard normal distribution [174]. Table
7.6 shows results that pairwise compare the three groups having different size. In
all three comparisons, correlations in Table 7.6 do NOT significantly differ from
each other; i.e., they are statistically the same. This indicates that performance
of our heuristic algorithm does NOT depend on the size of the models; i.e., the
algorithm can scale up in order to deal with large-sized process models, but
without sacrificing its performance.
Small-sized VS. Medium-sized
Medium-sized VS. Large-sized
Small-sized VS. Large-sized

ρ value
1.51
-0.4
1.37

Probability of being same
0.130
0.689
0.170

Significant?
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 7.6: Paired correlation comparison

7.6.4

Monotonicity Test

We now test whether our heuristic search algorithm applies the more important
change operations (i.e., changes having a higher delta-distance value) at the beginning. For this purpose, we perform two tests. The first one shows whether and
to what degree we are able to reduce average weighted distance by only performing a limited number of change operations. In a second test, we want to analyze
whether delta-distance is monotonically decreasing.
7.6.4.1

Impact of the Top n% Change Operations

In our simulation we do not control search depth; i.e., our algorithm continues
cunning as long as better models can be discovered. As aforementioned, one
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important feature of our algorithm is its ability to control how many change
operations shall be maximally performed during the discovery procedure. This
necessitates that most relevant changes should be performed first. Therefore, we
are interested in computing to what degree the first n% changes contribute to
reduce average weighted distance.
As example consider the search results from Table 7.2 (cf. Section 7.4.3).
We have performed in total 4 change operations to discover the best model. In
total, average weighted distance is reduced from 4.85 (using the original reference model S) to 2.4 (using the discovered model R4 ) (cf. Table 7.2). We can
analyze how important the changes applied at the beginning are by computing
to what degree they have reduced average weighted distance. For example, the
first change operation reduces average weighted distance by 0.9. Comparing this
with overall distance reduction of 2.45, we can already accomplish 0.9/2.45 =
36.73% distance reduction by performing only the top change operation. Since
in the given example there are only 4 change operations, we can claim that by
performing the top 25% of the change operations, we can accomplish 36.73%
distance reduction. This indicates how important changes applied at beginning
are. Clearly, the higher distance reduction is, the more important the respective
change is. Similarly, by analyzing delta-fitness, we can compute to what degree
fitness improvement can be accomplished by performing only the top changes.
Results are summarized in Table 7.7.
Fitness gain
Distance gain

top 33.33% changes
57.35%
63.80%

top 50% changes
74.60%
78.93%

Table 7.7: Fitness and distance gains when only applying the top changes
In 55 (out of 72) dataset groups, more than 2 change operations are performed
during the search. Therefore, we are able to measure monotonicity. Table 7.7
summarizes average distance and fitness gains when applying the top 33.33%
and the top 50% change operations. Obviously, changes applied at beginning
are a lot more important than the ones performed at the end. For example, the
top 33.33% change operations contribute 63.80% distance reduction; while the
remaining 66.67% change operations only contribute to the remaining 36.20%
distance reduction. If we only performed the first half of the change operations,
we would already obtain around 80% distance reduction. This simple analysis
indicates that changes performed at the beginning are a lot more important than
the ones performed at the end.
7.6.4.2

Monotonically Decreasing Score

The approach described in Section 7.6.4.1 is an abstract one, i.e., we analyze the
importance of a collection of change operations applied at the beginning. We now
analyze whether or not a change operation performed first is really ”better” than
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the one applied after it (i.e., whether delta-distance is monotonically decreasing
when including additional change operations).
Most of the monotonicity tests in data mining or artificial intelligence provide binary answers, i.e., the data sample is either monotonic or non-monotonic
[110, 181]. These monotonicity tests are too restrictive in our context since one
”problematic” data sample can counteract whole monotonicity test, especially
when considering the fact that a heuristic algorithm only enables reasonable
”guessing”. Restrictive statistical monotonicity test [20] can also not be applied,
since on average there are only 4.73 change operations applied per dataset group
(cf. Section 7.6.1). This number is too low to conduct any creditable statistical
analysis. Therefore, we apply following method for testing monotonicity.
For one dataset group, let S be the original reference model and S 0 be the
discovered one. We obtain S[σ > S 0 with σ = h∆1 , ∆2 , . . . ∆n i ∈ C ∗ being a
sequence of changes performed on S during discovery of S 0 . Let xi , xj (i, j =
1 . . . n) be delta-distances of change operations ∆i and ∆j respectively. The
monotonically decreasing score µ can be computed as follows:
¯©
ª¯
¯ (xi , xj )|(i < j) ∧ (xi ≥ xj ) ¯
µ=
n × (n − 1)/2

¨ ¥
§7.9 ¦

For a given sequence of change operations σ = (∆1 , ∆2 , . . . ∆n ), µ measures
the monotonically decreasing score by comparing the delta-distances of every pair
of change operations ∆i , ∆j (i, j = 1 . . . n). If for two change operations ∆i , ∆j
with i < j (i.e., change operation ∆i is performed before change operation ∆j ),
delta-distance xi is larger than or equal to xj , we consider change operations ∆i
and ∆j as monotonically decreasing. The monotonically decreasing score µ is then
measured by counting how many pairs of change operations are monotonically
decreasing. As example consider the results in Table 7.2. For every pair of change
operations ∆i and ∆j , i < j, corresponding delta-distance xi is larger than xj .
For this case, we obtain µ = 1, i.e., delta-distance of the change operations is
monotonically decreasing.
Following this design, every change operation is compared with the ones listed
after it in the sequence of applied changes. This way, the change operations performed at the beginning have more influence on µ than the ones performed at
the end.5 Obviously we obtain µ ∈ [0, 1]: If µ = 1 holds, delta-distance will
be monotonically decreasing; if µ = 0 holds, delta-distance will be monotonically increasing. The higher µ is the more delta-distances will be monotonically
decreasing. Similarly, we can test monotonicity of delta-fitness. Results are summarized in Table 7.8.
Besides average monotonic decreasing score µ, Table 7.8 shows average monotonic decreasing score µ tolerating an error rate of 5%, i.e., if i < j and xi ≥
xj ×(1−0.05), we still consider xi and xj as monotonically decreasing just to avoid
5 Such feature is also employed in other data mining evaluation techniques (e.g., precision,
recall [181]).
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Fitness
Average weighted distance

average µ
0.9942
0.6682

average µ with 5% error rate
0.9987
0.6858

Table 7.8: Average monotonic decreasing score µ as obtained from the simulation
rounding errors. It becomes clear that delta-fitness is almost perfectly monotonically decreasing while such trend in respect to delta-distance is not very strong.
This difference is due to the fact that correlation between these two values is not
perfect (i.e., it equals 1). Therefore, we cannot claim that delta-distance keeps
decreasing as the search continues.
In summary, monotonically decreasing of delta-distance is only strong at high
abstraction level, e.g., the top 1/3 change operations might accomplish around
2/3 of distance reduction (cf. Table 7.7). However, it is not very strong, when
comparing individual change operation with each other i.e., we cannot claim that
for all cases a change operation performed first is always better than the one
(directly) following it (cf. Table 7.8).

7.6.5

Influence of the Different Parameters on our Algorithm

When configuring our datasets we consider the aforementioned parameters: size
of process models, similarity between process models, activity consistency and
activity occurrence (cf. Section 7.5). In this section, we analyze the influence of
these parameters on the overall performance of our algorithm.
For a particular dataset group, we discover its new reference model by stepwise
performing a number of change operations on the original one. Consequently, we
obtain a collection of data samples in the form (delta-fitness, delta-distance) (cf.
Fig. 7.13), of which some might be ”bad” ones having negative delta-distance
value (cf. Fig. 7.13). Clearly, the less ”bad” samples are, the better our algorithm
performs. To quantitatively evaluate this performance, we use π as ratio of ”good”
samples to indicate its performance. When considering the results from the 72
dataset groups, we obtain on average π = 65.14%.
We therefore divide the 72 dataset groups based on the (finite) value ranges of
the four parameters. Since Parameter 1 (size of process model) has three possible
values (i.e., small-size, medium-size and large-size), for example we can divide the
dataset groups into three clusters. Each cluster then contains 24 dataset groups
having same process models size. We compute mean and standard deviation of π
in each of the three clusters. Similarly, we can divide the dataset groups based on
the value ranges of the other parameters. Results are summarized in Fig. 7.14.
We first analyze the influence of the size of process models on our algorithm.
When measured it using average of π, we can obtain that performance decreases
as the size of process model increases. We discuss the reasons for this and also how
we can improve performance of our algorithm in Section 7.6.6. In general, delta114
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Divided by Size
Mean
S. Dev

# of Data

Mean
S. Dev
# of Data

Small
0.843
0.336
18

Medium
0.804
0.248
21

Large
0.600
0.314
21

Divided by Similarity
Mean
S. Dev

# of Data

Small
0.740
0.371
18

Medium
0.773
0.272

Divided by Occurrence and Consistency Scenarios

21

Large
0.719
0.312
21

Positive Focus on Focus on Negative
Low
High
Low
High
correlated “move”
“insert” correlated occurrence occurrence consistency consistency
0.923
0.117
9

0.766
0.346
9

0.743
0.331
9

0.581
0.426
8

N/A
N/A
0

0.706
0.324
9

0.513
0.237
8

0.945
0.090
8

Figure 7.14: Influence each parameter has on the performance of our algorithm
fitness value can be influenced by the size of process models, and consequently
the groups with the size of process model being ”large” might contain more data
samples with low delta-fitness value. This becomes more clear in Section 7.6.6.
In particular, we show that low delta-fitness increases the chance of having a bad
data sample.
On the contrary, similarity between process models does not influence performance of our algorithm. In all three groups the average of π is around 0.75. In
our simulation, we do not separate parameters activity occurrence and activity
consistency when generating the dataset groups. Instead, we use 8 different scenarios to jointly analyze the influence of these two parameters. Fig. 7.14 presents
the mean and standard deviation of π in respect to the 8 scenarios.
Results correspond to our analysis depicted in Fig. 7.11. Our algorithm performs better than average (i.e., we obtain high average π value) when dealing with
situations in which activities either have high occurrence as well as high consistency, or low occurrence as well as low consistency. For example, our algorithm
performs better than average in scenario ”positive correlated”, where occurrence
is positively correlated with consistency. However, when dealing with the scenarios where activity consistency and occurrence are both not high, performance of
our algorithm is less optimal. For example, in scenario ”negatively correlated”
where occurrence is negatively correlated with consistency, we obtain one of the
lowest results.
Regarding a collection of process variants, except Parameter 1 (i.e., the size of
process models), which can be easily determined, the other three parameters are
costly to compute. In particular, we need to compute distance and bias between
the original reference model and every process variant in order to determine the
other three parameters. Note that computing these biases and distances has
N P-hard complexity (cf. Def. 9). In our simulation, we are able to obtain such
information only because we have generated the datasets ourselves. In particular,
this indicates that for a given collection of process variants, but non-availability
of other information, it is difficult to predict how our algorithm can perform.
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However, we can roughly estimate the parameters based on the performance
(measured by π) of our algorithm. For example, if we can identify a lot of ”good”
points while only few ”bad” points exist during the search, we could expect both
activity occurrence and activity consistency being potentially high in the given
variant collection. Admittedly, such estimation is not very precise.

7.6.6

Pruning Threshold Training

If we revisit our delta-fitness and delta-distance graph as plotted in Fig. 7.13, it
becomes clear that there are still some ”bad” data points. Those are the points
with positive delta-fitness, but negative delta-distance. Though these bad data
points can never be prevented due to the nature of heuristic algorithms, we can
at least reduce them, i.e., reduce the chance that they appear.
When analyzing these ”bad” points, we can find them most time at the downleft corner of the chart. This indicates that if delta-fitness is low, the chance
of getting a negative delta-distance will get bigger. In order to quantitatively
evaluate this, we introduce precision here. Let X be delta-fitness and Y be deltadistance. We obtain n data samples (xi , yi ), i = 1, . . . , n. Given a delta-fitness
value x, we can compute precision p(x) as follows:
¯©
ª¯
¯ (xi , yi )|(xi ≥ x) ∧ (yi > 0) ¯
¥
¨
¯©
ª¯
p(x) =
7.10
§
¦
¯ (xi , yi )|xi ≥ x ¯
Given delta-fitness value x, precision p(x) measures the ratio of ”good” data
samples (with delta-distance being larger than 0) among data samples with deltafitness value larger or equal to x. The higher p(x) is, the more ”good” sample we
have. Note that precision is widely used in fields like information retrieval [14]
and data mining [181]. Fig. 7.15 depicts precision value p(x) for different values
x of delta-fitness.
1.1

Precision
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Figure 7.15: Delta-fitness and precision chart
From Fig. 7.15, it becomes clear that, the lower delta-fitness is, the lower
precision will be. When considering only data samples with delta-fitness being
larger than 0.0401, all corresponding delta-distance values are positive, i.e., all
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them are all ”good” samples. Precision keeps reducing until 65.14% when considering all data points (i.e., x = 0). This indicates that many ”bad” data samples
occur with low delta-fitness values.
Precision analysis indicates that we can probably improve our heuristic mining algorithm by determining a threshold value for delta-fitness. Since most of
the ”bad” data samples are obtained with low delta-fitness values, we only allow performing a certain change in case delta-distance value is larger than this
threshold value. In the following we introduce two approaches for discovering
such threshold based on our simulation data.
7.6.6.1

Classification Tree

We first introduce an approach using classification trees [138]. By learning from
the ”good” and ”bad” data samples, we should be able to classify them by a
threshold delta-fitness value. Let X be the delta-fitness and Y be the deltadistance. We obtain n data samples (xi , yi ), i = 1, . . . , n. To each data sample
we can assign a binary value zi being ”T RU E” or ”F ALSE” depending on the
value of yi . If yi > 0 holds, zi is set to T RU E, otherwise, zi is set to F ALSE. We
therefore can build a classification tree using delta-fitness xi and binary variable
zi . We choose algorithm C4.5, which is one of the most popular classification
algorithms to build the classification tree [138], and use Weka, which is one of the
most popular open-source data mining tools, to compute the result [228]. Details
about this classification algorithm and the data mining tool are out of the scope
of this thesis. However, note that these are standard methods to perform such a
classification. The resulting classification tree is shown in Fig. 7.16.
Delta Fitness
<= 0.001516
FALSE (50 / 12)

> 0.001516
TRUE (234/61)

(# of total data samples / # of incorrectly classified ones)

Figure 7.16: The classification tree build based on delta-fitness values
The simple classification tree has divided the data samples into two groups
based on the values of delta-fitness. When delta-fitness xi of a certain data
sample (xi , yi ) is less or equal 0.001516, the classification tree will classify it as
F ALSE, i.e., it is more likely to be a ”bad” data sample with delta-distance
lower than 0. On the contrary, if xi is larger than 0.001516, it is more likely to
be a ”good” data sample. The classification tree is also not 100% precise: 12
out of 50 data samples with delta-fitness lower than 0.001516 actually provide
positive delta-distance while 61 out of 234 data samples with delta-fitness larger
than 0.001516 provide negative delta-distance values. Though the classification
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tree is not perfectly precise, it is one of the best ones we can build purely based
on the delta-fitness value.
The discovered threshold 0.001516 therefore can help us to improve performance of our heuristic algorithm. More precisely, we should only apply changes
for which improvement of the fitness value is larger than the given threshold.
For this case, we expect reducing the chance of performing a wrong change (a
change which even enlarges average weighted distance between discovered model
and variants (negative delta-distance)). If we filter the data sample using this
threshold value for delta-fitness, we can increase precision of the whole data sample from 65.14% to 73.93% and further reduce average weighted distance. More
precisely, if we do not set any threshold average weighted distance per group is
reduced by 0,765 (17.92% reduction compared to the original reference model).
By contrast, if we set the above mentioned threshold, we can reduce average
weighted distance by 0.879 (20.84% distance reduction compared to the original
reference model); i.e., using such threshold can lead to better search results (i.e.,
higher distance reduction). In summary, we can discover better models by setting
a threshold value to guide our heuristic search.
7.6.6.2

Determining Threshold Based on Overall Distance Gain

In Section 7.6.6.1, we have discussed a standard data mining approach to improve our algorithm, while in this subsection we introduce a more intuitive and
straightforward approach to discover a threshold value. One disadvantage of the
above mentioned classification tree is that it cannot consider importance of a
”good” or a ”bad” data sample. The threshold is trained by a binary decision
variable zi which is either T RU E or F ALSE. It does not consider how much
T RU E or how much F ALSE by directly measuring average weighted distance
value. Here, we introduce a method to discover a threshold by considering deltadistance value. Let X be delta-fitness and Y be delta-distance. We obtain n data
samples (xi , yi ), i = 1, . . . , n. Given a delta-fitness value x, we can compute η(x)
as follows:
η(x) =

n
X

yi

¥
¨
§7.11 ¦

xi ≥x,i=1

η(x) measures the sum of the delta-distance values after filtering out those
data samples with delta-fitness being lower than a given threshold x. Regarding
our dataset, Fig. 7.17 depicts the curve of η(x) according to the value of x. We
specially zoom the part with x being contained in interval [0, 0.006].
η(x) keeps increasing as x decreases. This is easy to understand since the
lower x is, the less data samples will be filtered out. However, η(x) reaches its
maximum of 51.72 when x equals 0.0014, and starts to decrease as x decreases.
This indicates that in interval [0, 0.0014) of delta-fitness, there are more data
samples with negative delta-distance. If 0.0014 is used as threshold value to
guide our heuristic search (i.e., we only perform a change if the improvement
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Figure 7.17: Delta-fitness x and its corresponding η(x)
of fitness value is larger than 0.0014), we can further reduce average weighted
distance from 0,765 (17.92% reduction compared to the original reference model)
per group to 0.892 (20.85% distance reduction compared to the original reference
model) per group. This indicates that using such threshold can lead to better
search results (i.e., higher distance reduction). The corresponding precision will
increase from 65.14% to 73.22%.
Note that the threshold value obtained by our simulation data is a casespecific one. It cannot be generalized that using these threshold values always
improves performance of our algorithm. However, it is useful to perform such
analysis in the context of this thesis in two respects. First, we indicate that for
lower delta-fitness value the algorithm bears higher chance of performing a wrong
change. Consequently, the user should be careful when discovering a model with
only slightly better fitness value. Second, using the suggested approaches, a user
can obtain their own threshold value based on their own dataset. We present the
corresponding training method in this thesis just to provide a guideline on how to
apply and/or improve our heuristic mining algorithm to a domain-specific field,
i.e., user can obtain a threshold value to make our heuristic mining algorithm
work better in context of their specific problem.

7.7 Summary
This chapter provided a heuristic search algorithm that supports the discovery of
a block-structured reference process model by learning from a collection of blockstructured process variants. Adopting the discovered model as new reference
process model will make process configuration easier; i.e., it will require less efforts
to configure these variants (measured in terms of the number of required change
operations). In particular, our heuristic algorithm can also take the original
reference model into account such that the user can control to what degree the
discovered model is different from the original one. This way, we cannot only
avoid spaghetti-like process models but also control how many changes we want
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to perform. Our algorithm can automatically determine which activities shall be
considered in the reference model. Filtering or pre-analysis of the activity sets
are not needed in this context.
We evaluated our algorithm by performing a comprehensive simulation. Based
on our simulation results we can draw the following conclusions:
1. The fitness function of our heuristic search algorithm is correlated with
the average weighted distance with a high correlation value. This indicates
good performance of our algorithm since the approximation value we use
to guide our algorithm is nicely correlated to the real one.
2. Our algorithm can scale up. Its performance, which is measured based on
the correlation between fitness and distance, is independent from the size
of the process models.
3. When discovering the new reference model by changing the original one, the
more important changes, which largely reduce average weighted distance
to the variants, are performed at the beginning. Our simulation results
indicate that the first 1/3 of the applied changes result in about 2/3 of
overall distance reduction.
We also discussed two approaches for further improving the performance of our
heuristic search algorithm by learning an appropriate threshold value. Though
the results must not be generalized to all cases, the suggested approach can also
support users to adapt our algorithm to a domain-specific context. In Chapter 9,
we will discuss how we successfully applied our heuristic algorithm to a real-world
scenario.
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8

Algorithm Comparison
8.1 Introduction
In Chapters 6 and 7 we have introduced two algorithms for discovering a reference
process model based on a given collection of process variants. Each algorithm has
its specific properties and is particularly suitable for a certain scenario. In this
chapter we compare the two algorithms qualitatively as well as quantitatively. In
particular, we aim at answering our fifth research question (cf. Section 1.2):
What are characteristic properties of the solution approaches we propose for
supporting process variant mining? Under which circumstances is one approach
better suited than the other?
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 describes the
proof-of-concept implementation of our algorithms. Section 8.3 then provides the
results of a qualitative as well as quantitative comparison between the developed
algorithms. We systematically compare our algorithms with traditional process
mining techniques from both a behavioral and structural perspective in Section
8.4. Finally, Section 8.5 concludes with a summary.

8.2 Proof-of-Concept Prototype
Figure 8.1 depicts the architecture of our system for process variant mining. We
apply the ADEPT2 Process Template Editor [148, 144, 143] for creating and visualizing process variants. For each process model, the editor can generate an
XML (eXtensible Markup Language [234]) representation with all relevant information (like nodes, edges, blocks) being marked up. We store created variants
in a variant repository (cf. Fig. 8.1) which can be accessed by our mining algorithms. According to the XML schema of the process editor, we use the Model
Reader component to transform a process model into its order matrix and we
apply the Model Writer component to transform an order matrix back into a
process model (cf. Chapter 4).
Based on order matrices, we can measure the distance between two process
models (cf. Chapter 5). We can further use order matrices when mining process
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Figure 8.1: Architecture of process variant mining system
variants. In this context, we implemented and tested both the clustering algorithm (cf. Chapter 6) and the heuristic algorithm (cf. Chapter 7) using Java.
The models we obtain when applying our algorithms is stored in the variant
repository.
Through Interface users can set parameters for our mining algorithms (e.g.,
search limitations for our heuristic algorithm). Further, they can configure the
Simulator component. The latter has been designed for simulation purposes
(cf. Chapter 7) and is used to test the performance of our algorithms. The
Simulator component consists of the two sub-components Scenario Generator
and Variant Generator. We use the former to configure the parameters of each
dataset group (cf. Section 7.5) and apply the latter for configuring the particular
variants. The generated process variants are stored in the repository and can be
analyzed at any time by applying our mining algorithms.
After running the Miner, Simulator or Distance Measurement components,
the obtained results are stored in Analyzing Report. Depending on which function we call, this report contains information like average weighted distance of the
discovered process model or delta-fitness and delta-distance after the application
of each change operation suggested by our heuristic algorithm. The report is organized in a way that it can be directly accessed by statistical analysis software.
In the context of this thesis we applied the SPSS [179] package, which is one of
the most popular tools for statistical analysis. In this way, we can directly per124
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form analysis like the Pearson correlation test (cf. Section 7.6) when evaluating
performance or testing the properties of our algorithms.
In addition, we implemented a Trace Enumerator which can enumerate all
traces producible by a process model (we discuss details in Section 8.4). The enumerated traces are formated according to MXML1 [64, 201] which can be directly
accessed by ProM [201]. ProM is one of the most popular open source tools for
process analysis which covers a large spectrum of topics and particularly focuses
on process mining [195]. By using ProM we can compare our algorithms with
well-known process mining algorithms (cf. Section 8.4) to discover the pros and
cons of the different algorithms. The connection to ProM further provides the
foundation for integrating our algorithms with process mining algorithms so that
we can nicely balance between structure and behavior [61, 62]. Indirectly, we can
connect ADEPT, which is one of the most mature process management systems
supporting dynamic process changes (cf. Section 2.3), and ProM, which is one of
the most popular tools fostering process analysis and process mining.
We believe that the presented process variant mining system provides an important step forward towards full process life cycle support for dynamic processes
[213].

Figure 8.2: Screenshot of the prototype

8.3 Comparing the Algorithms for Process Variant
Mining
In the following, we systematically compare the two algorithms we developed.
1 MXML

is the input format of ProM.
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8.3.1

Qualitative Comparison

Inputs and Goals. Fig. 8.3 illustrates how our heuristic mining algorithm
differs from the clustering one in respect to goals and inputs. Fig. 8.3 represents
each process variant Si as single (white) node in the two dimensional space. Our
heuristic algorithm tries to discover a new reference process model by performing
a sequence of change operations on the original reference model. In particular,
it balances two ”forces”: one is to bring the new reference model Sc closer to
the variants (i.e., to the bull’s eye Snc at the right); the other force is to not
”move” it too far away from the original reference model S, i.e., Sc should not
differ too much from S. Our heuristic algorithm provides such flexibility by
allowing process engineers to set a maximum search distance. Our simulations
(cf. Section 7.6) showed that the change operations that are applied first to the
(original) reference model are more important than the ones positioned at the
end; i.e., they reduce the distance between reference model and variants more.
Consequently, when setting maximal search distance to filter out less important
changes at the end, we do not influence overall distance reduction too much.
Force 2:

close to reference

Force 1:

close to variants

Si

:Variants

d=1
2
d=
3
=
d

No
constraint

S: Original
reference
model

Sc:

Search
result with
constraint

Clustering
Approach

Heuristic Search Approach
Original
reference
model

Process
variants

Intermediate
search
result

Sclu : result by
clustering
algorithm

Snc : Search result
without constraint

Reference model
discovered
heuristic search

Search
steps

Reference model
discovered by
clustering approach

Figure 8.3: High-Level overview of the two algorithms
While the above scenario presumes knowledge of the original reference model
(Scenario 2 in Fig. 1.3), we also must cope with cases in which there exists only
a collection of process variants, but no original reference process model is known
(Scenario 1 in Fig. 1.3). The goal of our clustering approach therefore purely is to
discover the ”center” of the variants, i.e., a reference process model with shortest
average weighted distance to the variants. In particular, no knowledge about the
original reference model is required. In principle, it is also possible to apply our
heuristic algorithm to this scenario. We just need to start with an ”empty” model
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S and do not set any search limitation.2 However, since we do not need to balance
the two forces and to perform the important change operations at the beginning
of the search, the clustering algorithm is expected to be faster and to provide
additional information on the search result. We discuss this quantitatively in
Section 8.3.2.
Design Principles. Our heuristic algorithm discovers a better reference
model by applying a sequence of change operations to the original one. To enable
quick decisions on a large search space, we use a fitness function (cf. Section
7.3) to evaluate how well a candidate model fits to the variants. This fitness
function only provides a global evaluation, but does not show how good each
part of the candidate model fits to the variants. On the contrary, the clustering
algorithm discovers a reference process model by enlarging blocks. By evaluating
separation and cohesion, we are able to determine how well each part of the
discovered reference model fits to the variants; i.e., due to its different design the
clustering algorithm returns more information than the heuristic one.
Complexity of the two algorithms differs as well. Despite polynomial complexity of computing the fitness of a candidate model, worst case, enumerating
all blocks in a candidate model has 2n complexity, where n corresponds to the
number of nodes in its process structure tree.3 On the contrary, our clustering
algorithm has polynomial complexity since computing separation and cohesion
is both polynomial. To be more precise, if n corresponds to the number of activities and m to the number of variants, complexity of the clustering algorithm
is O(n2 m + n3 ). This implies that the clustering algorithm can quickly compute the reference process model of a large collection of process variants, while
the heuristic algorithm may take considerable longer. We present a quantitative
comparison in Section 8.3.2.
Pros & Cons. The differences between the two algorithms are summarized
in Table 8.1. Additional attention should be paid to their pros & cons. Since
the clustering algorithm has polynomial complexity, it runs significantly faster
than the heuristic algorithm. Using Separation and Cohesion, we obtain information about how each part of the discovered reference process model fits to the
variants. However, our clustering algorithm cannot control the discovery procedure or distinguish important changes from less relevant ones as our heuristic
algorithm does. Based on our illustrative example, our clustering algorithm can
discover same process model (cf. Fig. 6.8) as our heuristic algorithm (cf. Fig.
7.9) when choosing the threshold value from interval [0.6,0.8). In many other
2 Here, we have the assumption that the process model, based on which our heuristic algorithm starts, does not influence the search result. We will systematically test this property in
our future work.
3 This worst-case scenario will only occur if any combination of activities may form a block
(like a process model for which all activities are ordered in parallel to each other). In this
1 , the number of blocks containing
case, the number of blocks containing one activity is Cn
2 , and the number of blocks containing m(m ≤ n) activities is C m . When
two activities is Cn
n
Pn
m
n blocks. However, during our
summing them together, we obtain in total
m=1 Cn = 2
simulations, in most cases we were able to enumerate all blocks of a process model within
milliseconds. This indicates good performance in practice.
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cases the discovered model was less optimal for the clustering algorithm since its
search space is considerably smaller.
Input
Goal

Use cases
Design
principle

Clustering Algorithm
Collection of process variants.
Discover reference process model
with shortest average weighted distance to the variants
Scenario 1 (cf. Section 1.2).
Local view: Discover reference process model by enlarging blocks

Complexity O(m2 n + m3 )
(m : # activities; n : # variants)
Pros &
1. Runs very fast
Cons
2. Provides local view on how each
part of the reference process model
fits to the variants
3. Activity set can be flexibly chosen
by user

Heuristic Algorithm
Collection of process variants +
original reference process model
Discover better reference process model
with maximum distance to the original
one
Scenario 2 (cf. Section 1.2).
Global view: Discover reference process
model by searching for better candidate
models
Sub-steps contain N P-hard problems
1. Automatically selects the activity set
2. Can control the maximum distance between the original reference process model
and the discovered one
3. Applies more important changes at the
beginning

Table 8.1: Qualitative comparison between clustering and heuristic algorithms

8.3.2

Quantitative Comparison

We now compare our two algorithms quantitatively by analyzing how fast they
run and how good the discovered models are. We use the same data for this
comparison as for the evaluation of our heuristic algorithm (cf Section 7.5).
We generated 72 groups of datasets representing different scenarios. Each
group contains 1 reference process model and 100 process variants (cf Section 7.5).
Based on this, with each algorithm we discovered a new reference process model.
We documented execution time as well as the average weighted distance between
the resulting reference process models and the variants. Results are summarized
in Table 8.2, which indicates that the clustering algorithm runs significantly faster
than the heuristic one. However, the reference model discovered by the heuristic
algorithm has shorter average weighted distance to the variants than the one
discovered by the clustering algorithm. On average, the average weighted distance
of the model discovered by the heuristic algorithm, is about 81% to 87% of the
one discovered by the clustering algorithm.

Small-sized
Medium-sized
Large-sized

Average execution time
# of activity Clustering
Heuristic
per variant
Algorithm
Algorithm
10 - 15
0.013
0.184
20 - 30
0.022
4.568
50 - 75
0.181
805.539

Average weighted distance
Heuristic algorithm /
Clustering algorithm
86.25%
87.11%
81.03%

Table 8.2: Performance comparison between clustering and heuristic algorithm
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8.4 Comparison with Existing Process Mining Algorithms
Process mining has been extensively studied in literature. As discussed in Section
2.5, its key idea is to discover a process model by analyzing execution behavior of
process instances as captured in execution logs. The latter typically document the
start/end of each activity execution, and therefore reflect behavior of implemented
processes. As further discussed in Chapter 3, process mining techniques can be
applied in our context as well. Consider our example from Fig. 7.8. For each
process variant Si , we can first obtain its trace set TSi by enumerating all traces
producible on Si [230]. If a process model contains loop structures (i.e., it can
generate an infinite number of traces) we assume that a loop-block is executed
either once or twice. Despite this simplification, the number of traces producible
by a process model can still be extremely large; e.g., if a parallel branching
compromises five branches, of which each contains five activities, the number of
producible traces is (5 × 5)!/(5!)5 = 623360743125120. This explains why we
conduct the comparison only in small scale.4
The trace sets generated for the variants are merged into one trace set T
taking the weight of each variant into account. As example consider Fig. 7.2. As
S1 accounts for 25% of the variants, we ensure that each trace producible by S1
has the same number of instances and the sum of all instances producible by S1
accounts for 25% of the instances in T as well. We consider T as execution log
since it fully covers the behavior of the given variant collection.
Since all activities captured in an execution log will be included in most the
discovered process model by process mining algorithms (same as our clustering
4 Note that the main goal of process mining algorithms is to discover a process model based
on the traces captured in the execution log (cf. Section 2.5). In most cases, an execution
log only captures a small fraction of the traces producible by the underlying process model
[195]. This means that process mining techniques do not really require enumerating all traces
producible by a process model for further analysis. In the context of our algorithm comparison,
we decide to enumerate all traces producible by each variant for the following two reasons:

1. In the context of our research, we do not assume the existence of an execution log.
However, most process mining evaluation criteria rely on traces, e.g., fitness, successful
execution, proper completion, and behavioral appropriateness (cf. Section 8.4.1). Therefore, we adopted a general approach to first enumerate all traces and then to discover a
process model. This way, we were able to compare all related mining algorithms based
on the same approach.
2. As an alternative approach, we can randomly enumerate a collection of traces producible
by a process model, and consider these random traces as an execution log which partially
reflects the behaviors of the process model. One challenge in this context is that we are
not aware of any technique which can enumerate a representative set of traces (but not
all traces) to express the behavior of a process model. If we purely use a random fraction
of traces, we cannot ensure a fair comparison because the results might significantly
depend on the randomly selected trace set. Therefore, we decide to enumerate all traces
producible by a process model. In this way, we ensure that all possible behavior is
considered, and the results are not influenced by randomness.
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algorithm), we introduce two additional datasets. In the first one, we filter out
all activities aj whose activity frequency g(aj ) is lower than 0.2 in the variant
collection (cf. Def. 12); e.g., in our example activity Z in S5 as well as silent
activity τ (representing the loop in S4 ) are ignored (cf. Fig. 7.2). For this
extended data set, we can determine trace set T0.2 . In the second additional
dataset, we filter out activities whose activity frequency is lower than 0.6. Regarding our example, besides Z and τ , we then additionally filter out activity
Y in S2 , S3 , S5 , and S6 (cf. Fig. 7.2). Consequently, we obtain trace set T0.6
which contains all traces producible by the reduced variants. Note that T0.6 has
same activity set as the model discovered by our heuristic algorithm (cf. R4 in
Fig. 7.9). The enumerated trace sets T , T0.2 and T0.6 are imported into the
ProM framework. In our comparison, we consider alpha algorithm [197], heuristic miner [221], genetic algorithm [39] and multi-phase miner [200]. These are
well-known algorithms for discovering process models from execution logs. Fig.
8.4 shows three Petri Net models discovered by different algorithms based on
different data sets. The enumerated trace sets T , T0.2 and T0.6 , as well as the
process models discovered by different algorithms based on them are available at
http://wwwhome.cs.utwente.nl/~lic/Resources.html.

8.4.1

Evaluation Criteria

Our algorithms focus on the structural perspective of process models, i.e., our goal
is to configure the variant models out of a reference model with minimal efforts
(i.e., with minimal number of high-level changes). On the contrary, traditional
process mining focuses on process behavior, i.e., the discovered process model
should cover the behavior of the variant models (as reflected by their trace sets)
[197, 39, 200, 221]. In the following, we compare our algorithms with existing
process mining algorithms from both a structural and a behavioral perspective.
Since most existing process mining algorithms are either based on Petri Nets
or EPCs, we transform the process models discovered by the different algorithms
either into Activity Nets, Petri Nets or EPCs in order to enable a better comparison (see [40, 230] for respective transformation techniques). Such model transformation enables us to apply existing metrics [168, 113] and tools [201] for process
model evaluation instead of introducing new ones. We briefly describe the metrics applied in this context and refer [168, 113, 201] for details. In the following
we first introduce three parameters to evaluate the structure of process models,
namely average weighted distance, structural appropriateness, and # splits/joins
in EPC.
1. Average weighted distance measures the efforts to configure the process variants out of the discovered reference process model. The lower this
parameter is the easier the variants can be configured (cf. Chapter 5).
2. Structural appropriateness measures the complexity of a Petri Net by
computing the ratio between labeled transitions and nodes (transitions and
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Figure 8.4: Example process models discovered by process mining algorithms
places) [168]. The value range of this parameter is [0,1]; the higher this
value is, the simpler the Petri Net will be.
3. # Splits/Joins in EPC measures the number of splits and joins as contained in an Event Process Chain (EPC). It can be used to measure the
complexity of an EPC [113]. The higher this parameter is, the more choices
end users need to make when executing the process model and the more
complex the respective EPC will be.
We additionally use four parameters to evaluate the behavior of discovered
process models: behavior fitness, successful execution, proper completion, and
behavioral appropriateness.
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1. Behavior fitness evaluates whether the discovered process model, which
is represented as Petri Net, complies with the behavior as captured in the
execution log [168]. One way to investigate behavior fitness is to replay the
log on the Petri net. This is done in a non-blocking way; i.e., if there are
tokens missing to fire a transition in the discovered model, they are artificially created and replay proceeds [168]. The value range of this parameter
is [0,1]. The higher behavior fitness is, the better the discovered model will
cover the given trace set.
2. Successful execution measures the percentage of traces in an execution
log that can be successfully executed by the discovered process model [168].
The value range of this parameter is [0,1]. The higher it is, the more traces
in the execution log can be re-produced based on the discovered model.
3. Proper completion measures the percentage of traces in an execution log
that lead to proper completion [168]. Compared to ”successful execution”
this parameter further requires that the analyzed process model reaches an
end state after replaying a trace. The value range of this parameter is [0,1].
The higher it is, the more traces from the execution log will result in proper
completion.
4. Behavioral appropriateness measures to what degree the discovered process model allows ”extra” behaviors, i.e., the behaviors which are allowed by
the process model but are not observed in the execution log [168]. Similar
to behavior fitness, we can evaluate behavioral appropriateness by replaying the log on a Petri Net. The value range of this parameter is [0,1]. The
higher it is, the less ”extra” behavior is allowed by the discovered process
model [168].

8.4.2

Evaluation Results

Our evaluation results are summarized in Table 8.3. To differentiate our heuristic
algorithm from the heuristic miner as known from process mining [221], we denote
our heuristic algorithm as ”Heur. Var.” in Table 8.3. Note that behavior appropriateness is not included in Table 8.3 because in several cases the conformance
checker in ProM cannot measure the behavior appropriateness of the discovered
process models5 in a reasonable time (e.g., within a couple of days).
It is not surprising that both our heuristic and our clustering algorithm are
able to discover a process model of simple structure. Independent from which
dataset we use, the process models discovered by our two algorithms have better
scores for all three parameters relating to the structure of the discovered model;
5 not

only the models resulting by Multi-Phase miner
manually transformed Petri Net or EPC models into block-structured process models
to measure their average weighted distance to the variants. To ensure the resulting models are
not overly complex, some trivial behaviors of the Petri Net or EPC models are not considered.
6 We
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Data- Algorithms
set

T

T0.2

T0.6

Heur. Var.
Clustering
Alpha
Heuristic
Genetic
Multi-phase
Heur. Var.
Clustering
Alpha
Heuristic
Genetic
Multi-phase
Heur. Var.
Clustering
Alpha
Heuristic
Genetic
Multi-phase

Structure measurement
Average
Structural
# Joins/
weighted
approprisplits in
distance6
ateness
EPC
2.4
0.481
6
4.75
0.468
8
8.55
0.441
15
8.85
0.258
31
6.6
0.341
19
2245 arcs, 515 transitions 19
2.4
0.481
6
2.6
0.482
6
6.9
0.466
12
8.2
0.274
12
5.9
0.424
13
1534 arcs, 384 transitions 18
2.4

0.481

6.85
0.5
7.85
0.462
3.2
0.325
1266 arcs, 302 transitions

6
7
10
13
17

Behavior measurement
Behavior Successful Proper
fitness
execucomtion
pletion
0.876
0.353
0.353
0.737
0.120
0.120
0.646
0
0
0.437
0.042
0
0.811
0.342
0.009
In theory, all equals 1
0.886
0.382
0.382
0.784
0.133
0.133
0.706
0
0
0.789
0.268
0
0.846
0.460
0.009
In theory, all equals 1
0.851

0.327

0.337

0.814
0.407
0
0.736
0.407
0
0.886
0.394
0.278
In theory, all equals 1

Table 8.3: Performance comparison with process mining algorithms
i.e., they have lower average weighted distance, higher structural appropriateness, and less number of splits / joins in the corresponding EPC model. Except
multi-phase miner [200], none of the algorithms discovered a process model with
behavior fitness being 1. Note that multi-phase miner was designed in a way that
it always discovers a process model with fitness 1. Despite the fact that the models discovered by multi-phase miner are extremely complex, they also allow for
more behavior not covered by the variants [200, 168]; i.e., results are often underfitting.7 Consequently, we consider the costs of multi-phase miner for reaching
behavior fitness 1 as being too high (extremely complex structure and overfitting). When excluding multi-phase miner, evaluation results show that even if
we apply traditional process mining algorithms for discovering a process model
that covers behavior of the variants best, the resulting model might NOT be able
to support all kinds of behavior as captured by the variants. This indicates the
necessity for process configuration: i.e., it is not sufficient to maintain only one
model which covers all behavior; instead we must enable process configurations at
both run-time and build-time to obtain different process variants which support
specific behaviors in different scenarios.
For the given dataset, the behavior measurements of the process model we
discovered by our heuristic algorithm are also very good. Note that our heuristic
algorithm discovers the same model (cf. R4 in Fig. 7.9) based on either T , or
7 In principle, it is possible to measure underfitting using parameter like behavioral appropriateness [168]. However, due to the complexity of the discovered models, the conformance
checker in ProM cannot measure some of discovered models in a reasonable time.
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T0.2 or T0.6 . This model has highest behavior fitness for trace sets T and T0.2 ,
and only a few percent less than the genetic algorithm for T0.6 . This evaluation
results imply that the behavior aspect of the discovered model has not been
sacrificed that much. However, this was rather unexpected because our heuristic
variant mining algorithm is focusing on structure rather than on behavior. As
example consider the examples we presented in Section 3.3, which compare the
goal of process mining algorithms and the goal of our research (cf. Fig. 3.4).
If we evaluate these examples based on the evaluation criteria in Section 8.4.1,
process mining algorithms will have better scores in all behavior measurements.
Consequently, we cannot generalize the evaluation results based on this single
case. Instead, we consider the results as an interesting trigger for additional
analyses on the behavior aspects of our mining algorithms.
Note that the scope of process mining is also broader. In this thesis we have
assumed that process models are block-structured, activities have unique labels,
and each process model can be built based on a limited set of process patterns.
Process mining algorithms, on the contrary, can work without these constraints
and consequently can be applied to more complex scenarios as well. Based on
the analyses presented in this section, we consider our approach as an important
complement of process mining algorithms. Instead of having one complex model
which tries to cover all behaviors, we may maintain only a reference model of
simpler structure, and allow process adaptations to obtain suited process variants
supporting the execution of process instances best.

8.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have qualitatively and quantitatively compared our clustering
and our heuristic algorithms for discovering a reference process model out of a
collection of process variants. The clustering algorithm does not presume knowledge about the original reference process model based on which process variants
are configured. By only looking at the variant collection, it can quickly discover
a reference process model in polynomial time and provide additional information
on how well each part of the discovered reference model fits to the variants. Our
heuristic algorithm, in turn, can take the original reference model into account
such that the user can control to what degree the discovered model differs from
the original one. This way, we cannot only avoid spaghetti-like process models, but additionally control how much changes we want to perform. We further
compared our techniques with existing process mining algorithms. Results indicate good performance of our algorithms in both structure and behavior aspect.
Though the evaluation results are based on one example and we cannot generalize our conclusions, we consider them as an interesting trigger for integrating our
approaches with process mining techniques.
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Case Studies
In this section, we discuss how we applied our mining techniques to two real-world
cases from the automotive and the healthcare domain. In particular, these two
cases can be mapped to the two mining scenarios we have described in Chapter
1. To be more precise, the automotive case fits to Scenario 1, i.e., as input there
exists a collection of process variant models, but no original reference process
model is known. Opposed to this, the healthcare case can be mapped to Scenario
2, i.e., as in put there is a collection of process variant models as well as a
documented reference process model to which the variants related. The healthcare
and the automotive cases are described in Sections 9.1 and 9.2 respectively. We
present a cross-case analysis in Section 9.3 and conclude this chapter with a
summary in Section 9.4.

9.1 Hospital Case
9.1.1

Description

Context. We analyzed a variety of patient-centered processes in a large clinical centre (with more than 1000 beds) in Germany. In this clinical centre the
diagnostic and therapeutic processes of a patient usually involve various, organizationally more or less separate units. For a patient being treated in a department
of internal medicine or gynecology, for example, medical tests and procedures at
the laboratory and the radiology department become necessary. In this context,
medical procedures must be planned and prepared, and appointments be made.
Further, specimen or the patient herself have to be transported, physicians from
other units may need to come and see the patient, and medical reports have to be
written, sent, and evaluated. Thus, the cooperation between organizational units
as well as the medical personnel is a vital task, with repetitive but nevertheless
non-trivial character. In order to optimize these processes and to better align
them with the existing hospital information system, comprehensive reengineering
efforts were conducted at the clinical centre resulting in several hundred process
models. For capturing, analyzing and simulating these models two business process modeling tools were used - the ARIS toolset and the Bonpart tool (see Fig.
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Figure 9.1: Two process models of a particular clinic as captured with the ARIS
toolset
9.1 for a screenshot of one of the processes being modeled with ARIS toolset).
Data Source. We analyzed several process model repositories that emerged
during the above mentioned process reengineering efforts. Particularly, we were
able to identify more than 90 process variants for handling medical orders and
medical procedures respectively (e.g., X-ray inspections, cardiological examinations, lab tests). Despite their similarity the different variants were captured in
separate process models based on different notations (e.g., Event-driven Process
Chains and Activity Diagrams) and modeling components (e.g., ARIS Architect,
Bonapart). As example consider one variant of the medical order handling procedure as depicted in Fig. 9.2. The shown process variant was modeled with
the ARIS toolset and captured as Event-driven Process Chain. Interestingly, all
identified variant models were based on standard workflow patterns like Sequence,
AND-/XOR-Splits, AND-/XOR-Joins, and Loop, and their size ranged from 7 to
17 activities. Interestingly, for each variant it was possible to transform its model
into a behavior-equivalent, block-structured representation; i.e., it was possible to
map the different variant models to a representation following our process meta
model.1 However, before this transformation, we had to apply a number of sim1 This also applies to 70 other process models from the healthcare domain which we analyzed
in another case study in close collaboration with a Women’s Clinic. The respective models cover
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ple refactorings (see [210] for respective techniques) to harmonize the identified
process variant models. In particular, we had to relabel certain activities in order
to obtain a consistent labelling style and to ensure that activities with the same
meaning also have the same label. Besides this we excluded 3 process variants due
to flaws in their corresponding model. Note that the notation we use in Fig. 9.3
is only for illustration purpose, but does not correspond to the original notation
of the respective models (i.e., EPCs). Furthermore, we translated the German
labels into English language to make the case better understandable for readers.
Sources of Variance. Though the variant models show structural similarities they comprise parts only relevant for a sub-collection of the variants. For
example, some of the variants require confirmation of a medical order by a senior
physician, while this is not required for other variants. Similarly, there exist medical procedures requiring complex scheduling activities, whereas in other cases no
scheduling is required or the patient simply needs to be registered at the site of
the care provider. Depending on the physical condition of the treated patient, in
addition, a transport needs to be organized or not. Similarly, in emergency cases
a short medical report is transmitted immediately after the medical examination
to the requesting unit (e.g., a ward). Other variations of the analyzed models
concern the preparation phases at the site of the wards and the examination units
respectively.
Original reference model: The top of Fig. 9.3 shows the original reference
process model Sref as we could find it in the organizational handbook of the clinical centre. (Again not that the actual reference model was documented in terms
of an Event-Process-Chain whose elements were labelled in German language.)
Furthermore, this figure depicts four selected process variants as identified in our
case study. In total, we consider the most relevant 84 process variants which
make up more than 95% of the identified variants. Based on the number of corresponding process instances, we assign weights to the variant models ranging
from 0.1% to 8.67%. However, none of the process variants is dominant, or significantly more relevant than others. Note that the original reference process
model Sref constitutes a very simple model since it only contains 7 activities organized in sequence. When discussing this reference model with process owners
we learned that its original purpose was to define the basic organizational steps
of an arbitrary medical order, and medical processes respectively but that the
different variant models have evolved over time and thus more or less differ from
this reference model.
We calculate average weighted distance between this original reference model
and the given collection of process variants and obtain 5.307 as result; the corresponding fitness value is 0.585.
areas like birth and postnatal care, inpatient hemotherapy treatment, outpatient chemotherapy
treatment, ovarian carcinoma surgery, and keyhole surgery.
2 Note that the labels of the depicted Event Process Chain are in German since the respective
project was conducted in a German clinical centre.
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Figure 9.2: Example of one variant of the medical order handling process2

9.1.2

Results

We applied our heuristic algorithm for variant mining to this hospital case. We
did not set limitations regarding the number of search steps, i.e., the algorithm
continued as long as it was able to discover a better models. Table 9.1 shows obtained mining results and measures in respect to the original reference model, the
intermediate process models, and the finally discovered reference process model.
Comparable to the analysis of our illustrating example from Table 7.2, we calculate fitness value and average weighted distance for every discovered model. We
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Model name
Fitness
Average weighted distance
Change type
Delta-fitness
Delta-Distance

S
Original
reference
model
0.585
5.307

R1
1st
intermediate
model
0.673
4.307
Insertion
0.087
1

R2
2nd
intermediate
model
0.759
3.401
Insertion
0.086
0.905

R3
3rd
intermediate
model
0.773
2.981
Insertion
0.014
0.421

R4
Final
reference
model
0.778
2.795
Move
0.005
0.186

Table 9.1: Mining results of the hospital case study
further document delta-fitness and delta-distance (cf. Chapter 7) value for every
change operation. Results can be summarized as follows:
1. Time. The time to perform the mining is neglectable, it takes only 0.782
second to discover the three intermediate models R1 , R2 , R3 , and the final
result R4 .
2. Improvement of average weighted distance. If we do not set any limitation on
the number of search steps, we are able to reduce average weighted distance
of the reference process model from 5.307 to 2.795, which corresponds to
47.3% less than average weighted distance between original reference model
and variants. This result again indicates that we are able to significantly
reduce future configuration efforts when applying our algorithm.
3. Precision. Precision of the results is 100% for this case. We are able to
discover a better process model with lower average weighted distance to all
4 change operations.
4. Importance of top changes. Delta-distance and delta-fitness are monotonically decreasing in this case, indicating that a change operation performed
before another one is always more important than this other one. In this
case, the top 50% change operations account for 75.83% of the overall distance reduction.
It is not difficult to conclude that our algorithm performs well for this hospital
case. We are able to discover a better process model in a very short time, and
the models we discover also satisfy the features of our algorithms, i.e., our mining
algorithm discovers more important operations at the beginning of the search,
while it considers the less important one at th end.
We have shown the newly discovered reference model (as depicted at the bottom of Fig. 9.3), to process owners at the clinical centre who confirmed that this
new reference process model is closer to the variants than the old reference model.
We additionally considered other process models which were related and did show
some variance; e.g., we analyzed process variants representing different kinds of
chemotherapeutic treatments. However, since we were only able to identify three
different variant models of this process, we omit further details here.
The clinical centre was particularly interested in the harmonized variant models of the medical order handling procedure and the optimized reference process
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model we derived for it. Respective artifacts were needed for discussing required
customizations of the hospital information system in-use.

9.2 Automotive Case
9.2.1

Description

Context. We conducted a case study in a large automotive company in which
we analyzed variants of its product change management process. Basically, this
process comprises several phases like specification of a change request, handling
of this change request, change implementation, and roll-out. In the following
we only consider the top-level process and comment on sub-processes later on.
Usually, the change management process starts with the initiation of a Change
Request (CR), which must then be detailed and assessed by different teams (e.g.,
from engineering and production planning). The gathered comments have to be
aggregated and approved by the CR board. In case of positive approval change
implementation may start (e.g., detailing the planning and triggering the reengineering of parts affected by the change).
Data Source. We identified 14 process variants dealing with (product)
change management. These variants were captured in separate process models
being expressed in terms of UML Activity Diagrams and using standard process
patterns like Sequence, AND-/XOR-Splits, AND-/XOR-Joins, and Loop. Size of
the variants ranged from 5 to 12 activities and their weights from 2 to 15 according to the relative frequency of corresponding process instances. However, none of
the process variants was dominant or significantly more relevant than the others.
All variant models were already block-structured or could be easily transformed
into a behavior-equivalent block-structured process model. Note that the models
depicted in Fig. 9.4 resulted from a transformation to the specific graphical notion as used in the context of this thesis. The actual variant models have been
expressed in terms of UML Activity Diagrams.
Sources of Variance. Though the variant models show structural similarities they comprise parts which are only relevant for a sub-collection of the
variants. For critical changes, for example, the Quality Assurance Department
needs to be involved in the appraisal and commenting of the change request,
while this is not required for normal changes. Concerning low-cost changes, in
turn, change implementation may start before the change request is finally approved. In this case, the implementation procedure will have to be aborted and
compensated if the the approval is withhold. Other points of variations concern
the preparation of the approval task, the communication of implemented changes,
and the triggering of secondary changes (raised by the requested one). The left
hand side of Fig. 9.4 shows 4 sample variant models from our case.
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Figure 9.4: Selected process variants from the change management case

9.2. AUTOMOTIVE CASE

9.2.2

Results

Since we did not know the original reference process model, this case can be
mapped to Scenario 1. Therefore, we applied our clustering algorithm to ”merge”
the process variants. This way we obtained S 0 (cf. Fig. 9.4) as reference process
model. As average weighted distance between S 0 and the variants we obtained
2.06. The time to find the model was negligible (0.031 seconds).
We discussed the discovered reference model with process engineers from the
automotive company. They confirmed that it constitutes a good choice for representing the top level change management process.
Based on the discovered reference process model (or base model for configuration), we can apply advanced change management techniques to configure this
reference process model into the different process variants in an effective and
manageable way. In the automotive company, in which we conducted the case
study, the Provop research project was launched in which advanced concepts for
the management and configuration of process variants have been developed [68].
In Provop a particular process variant can be configured by domain experts by
adjusting a given reference process model through applying a set of high-level
and predefined changes.
In particular, the mining algorithms we developed in this thesis can significantly speed up the design of such a reference process model; more precisely
respective reference models can be automatically discovered for any collection
of block-structured process variant models. When further applying our mining
algorithms to sub-processes relating to the different phases of the change management process (e.g., change implementation) and their variants we obtained
good results as well.
The discussed case constitutes one of many process scenarios we encountered
and analyzed in the automotive domain. Interestingly, for almost all of them we
were able to identify large collections of similar process variants, each of them
being valid in a particular application context. Regarding the presented case the
process owners liked the discovered reference process model and considered it as
very intuitive. Based on this result, they asked us to apply our mining approach to
the more specific phases of the change management process as well, which resulted
in well-accepted reference models for its sub-processes as well. We also studied
other sources of data. Regarding release management for electric/ electronic
components in a car, for example, we identified more than 20 process variants
depending on the product series, involved suppliers, or considered development
phases.
Another complex scenario we considered was the product creation process, for
which dozens of variants exist. Thereby, each variant is assigned to a particular
product type (e.g., car, truck, or bus) with different organizational responsibilities
and strategic goals, or varying in some other aspects. Regarding the latter case,
however, we encountered additional problems concerning the inconsistent labeling
of activities, the use of different process granularities, and the heterogeneity of
the used modeling formalisms. This also shows that our algorithms need to be
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integrated in a larger process repository framework, which additionally provides
support for model configuration, model refactoring, and model management [210,
68].

9.3 Cross-Case Analysis
Our case studies fit to the two scenarios we described in Chapter 1. Therefore we
can apply the results from Section 8.3.1 to qualitatively compare the two cases
(cf. Table 8.1). For example, the two cases have different input data. While
our automotive case does not comprise a reference process model, our healthcare
case does. The cases also have different result formats: we discovered a reference
process model in our automotive case, while identifying a sequence of change
operations in the context of the healthcare case. Finally, in the context of the
two cases, we applied different evaluation criteria (separation and cohesion in the
context of the automotive case, and the described fitness function in connection
with the healthcare case).
As discussed in Chapter 8, our clustering and heuristics algorithms do not
exclude each other. In principle, we can apply the heuristic algorithm to the automotive case (no reference model) and the clustering algorithm to the healthcare
case as well. By doing this, we can quantitatively compare our cases.
Since there was no original reference process model in the automotive case,
we used the most frequent variant (cf. S1 in Fig. 9.4) as starting point of our
search. We did not set any search limitation in this context such that our heuristic
algorithm could discover the best model. As result we obtained process model S 0
(cf. Fig. 9.4) as best reference process model after performing one change on S1 ,
which is the same model as we discovered using the clustering algorithm. Though
the heuristic algorithm ran longer than the clustering one to find the reference
process model, overall search time was only 1.062 seconds.
For the healthcare case, we can apply our clustering algorithm purely based
on the collection of variants. By setting the threshold to 50%, we obtain a
process model S 00 which is similar to S 0 from Fig. 9.3. S 00 contains one additional
activity prepare patient (exam unit) as successor of call in patient and
predecessor of perform examination. Though different, S 00 has the same average
weighted distance to the variants as S 0 has, and only takes 0.031 seconds to
discover the result. However, since we did not consider the original reference
process model S, it is not possible to observe how the reference process model
evolve as our heuristic algorithm can do (cf. Table 9.1).

9.4 Summary
This chapter described two applications of our algorithms to real-world cases
from two different domains. The automotive case solely comprises a collection
of process variants. Therefore, we applied the clustering algorithm to discover a
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reference model which can be easily configured into these process variants. We
discussed the discovered reference model with process engineers from the automotive company and they confirmed that it constitutes a good choice for representing
the top level change management process. Furthermore, an additional research
project was launched by the respective automotive vendor in which a component
for the management and configuration of respective process variants was implemented. In particular, the techniques provided by this thesis are complementary
to this component and enable the design of optimized process reference models. Regarding the healthcare case, we were confronted with both a collection of
process variants and a reference process model out of which these variants were
configured. We then applied our heuristic algorithm to improve the existing reference process model. We presented the newly discovered reference process model
to process owners at the clinical centre who confirmed that it is closer to the
variants than the old reference model. The identified reference model was further
used as artifact in discussions with the vendor of the respective hospital information system in order to facilitate required customizations and configuration
options.
Altogether, from these two and other cases we considered, we believe that the
practical relevance of our algorithms will be high.
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Related Work
Though clustering and heuristic search algorithms have been widely used in areas
like data mining [181], artificial intelligence [110] and machine learning [138],
respective techniques have not been applied in the context of process variant
mining so far; i.e., there exist no advanced approaches for learning from the
adaptations that were applied when configuring process variants out of a given
reference process model.
In this chapter, we discuss the body of knowledge with respect to process
variant management and process variant mining (cf. Fig. 10.1). As the most
relevant research field for our work, we first extend our discussions on process
analysis and process mining algorithms in Section 10.1. Section 10.2 then presents
related work on traditional data analysis and data mining techniques. As an
emerging new field, Section 10.3 introduces approaches on web service support.
Following this, we look at general evaluation methods for algorithms in Section
10.4. Finally, Section 10.5 concludes with a summary.

10.1 Process Analysis and Process Mining Approaches
In this section, we discuss related work from the process management area. Particularly, we focus on related approaches on process change (cf. Section 10.1.1),
process similarity (cf. Section 10.1.2), process mining (cf. Section 10.1.3), conformance checking (cf. Section 10.1.4), process change mining (cf. Section 10.1.5),
and reference modeling (cf. Section 10.1.6).

10.1.1

Process Changes and Process Variant Management

The ability to effectively deal with process changes has been identified as one
of the most fundamental success factors in process-aware information systems
(PAISs) [124, 133, 149, 211, 213]. Considerable efforts have been made to make
PAISs more flexible [217, 66, 141, 165, 50, 189, 133]. For example, late binding
[1] and late modeling [109] techniques defer modeling decisions to run-time by
enabling users to select process fragments and to specify the control dependencies
between them on-the-fly. Declarative approaches [189, 133, 214] further enhance
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flexibility by only providing a set of rules and constraints, so that users can
compose a process model flexibly. Based on inductive logic programming, [50]
allows for flexible process execution and planning on condition that certain rules
expressed in terms of predicate logic are satisfied.
Furthermore, structural process changes at runtime and approaches for flexible process configuration have been intensively discussed in the literature [154,
155, 211] (cf. Section 2.2 for a detailed introduction). In this context, change
patterns and process flexibility frameworks have been introduced to describe common change features and flexibility approaches in the field of process management
[215, 211, 189, 133, 50]. A comprehensive analysis of theoretical and practical
issues related to (dynamic) process changes, for example, has been provided in
the context of the ADEPT2 change framework [141, 148] (cf. Section 2.3 for
details). Based on its conceptual framework, the AristaFlow BPM Suite has
emerged [148, 145, 37]. AristaFlow BPM Suite is an industrial-strength version
of the ADEPT2 process management system and has been already successfully
applied in various application domains [94].
There exist approaches for dynamic structural changes of Petri nets as well.
In this context, inheritance rules were introduced which allow modifying a Petri
Net, while maintaining its soundness [187]. Based on the suggested theory, tools
like C-YAWL and C-EPC [162, 54] for configurable process models [55] have
emerged which allow configuring process models at both runtime and buildtime.
For example, users may activate, block or hide certain activities or process fragments of the given reference process model. However, when configuring a process
model, certain requirements need to be fulfilled in order to ensure that the resulting process model meets correctness constraints [184, 183]. A similar approach is
provided by Provop [66, 68], which allows for the configuration of process variants
by applying well-defined change patterns (e.g., insert, delete, and move process
fragments) to a given reference process model. Thereby, Provop assists designers in the context-based application of respective changes when configuring a
a process reference model to a particular context [65], Provop further ensures
correctness of the configurable process variants in this context [67].
Change propagation deals with the problem that changing one process model
may influence dependable ones; i.e., a change applied to one process model needs
to be propagated to relating process instances and their models [156, 220, 229]. In
this context, approaches like ADEPT2, WIDE and WASA2 [147, 27, 156, 223] provide solutions to propagate process schema changes to related process instances
while further guaranteeing the correct executability of these process instances.
[229, 159] allow change propagations between process models of different abstraction levels based on their behavioral profiles. It discusses the influence of a process
change on related partner processes, and provides an approach to propagate such
change to partner process models based on process choreography analysis.
Furthermore, many efforts have been undertaken to enable PAISs to provide
full process lifecycle support. In this context approaches like ProCycle [213, 158],
CAKE2 [119], WASA2 [224, 207], TRAMs [87], Worklets/Exlets [1, 2], and YAWL
[192] have emerged (for an overview see [154, 211]). They are all trying to provide
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users with the flexibility to dynamically adapt the processes running in the PAIS
to real-world situations at both process type level and process instance level.
Finally, there exist approaches which provide support for the management and
retrieval of separately modeled process variants. As example, [107, 108] allows
for storing, managing and querying large collections of process variants within a
process repository. Graph-based search techniques are used in order to retrieve
variants that are similar to a user-defined process fragment. Obviously, this
approach requires profound knowledge about the structure of stored processes, an
assumption which does usually not hold in practice. However, no techniques for
analyzing the different variants and for learning from their specific customizations
are provided.

10.1.2

Process Similarity

Various papers have studied the process similarity problem [188, 187, 231, 12, 73].
Trace equivalence is commonly applied in this context to decide whether two
process models are similar or identical [73]. More precisely, two process models
are considered being the same if they can generate the same trace set (cf. Def.
4 in Section 2.1). Bisimulation [187, 203] refines the notion of trace equivalence
by considering stronger notions from structural aspects, e.g., the branching time
of different models. Usually respective similarity measurements result in binary
”Yes” or ”No” answers. Consequently, their usefulness is limited in our context.
Using traces, [188] measures the similarity between two process models based
on the observed behavior as captured in execution logs. This way, the similarity
also reflects the relative importance of each single trace from the execution log.
The approach presented in [231], in turn, uses edit distance to measure the difference between the trace sets of two process models. More precisely, the distance
between process models is measured in terms of the sum of all edit distances
between traces from the two trace sets. Other similarity measures use precision
and recall to evaluate the differences between two process models [188, 134]. Finally, [202] provides an interesting approach to measure the similarity between
two process models by using causal footprints, which describe a collection of the
essential behavioral constraints imposed by a process model. This approach takes
both behavior and semantics into account, and provides a similarity score close
to manual judgments.
There are few techniques measuring similarity between process models based
on their structure. Regarding Petri Nets and state automata, similarity between
process models can be measured based on behavioral inheritance rules [211, 191,
187]. For example, [191] introduces the notion of greatest common divisor (GCD)
and least common multiple (LCM) of two Petri Nets. In this context, the GCD
of two Petri Nets refers to a Petri Net which captures the maximal commonality
between them; the LCM of two Petri Nets, in turn, is a Petri Net which captures
each conceivable behavior of the two Petri Nets with simplest structure. Finally,
[46] presents an approach for measuring similarity between BPEL process models
taking into account their common structure. Such technique is similar to our
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distance measurement (cf. Chapter 5) but can only provide a binary answer to
whether two models are the same or whether one model is a sub-model of the
other. We refer to [219] for an overview of approaches measuring behavioral and
structural similarities between process models.
Similarity measurements have been also applied for matching activities in
process models [44, 43, 24]. In this context, the goal is to map the activities
from one process model to the activities of another one, while taking semantics,
structure and control flow aspects into account. Similarity results are considered
being helpful when merging two process models or when retrieving them from a
process repository [43].
None of these approaches measures similarity in terms of a unique number,
based on the effort needed for transforming one process model into the other as
presented in this thesis.

10.1.3

Process Mining

Process mining has been extensively studied in literature. Its key idea is to discover a process model by analyzing the execution behavior of (completed) process
instances as typically captured in execution logs [195] (cf. Section 2.5 for a detailed introduction of process mining techniques). In the context of process mining, a variety of techniques has been suggested with different properties and goals
[195, 221, 39, 197], and advanced tools like ProM [201, 64] have been developed
supporting a large spectrum of process mining and process analysis algorithms.
For example, the Alpha algorithm [197, 222] can quickly discover a process model
expressed in terms of a Petri Net [126]. However, this simple algorithm is only
of theoretical interest since it cannot handle short loops or noise. It can also
not differentiate between important traces and trivial ones. The heuristic mining
algorithm [221] extends the Alpha algorithm by additionally being able to cope
with noise in the logs. In this context, noise often refers to exceptional behavior
or erroneous data contained in the execution log. The genetic mining algorithm
[39] additionally extends process mining techniques by also considering complex
constructs like non-free choice, non-unique labels and short loops. When applying the genetic mining algorithm, the discovered process model will be closer to
the behavior as observed from the execution log. However, this algorithm is also
more complex than the Alpha or the heuristic mining algorithm.
Besides the aforementioned algorithms, which discover a Petri Net from an
execution log, several other process mining algorithms exist which discover a
process model being expressed in terms of other formalisms. For example, [33]
introduces three algorithms representing different levels of accuracy and enabling
different degrees of robustness at the presence of noise. Regarding these algorithms, traces are first converted into an event graph based on Markov chains
[10, 72] and are then transformed into a finite state machine which represents
the discovered model. Multi-phase Miner [200] discovers an EPC model by iteratively including each trace in the discovered process model. The approach
presented in [172], in turn, focuses on the discovery of a block-structured process
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model. This algorithm iteratively refines the internal structure of a bigger block
into several smaller ones. This iterative approach continues until all blocks are
identified. Using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm, [48] tries to discover
a process model from unlabeled execution logs, i.e., without having information
about which activities belong to which process instances.
In order to achieve better results in process mining, trace clustering techniques
have been suggested [19, 57, 177]. Instead of considering the whole trace set for
process mining, traces are first clustered into several smaller sets, and then a
collection of process models is discovered for each of these small trace sets using
standard process mining techniques like the aforementioned heuristic and genetic
algorithms [39, 221]. Consequently, instead of one several process models are
discovered simultaneously. Each of them fits better to the corresponding subset of traces when compared to the process model that can be discovered when
considering all traces. However, the discovered collection of models still needs to
be managed separately. So far, it has been not possible to merge them into a
generic model from which they can be easily configured.
Another direction of trace clustering aims at clustering activities within traces
for better visualization purpose [63, 206, 15]. For example, [63] clusters several
activities into a segment and then discovers process models only based on these
process segments. This way spaghetti-like structures are avoided for the discovered model. Similarly, the approaches presented in [206, 49] apply techniques
based on Markov chains [72, 10] in order to divide a long trace into a number
of small clusters. Based on these trace clusters, several process fragments, which
describe different parts of a process model, can be discovered independently.
Based on the theory of regions [35], we can create a process model by adding
all process variants to different branches of an XOR-split. Then we can simplify
this process model and consequently obtain a model which captures all behaviors the process variants can show. Such state-based mining techniques inspired
Multi-phase Miner [200] or Region-based Mining [199] in the field of process mining. For example, Multi-phase Miner follows an iterative approach, and in every
iteration it improves the discovered process model by including one more trace
in the model. Consequently a key property of Multi-phase Minder is that it can
always discover a process model with a fitness value of 1, i.e., all observed behaviors in the trace set are covered in the discovered process model. However,
the process models discovered from these approaches often result in over-fitting
process models with a spaghetti-like structure (cf. Chapter 8 for detailed explanation). Usually, state-based algorithms also have difficulties to cope with noise
or to deal with infrequent process variants.
As we have already systematically discussed in Chapters 3 and 8, traditional
process mining differs from process variant mining due to its different goals and
input data [99]. The goal for mining process variants is to discover a reference
process model based on which the variants can be configured with less efforts.
Opposed to this, the goal of process mining is to discover a process model which
covers the observed behavior as it is captured in execution logs best. In principle,
we can apply traditional process mining algorithms to the problem addressed
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by this thesis as well. However when conducting a quantitative comparison, we
learned that the clustering and the heuristic algorithms presented in this thesis
can discover a process model with better structure, but without sacrificing the
behavior aspects too much (cf. Chapter 8 for details). [79] presents a method
to mine configurable process models based on event logs, but is still focusing on
the discovery of process models from event logs rather than on the reduction of
efforts for structural process configurations.

10.1.4

Conformance & Compliance Checking

Conformance checking techniques have been widely used to measure the matching
between designed process model and its actual executions [168]. Such analyses
often can be interpreted from both log perspective and process model perspective.
From the process model perspective, conformance checking measures to what degree process executions deviate from the originally designed process model; by
contrast the log perspective reflects to what degree the real behavior is covered
by the original process model [168]. Such idea has also influenced process mining
approaches like genetic mining [39] and trace clustering [19]. Similarly, conformance checking can be applied in the context of process monitoring where people
focus on monitoring how business process executions deviate from the original
process model [58, 237].
In addition, conformance checking can be used to evaluate a process model
from other perspectives as well. For example, behavioral appropriateness measures to what degree extra behavior, which is not captured in the log, is included
by a process model [168]. If a process model contains too much extra behavior,
it is considered as ”over-fitting”. Finally, conformance checking can also be used
to evaluate the complexity of a process model [168].
Similarly, compliance checking techniques measure to what degree data-flow or
business rules are satisfied by a process model [5]. Respective techniques are often
applied when designing a new process model or when auditing past executions
of existing business process models [52]. However, conformance or compliance
checking techniques are often focusing on the execution, the data flow or related
business rules of a process model, but not on structural adaptations as addressed
in this thesis.

10.1.5

Process Change Mining

There exist few techniques for mining process model variants. For example, the
ProCycle system enables change reuse at the process instance level to effectively
deal with recurrent problem situations [158, 213]. ProCycle applies case-based
reasoning techniques to allow for the semantic annotation as well as for the retrieval of process changes. Based on this, respective process adaptations can be
re-applied in similar problem context to configure other process instances later
on. If the reuse of a particular change exceeds a certain threshold, it becomes
a candidate for adapting the process schema at the type level; i.e., for evolving
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this schema accordingly and thus for considering the change for future process
instances as well. Though the basic goal of ProCycle is similar to our approach,
the techniques applied are much more simpler and do not consider variation in
changes. Instead, the focus of ProCycle is more on the reuse of ad-hoc changes
based on semantic annotations. A similar learning approach, which also relies on
case-based reasoning techniques, is provided by CAKE2 [119, 216].
To mine high level change operations, [61, 62] present an approach based on
process mining techniques. The input consists of a change log, which explicitly
documents all process changes. Process mining algorithms are then applied to
discover the execution sequences of the changes (i.e., the change process). However, a prerequisite of this approach is the presence of a valid change log which is
not always available in practice. In addition, this approach simply considers each
change as individual operation such that its result is more like a visualization of
changes rather than their mining. By contrast, the clustering and heuristic algorithms presented in this thesis can discover a reference process model without
requiring the presence of a change log.
The work presented in [104] introduces a technique to rank activities based
on their potential involvement in process configurations. Similar to our heuristic
algorithm, it can identify which activities are more often changed than others.
However, opposed to our heuristic algorithm it cannot provide suggestions on
how to change these activities in order to improve the reference process model
[105].

10.1.6

Reference Modeling

Regarding Configurable Workflow Models [55], all process variants are merged
into one core reference process model. This merging is based on inheritance rules
known from Petri Nets [187]. Though techniques like questionnaire-based configuration can help in making the right configuration decisions at configuration
time [163], the resulting model turns out to be complex containing plenty of decision points (see the case study reported in [56]). This approach becomes even
more difficult when being confronted with a large collection of process variants,
not being equally important. In this case, an extremely complex process model
might result which contains too many decision points and which cannot differentiate between important variants and trivial ones. In fields like healthcare, such
complex models are often not preferred due to the large efforts needed to use
them [4, 96].
In this context, the aforementioned Provop approach (cf. Section 10.1.1) provides more flexibility in defining a reference process model and its configuration
options [68]. However, it still requires manual discovery of a reference model (or
a based model for process configurations). When encountering a large collection
of complex process variants, this may require considerable time and efforts to
discover a good reference model. The algorithms presented in this thesis can act
as a decision support tool for discovering a reference process model in the context
of Provop approach.
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10.2 Data Analysis and Data Mining Approaches
We first introduce and compare different distance measurements in Section 10.2.1.
Following this we discuss techniques for graph-based analyses in Section 10.2.2.
Section 10.2.3 then provides a general discussion of clustering and heuristic algorithms.

10.2.1

Distance Measurement

In the database field, the delta-algorithm [93, 31] has been widely used to measure
the difference (i.e., delta) between two datasets. When updating a database, only
the delta is performed in order to minimize the number of transactions of this
update. Similar to the design goals of this thesis, the idea of minimizing the
number of changes is commonly applied in fields like data warehousing [93] and
distributed systems [31]. In addition, such techniques have been applied for
measuring process model difference. For example, the approach presented in [7]
measures the distance between two process models by determining their difference
in respect to their node and edge sets.
In the context of text processing, the edit distance (or Levenshtein distance)
is used to measure the minimal number of changes required to convert one string
into another [231, 208, 166]. Such distance measurement is commonly used for
string and text processing [9, 208]. It has been also applied for various analyses
of the traces a process model can produce, e.g., for measuring process distance
[231] and for trace clustering [177, 19].
Tree edit distance extends edit distance by analyzing tree structures instead
of strings [12]. Due to is ability to handle more complex structures, this technique is frequently applied in fields like computational biology [80] and compiler
optimization [180].
However, it would be not a good idea to directly apply the above mentioned
approaches in our research context. In particular, they do not take the structural aspects of process models into account. A process model contains richer
information than just nodes and edges (e.g., concerning split and join semantics),
and various properties (e.g., soundness) need to be guaranteed when changing it
[225, 211].

10.2.2

Graph-based Analysis and Mining Approaches

A process model is often represented as a graph structure based on which different
kinds of analyses are performed [7, 108, 188]. Informally, a graph consists of
a set of nodes, which can be connected using (directed) edges. Graph-based
data representation is used in many research fields like computer networks, social
networks and bioinformatics. Consequently, we can utilize some of the results
from graph theory in the context of mining and analyzing process models as well.
Graph isomorphism [181] and sub-graph isomorphism [181, 86, 235] are used to
measure the similarity between two graphs. In this context, two unlabeled graphs
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(or sub-graphs) are compared based on their structure, and they are considered
being isomorphic if a one-to-one mapping between their nodes exists. Despite
the high complexity of this problem, most algorithms can only provide a binary
answer, and are therefore difficult to apply to the basic problems discussed in
this thesis.
There are few techniques which allow to learn from process variants by mining
recorded change primitives (e.g., to add or delete control edges). For example,
the approach presented in [7] measures process model similarity based on the
adjacency matrices of the process models and suggests mining techniques using
this measure. Similar techniques for mining change primitives exist in the field
of association rule mining [181, 228], frequent sub-graph mining [78, 91], and
graph pattern discovery [235]; here common edges between different nodes are
discovered in order to construct a common sub-graph from a set of graphs. Such
techniques have been commonly applied in the field of bioinformatics for ”subdue”
discovery, where ”subdue” represents a certain sub-structure of genes or proteins,
which has a particular chemical or biological behavior [75]. Furthermore, social
network researchers use these techniques to find communities in which people
communicate internally and share common interests [121]. We refer to [29] for a
survey on graph mining topics and algorithms.
Besides mining, various analyses are enabled using graph representations. For
example, the shortest path algorithm [34] can be applied to find the shortest path
from one node to another; reachability analysis [166] can be applied to figure out
whether there are graph nodes that are isolated from other nodes. Based on
advanced techniques, we can identify key players in a network as well [18]. Key
players are the ones whose removal would disrupt or disconnect the network
maximally. In addition, we can evaluate the performance of networks, or analyze
a particular network phenomenon using simulations. For example, [25] simulates
virus propagation in order to stop the infection before it becomes an epidemic.
All these approaches are based on graph representations. However, they do
not consider important properties of process meta models. For example, they do
not consider soundness issues, do not differentiate between AND-Split and XORSplit nodes, and have difficulties to cope with silent activities (i.e., unlabeled
process activities without any associated action).

10.2.3

Clustering and Heuristic Algorithms in General

The clustering algorithm introduced in this thesis has been inspired by agglomerative hierarchical clustering and can be considered as a variant of it [181].
When compared to traditional agglomerative hierarchical clustering approaches,
our clustering algorithm differs in technical details, e.g.; in how to build a block
after finding a cluster and in how to reset the datasets afterwards (see Chapter
6 for details). Various kinds of graph analyses also employ clustering techniques;
e.g., for partitioning a graph or for finding its minimal spanning tree [82, 181].
These approaches have been applied in various domains as well; e.g., to speed up
text processing [42] or to optimize the resource allocation in a distributed system
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[111]. In addition, the evaluation measures we apply in the context of our clustering algorithm - precision and separation - were inspired by dengrogram analysis
for clustering algorithms [181]. In most clustering algorithms, precision evaluates
to what degree data samples are clustered into the right clusters, while separation
measures to what degree different clusters are separable from each other [181].
In the context of this thesis, we use similar computation approaches with minor
adaptations.
Heuristic algorithms or metaheuristic approaches have been applied in various fields, including data mining [181], artificial intelligence [110] and machine
learning [138]. Normally, a heuristic algorithm optimizes a problem by iteratively
trying to improve a candidate solution (a search method) with regards to a given
measure of quality (fitness). A problem employs heuristics when ”it may have an
exact solution, but the computational cost of finding it may be prohibitive” [110].
Although heuristic algorithms do not aim at finding the ”real optimum”, they
are widely used in practice. Particularly, heuristic algorithms have been widely
applied in solving problems with N P complexity, like traveling salesman, integer linear programming, and resource-constrained project scheduling problems
[97, 106, 34]. The heuristic algorithm introduced in this thesis (cf. Chapter 7)
constitutes an evolutionary algorithm (or hill-climbing approach) [110]; i.e., we
try to iteratively find better solutions. As extension, genetic algorithms further
imitate biological evolutions by breeding generations of offsprings to find the offspring with the best gene [176]. Simulated annealing further extends evolutionary
algorithms by continuing search with less optimized solutions so that it can avoid
trapping into a local optimum [85]. In the context of our research, we decided
to apply a basic evolutionary algorithm instead of more advanced meta-heuristic
approaches. The reason for this choice is that our goal is to lay the ground for
mining process model variants instead of improving their performance.

10.3 Web Services
Web services can be considered as ”self-contained, self-describing, modular applications that can be published, located, and invoked across the Web” [139].
In this context, an increasing number of companies and organizations focus on
implementing their core business and outsource other application services over
the Internet; i.e., they utilize web services as offered by global providers. This
trend has attracted both academic and industrial researchers to look at different
aspects of services including their composition, orchestration and monitoring. In
this section, we focus on techniques for service composition and service monitoring.

10.3.1

Service Composition

Service composition is one of the most popular research topics in the field of web
services and service-oriented computing [130, 139, 28, 118]. Service composition
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refers to the combined use of existing (web) services in order to serve the business
needs of a company best [139]. It often employs process management technology
(e.g., process engines based on WS-BPEL (Business Process Execution Language)
[21]) to orchestrate a collection of services in a process-oriented way in order to
realize a particular business goal.
A a service composition is often transformed into a formal representation (e.g.,
a Petri Net [74, 126] or state automaton [230]) in order to apply different kinds of
analyses. For example, based on such transformation we can validate, diagnose
and evaluate the performance of a service composition schema (e.g., response
time and failure rate) by using various kind of process analyses [194]. Respective
techniques focus on the structural and behavioral aspects of a service composition schema. Furthermore several other aspects have been discussed in order
to guarantee well functioning service composition schemes. For example, [175]
discusses semantic aspects of service compositions and suggests a richer description of services and a more effective way for allocating resources. The approach
described in [26], in turn, deals with quality aspects of service compositions; i.e.,
it addresses the question how a service composition schema can satisfy certain
quality properties like low response time and costs.
Service choreographies further extend the scope of service orchestrations by
additionally considering the interactions between multiple service compositions
[225]. In this context, the Choreography Description Language (CDL) [232] was
introduced for specifying service choreographies. Like composition schemes, a
service choreography specification is often transformed into a formal representation in order to enable its formal verification as well as to apply performance
analyses [51].
Recently, advanced techniques for dynamic service composition were introduced which allow to dynamically adapt service compositions to changes in their
environment and to the needs of different customers in a simple and effective
way [28, 146, 53]. Respective adaptations are similar to the ones known from
adaptive process management, which has been intensively studied during the last
years [133, 68, 211, 213].
When allowing for the dynamic definition and adaptation of service composition schemes, we potentially obtain a large collection of service composition
schema variants derived from the same original schema, but slightly differing in
their structure. Consequently, mining the schemes of these service variants becomes an interesting topic [28, 139]. For this purpose, the different techniques
described in this thesis can be directly applied. Furthermore, flexibility issues
with respect to service choreographies have become a subject of increasing interest during the last years. For example, the approaches described in [229, 159]
allow to align choreography schema changes with BPEL schema changes.
Since many approaches on service composition and service analysis are based
on process management techniques, we have provided a detailed discussion on
them in Section 10.1.
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10.3.2

Service Monitoring

Service monitoring techniques are used to monitor the actual behavior of service
compositions and agreed upon service level agreements (SLAs) respectively [83].
Violations of these SLAs (e.g., delayed response time, lower quality of services)
can be identified and punished [16, 17]. Similar techniques have been applied in
business IT alignment [186], where undefined business rules or security protocols
[212] are automatically identified and measured. However, most approaches for
service monitoring analyze behavior inconsistencies (i.e., mismatch between the
designed composition schema and its real executions) [16, 17], or data / business
rule violations (i.e., deviations from pre-defined business rules or required service
qualities) [6, 5]. Clearly, they have different goals as the ones of this thesis in
which we focus on learning from structural control flow adaptations. As service
monitoring topics are similar to conformance checking [168] or compliance checking [5] known from the field of process analysis, we have discussed further details
in Section 10.1.

10.4 Algorithm Evaluation Approaches
In this thesis, we have evaluated our algorithms based on simulations (cf. Chapter
6 and Chapter 7) and case studies (cf. Chapter 9). Section 10.4.1 discusses the
application of simulations in other research context. We further discuss general
algorithm evaluation criteria in Section 10.4.2.

10.4.1

Simulations

Simulation is often applied in system design, analysis and evaluation, and is one
of the most widely used techniques in operations research, management science
and computer visualizations [95]. In a simulation, ”we numerically excise the
model for the inputs and see how they affect the outputs” [95]. Simulations can
be used to explore and gain new insights into new algorithms or technologies,
and to estimate the performance of systems which are too complex for analytical
solutions [95].
In the context of this thesis, we use simulation to evaluate the performance
and basic properties of our algorithms and to predict their behavior when being
applied in practice and in a large scale. Such approach (i.e., using simulation to
test properties of the algorithms) is not only used frequently in computer science
[7, 41, 106], but also commonly applied in other fields as well. For example,
Traffic engineers use simulations for the planning, design and operation of transportation systems (e.g., to plan or redesign parts of the street network from single
junctions over cities to a national highway network [136]). In ecology, biologists
use simulations to predict future fish populations in order to design proper fishing
policies [167]. Simulation techniques are also applied by economists to evaluate
the influences of certain economic regulations or policies [170].
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10.4.2

Algorithm Evaluation Criteria

Besides simulation, various techniques for evaluating the performance of heuristics
algorithms and clustering techniques exist. Complexity theory is often applied to
evaluate time and/or space complexity of an algorithm [34]. Complexity of an algorithm is expressed in terms of polynomials to indicate how required time/space
grows as the number of analyzed data-points grows [34]. However, most algorithms in our context have non-deterministic polynomial (i.e., N P) complexity.
Therefore, additional analyses of the performance of our algorithms are required.
The distance-fitness correlation, as used in this thesis, is commonly applied in
the evaluation of other heuristic or genetic algorithms as well [81]. For example,
[81] discusses more than 20 heuristic or genetic algorithms and uses the correlation
between their fitness value and the closest local optimum to evaluate the difficulties of the problem filed and the performance of particular algorithms. [178]
further uses correlation between fitness values of parent and child generations to
evaluate the crossover function of a genetic algorithm.
It is also possible to evaluate an algorithm using qualitative measures. For
example, we can evaluate whether or not initial centroid points can influence
final clustering results, or whether a clustering algorithm is tolerant in respect to
noise and outliers [181]. In addition, empirical findings or manual judgment can
also play a role in algorithm evaluations. For example, in the filed of information
retrieval, ranking results of a particular searching algorithm are usually compared
to manually judged results. In this way they can evaluate the performance of a
particular search algorithm [14, 8].

10.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed existing work in the context of managing,
analyzing, and mining process model variants. Particularly, we compared our
algorithms with a variety of approaches in fields like traditional data analyses
and data mining, process change, process similarity measurement, and process
mining.
Traditional data analysis and data mining algorithms commonly do not consider important properties of a process meta model. Most process change and
process analysis techniques, in turn, can take important properties of a process model into account, but do not support learning from past process changes.
Though process mining algorithms support learning from past process executions
and process changes, they have different inputs and goals than the algorithms
presented in this thesis.
In summary, only few of the discussed approaches are appropriate for supporting the evolution of a reference process model towards an easy and cost-effective
model by learning from process variants in a controlled way.
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Summary

This thesis presented challenges, scenarios and algorithms for the representation,
comparison and mining of process variants.
We first described the major goal of process variant mining. By mining a
collection of process model variants, we want to discover a reference process
model out of which the process variants can be easily configured, i.e., a reference
process model with minimal average distance to the variants. We believe that
realizing this goal will contribute to strengthen process mining tools, and enable
learning from past process adaptations and process configurations, respectively.
Based on an analysis of existing process mining techniques, we motivated the need
for designing novel algorithms in order to achieve this goal, and we described the
challenges to be tackled in this context.
We provided a matrix representation for process models, which we denote as
order matrix. An order matrix captures (transitive) order relations between pairs
of activities, and can be considered as unique representation of a block-structured
process model. We compared the order matrix with process tree representations.
The obtained results indicate that the order matrix supports process changes
better and fosters the identification of process blocks. We further introduced the
notion of aggregated order matrix, which aggregates a number of order matrices,
in order to represent a collection of process models.
Based on order matrices we addressed the challenge to measure the efforts
for process configuration. For this purpose we introduced the concept of process
distance, which corresponds to the minimal number of high-level change operations needed for transforming one process model into another. In general, we
assume that the shorter the average distance between a reference process model
and related process variants is, the less changes are required for adapting the
variants and the less efforts are needed for process configuration. In this context,
we introduced a method based on boolean algebra optimization to compute the
distance between two process models.
Following this, we developed, evaluated and compared two algorithms for discovering a reference process model from a collection of process variants. Adopting
the discovered model as new reference process model makes (future) process configuration easier, since less efforts for configuring the variants are required.
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Our clustering algorithm does not presume any knowledge of the original
reference process model out of which the process variants were configured. By
only looking at the process variant models, it can quickly discover a reference
process model in polynomial time, which allows us to scale up when solving realworld problems. Our clustering algorithm can further provide information on
how well each part of the discovered reference model fits to the variants. Such
information can help to identify those regions where process configurations often
occur.
Our heuristic algorithm, in turn, can also take the original reference model
into account such that the user can control to what degree the discovered model
is different from the original one. This way, we can avoid spaghetti-like process
models and additionally control how many changes we want to perform on the
original reference model. Our algorithm can automatically determine which activities shall be considered in the reference model. Filtering or pre-analysis of the
activity sets are not needed in this context. We evaluated our heuristic algorithm
by performing a comprehensive simulation. Based on the obtained simulation
results, we can draw the following conclusions:
1. The fitness function of our heuristic search algorithm is correlated with the
average weighted distance with high correlation value. This indicates good
performance of our algorithm since the approximation value we use to guide
the search is nicely correlated to the real one.
2. Performance of our heuristic algorithm can scale up. Its performance, which
is measured based on the correlation between fitness and distance, is independent from the size of the models.
3. When discovering a new reference model by changing the original one, the
more important changes, which largely reduce average weighted distance
to the variants, are performed at the beginning. Our simulation results
indicate that the first 1/3 of the applied changes result in about 2/3 of
overall distance reduction.
Both the clustering and the heuristic algorithm have their advantages and
disadvantages. The clustering algorithm has polynomial complexity; i.e., it runs
significantly faster than the heuristic algorithm. In addition, our clustering algorithm reflects how each part of the discovered reference process model fits to
the variants (using separation and cohesion). Our heuristic algorithm, in turn,
can only provide an overall evaluation (based on fitness). However, the clustering algorithm cannot control the discovery procedure or distinguish important
changes from less relevant ones as our heuristic algorithm does. As our simulations revealed, process models discovered by the clustering algorithm were also
less optimal when compared to the ones discovered by the heuristic algorithm,
since the search space of the clustering algorithm is considerably smaller.
We further compared our algorithms with traditional process mining algorithms. Based on a quantitative analysis, we showed that the reference model
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discovered by our algorithm requires a lower number of change operations for configuring the variants in comparison to the models we can discover when using traditional process mining algorithms. Though behavior aspects are not considered
in our algorithms, our comparison results imply that behavior of the discovered
model was not sacrificed that much. Though these results cannot be generalized,
they give a good motivation for integrating our algorithms with process mining
techniques.
We successfully applied the two algorithms to cases from the automotive and
the healthcare domain. During these studies, the practical relevance and benefit
of our work became evident. Regarding the automotive case, our clustering algorithm discovered a reference process model which constitutes a good choice for
representing the top level change management process. Regarding the healthcare
case, our heuristic algorithm contributed to improve a clinical reference process
model by significantly reducing its average weighted distance to the variants. As
expected, it discovered important changes at the beginning of the search.
Though results look promising and are practically relevant, as always there is
room for future research work:
 First we have to include more control structures (like synchronization constraints for parallel activities as proposed in the ADEPT framework or in
WS-BPEL). Furthermore, we need to relax the constraint that labels are
unique. We can also cover more practical cases if we further relax the blockstructure constraint for process models. We believe that such extension can
be at least partly based on the concepts and techniques presented in this
thesis.
 Second, though our comparison results in Chapter 8 indicate good performance of our algorithms in both structure and behavior aspect, it would
be useful to tighter integrate our algorithms with existing process mining
algorithms such that we can take structure as well as behavior perspective
simultaneously into account in order to cover more general cases [197].
 As learned from our case studies, data-flow and actor assignments also
constitute important parts of any process configuration. Therefore, it would
be advantageous to additionally consider these perspectives in our mining
approach so that it cannot only consider structural control flow changes, but
also include structural data flow changes [68] or changes of an organization
model [112] in process configurations as well.
 Finally, we believe that process variants mining also constitutes a challenging research topic in the field of data-driven processes (i.e., processes where
data and object changes drive the execution of the processes [90]). In this
context there exists work targeting at the product-based support of large
process structures and their coordination based on object models and relating object relations (see [123]). It would be interesting to analyze variants
in that context as well.
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With the increasing adoption of Process-aware Information Systems, the operational support for business processes has become an integral part of enterprise
computing [225]. In particular, businesses are more and more driven by process
models, which will result in the emergence of large process model repositories
[164].
The ability to manage model variants in such repositories will therefore become an important issue for managing, maintaining and evolving process-aware
information systems [213]. The techniques provided in this thesis constitute a
good solution for managing and analyzing process variants, and therefore close a
gap in respect to full process lifecycle support in PAISs. In principle, if process
model variants can be transformed into a block-structured representation[135,
204, 84, 140], , our approaches become applicable for managing and analyzing
large variant collections.
In the context of this thesis, we assume process models to be block-structured.
On the one hand, block-structured models are easy to understand [151, 115, 116],
have less chances of containing errors [114, 116, 32], facilitate advanced analysis
[205, 59, 46], and are easy to change [211, 141]. These reasons explain an increasing interest of researches for also transforming non-block-structured models into
block-structured ones [135, 204, 84, 140]. On the other hand, block-structured
models only support a fraction of the known workflow patterns [193], i.e., expressiveness remains an issue. For the future, we are expecting a balance to be made
between performance and expressiveness issues. In particular, future languages
and tools should support additional patterns, while ensuring good performance as
well as usability in the context of more advanced use cases like dynamic process
changes.
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A.1 Properties of Block-structured Process Model
Let S = (A, E, AT, ET, l ) be a block-structured process model (cf. Def. 1).
Then: S has the following structural properties:
1. S has a unique start node; i.e.; ∃!s ∈ A : ∀(a1 , a2 ) ∈ E : a2 6= s.
s is the only node with AT (s) = StartFlow.
2. S has a unique end node; i.e.; ∃!e ∈ A : ∀(a1 , a2 ) ∈ E : a1 6= e.
e is the only node with AT (e) = EndFlow.
3. Let Atypes be defined as Atypes := {a ∈ A|AT (a) ∈ types}, Then:
 Each non-split node (excl. the end node) has exactly one outgoing
precedence edge: S
S
∀a ∈ A \ AAndSplit XorSplit EndF low :
∃!e = (a1 , a2 ) ∈ E with a1 = a ∧ ET (e) = Precedence.
 Each non-join node (excl. the start node) has exactly one incoming
precedence edge: S
S
∀a ∈ A \ AAndJoin XorJoin StartF low :
∃!e = (a1 , a2 ) ∈ E with a2 = a ∧ ET (e) = Precedence.
 Any loop edge links a StartLoop node with an EndLoop node:
∀e = (a1 , a2 ) ∈ E with ET (e) = Loop,
⇒ AT (a1 ) = StartLoop ∧ AT (a2 ) = EndLoop.

4. S is block-structured –i.e., the following properties hold:
 Let Splits, Joins ⊂SA be defined as follows:
S
Splits := AAndSplit XorSplit , Joins := AAndJoin XorJoin .
Then: There exists a mapping join : Splits → Joins with:
– s ∈ Splits, ⇒ s ≺ join(s).
– join is a bijective mapping, i.e., join(s1 ) = join(s2 ) for s1 , s2 ∈
Splits, ⇒
s1 = s2 ∧ ∀j ∈ Joins : ∃s ∈ Splits : join(s) = j.
– Let s ∈ Splits:
S
The subgraph induced by {s, join(s)}
{a ∈ A|s ≺ a ∧ a ≺
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join(s)} is a SESE, i.e., a subgraph with single entry and single
exit node.
– s ∈ Splits ∧ AT (s) = AndSplit(XorSplit),
⇒ AT (join(s)) = AndJoin(XorJoin).
 There exists a bijective mapping loop : AStartLoop → AEndLoop with:
– ls ∈ AStartLoop , ⇒ loop(ls) ≺ ls
– ls ∈ AStartLoop
S, ⇒ The subgraph induced by
{ls, loop(ls)}
{a ∈ A|loop(ls) ≺ a ∧ a ≺ ls} is a SESE.
 Blocks must not S
overlap, i.e., their nesting must
S be regular. Formally:
Bstarts ≡ Splits AEndLoop ; Bends ≡ Joins AStartLoop .
Further, Let block be a mapping,block : Bstarts → Bends with block(s) =
join(s) if s ∈ Splits and block(s) = loop−1 (s) if s ∈ AEndLoop . Then:
s1 , s2 ∈ Bstarts with s1 ≺ s2 ≺ block(s1 ), ⇒ block(s2 ) ≺ block(s1 ).
In addition, we can define block as follows:
Let a1 , a2 ∈ A with a1 ≺ a2 or a1 = a2 . Let further join(a) be a bijective function to map each split/startLoop node a ∈ A with N T (a) ∈ {AndSplit,XorSplit,StartLoop}
to its corresponding joint/endLoop node a0 ∈ A with N T (a0 )S∈ {AndJoin,XorJoin,EndLoop}.
Then: The subgraph of S induced by node set B = {a1 , a2 } {a ∈ A|a1 ≺ a∧a ≺
a2 } constitutes a block iff:
 ∀a ∈ B with N T (a) ∈ {AndSplit,XorSplit,StartLoop}, ⇒ join(a) ∈ B
 ∀a ∈ B with N T (a) ∈ {AndJoin,XorJoin,EndLoop}, ⇒ join−1 (a) ∈ B

Note that these definitions correspond to what we have informally described
in Section 2.1.1.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 1
In this appendix, we prove Theorem 1 (cf. Section 4.2). It states that we can
obtain a unique order matrix A based on a given process structure tree T =
(N, C, CT, E, l ), i.e., for any two nodes ai , aj ∈ N , N CA(ai , aj ) exists and is
unique. The proof consists of three steps:
1. Based on the properties of process structure tree (cf. Theorem 2), we first
prove that the indegree of any element in a process structure tree is less or
equal to 1 (cf. Theorem 3).
2. In the second step, we show that for any two connected nodes in a process
structure tree, there exists exactly one path linking them (cf. Lemma 1).
3. Finally, we prove that for any two different nodes in a process structure
tree, their nearest common ancestor exists and is unique (cf. Theorem 4).
We first discuss an important property of any process structure tree T =
(N, C, CT, E, l ), namely that a subtree of T does not overlap with another different subtree of T . This property is described by Theorem 2. For a proof of
Theorem 2, we refer to [204].
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Theorem 2 Let T = (N, C, CT, E, l ) be a process structure tree and let T 0 =
(N 0 , C 0 , CT 0 , E 0 , l 0 ) and T 00 = (N 00 , C 00 , CT 0 , E 00 , l 00 ) be two different subtrees of
T . Then: T 0 does not overlap with T 00 ; i.e., either T 0 is
of T 00T
, or T 00
T a subtree
0
0
00
0
is a subtree
T , or the following property holds ((N
N = ∅) ∧ (C
C 00 =
T of
0
00
∅) ∧ (E
E = ∅)).
Based on Theorem 2, we can obtain Theorem 3.
Theorem 3 The indegree in(e) of any element e ∈ N
tree T = (N, C, CT, E, l ) is less or equal 1.

S

C in a process structure

S
Proof 2 Assume there exists an element
S e ∈ N C which has more than one
predecessor; i.e., ∃ n1 , n2 , . . . , ni ∈ N C : (n1 , e), (n2 , e), . . . , (ni , e) ∈ E and
nx 6= ny for x, y ∈ {1, . . . , i}. Let T (nx ) and T (ny ) be two subtrees that result
when using nx and ny as their root elements (with x, y ∈ {1, . . . , i}, x 6= y) (cf.
Section 2.1.2). Then both T (nx ) and T (ny ) contain element e since (nx , e) ∈ E
and (ny , e) ∈ E. However, since nx 6= ny holds, T (nx ) cannot be a subtree of
T (ny ), and vice versa. Therefore, T (nx ) and T (ny ) overlap, which contradicts
S
to the property described in Theorem 2. Consequently, any element e ∈ N C
maximally has one predecessor, i.e., in(e) ≤ 1; in(e) = 0 holds if e is the root of
T.
Based on Theorem 3, we can obtain Lemma 1.
S
Lemma 1 For two connected nodes a, b ∈ N C in a process structure tree
T = (N, C, CT, E, l ), there exists exactly one path connecting a with b.
S
Proof 3 Let a, b ∈ N C be two elements of T . Assume that a and b are
connected with S
a ≺ b. Then there exists a sequence < n0 , n1 , . . . , ni > with
n0 , . . . , ni ∈ N C, n0 = a, ni = b and (nk−1 , nk ) ∈ E for k ∈ {1, . . . , i}.
According to Theorem 3, in(nk ) ≤ 1 holds ⇒ The node which directly precedes
nk is unique and corresponds to nk−1 . Since this applies to all k ∈ {1, . . . , i}, the
path < n0 , . . . , ni > is unique.
Finally, Theorem 4 describes the existence and uniqueness of the nearest common ancestor for any two different nodes in a process structure tree.
Theorem 4 Taking two different nodes a, b ∈ N in a process structure tree T =
(N, C, CT, E, l ), their nearest common ancestor N CA(a, b) exists and is unique.
Proof 4 Let a, b ∈ N be two different nodes and let further c ∈ C be the nearest
common ancestor of a and b. Since a and b are two different nodes, T contains
at minimum two nodes and one connector. Consequently, there must be a root
connector r ∈ E with r ≺ a and r ≺ b, since nodes constitute the leaves in the
tree and cannot be a predecessor of any other tree element.
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 Existence of c. Since each process structure tree has a unique root r, we
obtain r ≺ a and r ≺ b. According to Lemma 1, we can find two unique
paths < n0 , n1 , . . . , ni > with n0 = r and ni = a, and < n00 , n01 , . . . , n0j >
with n00 = r and n0j = b respectively. Let min(i, j) denote the minimum of
i and j. Since r = n0 = n00 , there must be a k with 0 ≤ k ≤ min(i, j) such
that n0 = n00 , n1 = n10 , . . ., nk = n0k . According to Def. 7 we obtain nk as
N CA(a, b).
 Uniqueness of c. Assume that there is another connector c0 6= c with c0 ∈ C,
which is a nearest common ancestor of a and b. According to Def. 7 we
obtain c ⊀ c0 and c0 ⊀ c. Let r be the unique root of process structure tree
T . Then we obtain r ≺ c and r ≺ c0 . Since c0 is common ancestor of a and
b, we obtain c0 ≺ a and c0 ≺ b. Consequently, there are two different paths
from r to a: < r, . . . , c, . . . , a > and < r, . . . , c0 , . . . , a >. This contradicts
to Lemma 1 ⇒ c0 cannot exist.
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